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ABSTRACT
Light in architecture can be studied for its objective or perceptual effects. This thesis describes
an objective link between human health and architectural design. Specifically, the link between
daylight and human circadian rhythm (as a proxy for health) is explored. The purpose of this
thesis is increase understanding about the health effects of daylighting in architecture. Little in
the way of rigorous analysis exists in the emerging field of "evidence-based" design; however
billions of dollars are committed to healthcare construction in the United States annually. The
next generation of hospitals will certainly be guided by "evidence-based" findings, and so a
better understanding of daylight's role in human physiology may influence future healthcare
architecture. Therefore, the technical problem addressed here is the prospective analysis of
architectural design for circadian stimulus potential based on the state of the art in photobiology.
This combines lighting intensity, timing, and spectrum. Included in this thesis are specific
recommendations for architectural design, which are based on scientific application of biological
findings. Guidelines for circadian illumination are developed and applied. Evaluation of lighting
sources (i.e. daylighting, artificial lighting) will reveal those elements of each necessary to meet
circadian illumination guidelines. Recommendations for architectural designers will follow that
describe how building design can maximize the application of daylighting to promote circadian
organization, and thus improve the health potential of the built environment.
Thesis Supervisor: Marilyne Andersen
Title: Assistant Professor of Building Technology
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This thesis builds upon specific biological findings to propose methods by which
circadian illumination may be considered in architectural design. From the
literature, it appears that there are approximately five critical aspects to
circadian organization: intensity, timing, duration/pattern, photic history, and
spectrum (Lockley, 2008, In Press) (Veitch, et al., 2004). The timing and spectral
requirements for circadian illumination differ enough from other forms of
illumination, such general and task illumination, to warrant consideration of their
impact upon lighting design.
The objective of this thesis is to describe the characteristics of (day)light that
may promote human health by providing lighting for the appropriate
synchronization of circadian rhythms, and to use these findings to make specific
(day)lighting recommendations, grounded in biological findings. Specific metrics
and findings will be discussed but it is the relative evaluation and improvement
in circadian efficacy which is of concern. In other words, these findings should
not be taken as an absolute measure of circadian efficacy or health potential
because the precise definition of the human circadian action spectrum C(X) is still
underway.
The scientific method begins with a theory or hypothesis-a reason for the
investigation which guides the path of discovery. The discovery itself may
confirm or overturn the theory. Architectural theory has both a prospective
element and a retrospective one-it can be used to inform future designs and it
also describes past work. So, the use of the word theory in architecture is
problematic because it implies a process of hypothesis and testing. This,
however, is not always the case. To be more precise, architectural theory can be
parsed into groupings such as philosophy, editorial, true theory, and, no doubt,
others.
The use of a hypothetical aspiration in architecture is at least of equal relevancy
as the philosophical. Science, the testing of a hypothesis, is different from
philosophy precisely because it is based on empirical observations which are
interpreted to reveal fundamental truths about the universe (Adler, 1985 p. 193).
This thesis seeks to tackle the question of daylight's positive benefits to human
health, especially in healthcare applications where the physical environment
itself may play a role, perhaps significant, in health and healing (Ulrich, et al.,
2004)(US Federal Facilities Council, 2005). Healthcare and artificial environments
are new to the human paradigm-mainly emerging in the last 200 years, before
which buildings and medicine were rather crude. The built environment offered
little true insulation from the natural environment before the modern era. In
contrast, the human, physiologically, is unchanged from 200 years ago, or even
20,000 years ago (Fernandez-Galiano, 2007 p. 271). Some modern advances in
building science have proved to be helpful, such as better heating systems which
protect against an obvious environmental danger: hypothermia. So, in the
pursuit of a health-based metric for daylighting, one cannot blindly adopt an
organicist perspective which may state that "all that is natural is beneficial, and
that which is manmade is harmful."
Instead, this thesis takes the perspective that daylighting must have specific
qualities that can be harnessed to create environments which are beneficial to
human life (Collins, 2007 p. 135). To better understand daylight in this context,
an understanding of those specific qualities must be achieved. Architecture that
assumes these qualities can be considered "functional" in the context of
daylighting and its effect on health. This view of functionality requires a
scientific basis for these health-based assertions, which are developed in this
thesis, along with testable methods by which those assertions can be
substantiated (Addington, 2006). One major difference between this thesis and
previous work is the development of medical findings as the basis for daylighting.
Traditional bases include codes and standards (U.S. Green Building Council,
2001), while other research has sought to measure the human element in terms
of employee productivity (Boyce, 2004).
We are the verge of new lighting systems and criteria (including criteria for
daylighting) being developed which aim to support and/or enhance human
circadian organization, and by proxy, support improved human health(Wieland,
2007). Healthcare construction in the United States will likely rise to $20 billion
per year by 2010, reflecting the need to replace or upgrade many hospitals built
in the 1970s (Ulrich, et al., 2004 p. 2). What is different about the coming wave
of healthcare construction is the concept of evidence-based design. Mirroring
the trend towards "evidence-based medicine," research-based healthcare design
seeks to make specific interventions in the design of hospitals and other
healthcare environments for the purpose of promoting healing (Ulrich, et al.,
2004 p. 2). Among the areas being considered for evidence-based design are
those that: "(1) reduce staff stress and fatigue and increase effectiveness in
delivering care (2) improve patient safety (3) reduce stress and improve
outcomes (4) improve overall healthcare quality (Ulrich, et al., 2004 p. 3)."
Recommendations on (day)lighting criteria will grow out of the need to create
safer and less stressful healthcare environments. They will find natural and quick
adaptation to the healthcare industry, where both evidence that supports this
research and an "evidence-based" design polemic, which promulgates the
building as healer, coincide (Joseph, 2006) (Illuminating Engineering Society of
North America, 2006).
Light is an enduring quality of a building and it profoundly impacts its occupants.
It is experienced on three, or more, levels: physical, psychological, and
physiological, though the parsing of these areas is admittedly arbitrary as
physiological conditions can affect psychological wellness, and psychological
wellness can affect recovery from disease. On the physical level, light results in
environmental illumination which the eyes detect as vision through the use of
photopigments. (The process by which the light is received and interpreted is
certainly physiological in nature.) Sunlight can have positive physical effects,
such as aiding in the production of vitamin D, as well as negative effects,
including burns to the skin and vision damage. Some of these properties,
including negative ones, exist in artificially lit environments (Bergman, et al.,
1995). The psychological effects of light are many, and beyond the scope of this
thesis to enumerate. Knez' studies have attempted to describe the effect of light
on psychological processes such as a cognitive task and memory, but provide no
solid recommendation that is universally applicable (Knez, 2001). Beauchemin
and Hays' 1996 study revealed how daylighting can be correlated to decreased
hospitalization length for depressed patients (Beauchemin, et al., 1996).
Applying the same methodology in 1998, they revealed than those heart attack
patients recovering in hospital rooms with more daylight had lower mortality
rates than those in dark rooms. Women also appeared to recover more quickly
(though there was no comparable evidence for men) in bright hospital rooms
(Beauchemin, et al., 1998). These results mirror those found by Ulrich in 1984
(Ulrich, 1984). While these findings are physiological (i.e. improved health), the
authors of these articles speculate that daylight's effect on psychological stresses
may be a contributing factor (Beauchemin, et al., 1998).
In contrast to, or perhaps complementary to, physical and psychological
responses to daylight, physiological processes are those that bridge the physical
with the experiential. For example, the mechanism considered in this thesis,
human circadian organization, drives the apparent alertness and drowsiness
response in humans. It also drives larger and more complex tides of hormones
responsible for the regulation of the human body. Undoubtedly, disruption of
human circadian organization will result in stress, and so the environment can
become a stressor (Evans, et al., 1998). Joseph suggests that "By controlling the
circadian system, light-both natural and artificial--impacts many health
outcomes among patients and staff in hospitals such as depression, sleep,
circadian rest-activity rhythms, as well as length of stay in the hospital (Joseph,
2006 p. 4)." In fact, circadian organization can affect seasonal affective disorder
(Lewy, et al., 1998), alertness (Cajochen, et al., 2000) (Ruger, et al., 2006), and
light-at-night, which can confound the human circadian system, has been
associated with higher risk of diseases such as cancer (Stevens, et al., 2007).
Previous work in the human health-architecture connection comes from Richard
Neutra. His work includes an intentional exploration of the morphology of
buildings and their physiological consequences (Neutra, 2007 p. 122). Neutra
stated that:
"In our time new instruments and obligations have come to us from
research penetrating into life's performance. Physiology is a pursuit and
a science which opens the door to broad and intensive application. We
begin to wield tools which will enable us to do the patient spade-work
which must be done. It will be fascinating because it is so novel (Neutra,
2007)."
This thesis attempts to continue this strain applying today's research and
simulation techniques. Human circadian biology represents a well-advanced
field without clear integration into building design. The thesis outlines the
characteristics of human circadian organization, the qualities of light which drive
it, and its morphological implications.
The decision to pursue this research from a daylighting perspective is intentional.
Twentieth century architecture, especially, is marked by the central tension
between the building and those systems which support its inhabitability. An
extreme example can be seen in the film "Brazil," where a future world is
completely dependent on its air conditioning and information systems, and
uninhabitable without them (Gilliam, 1985). In the mainstream of practice,
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however, the "age of systems" clumsily meets the "unassisted structure" which
was characteristic to northern European architecture before being exported
worldwide after the 1500s (Braham, et al., 2007 p. xiii) (Banham, 1984 p. 14).
The unassisted structure is characterized by elements which conserve interior
conditions (heat, coolth, etc.) while selectively admitting ambient conditions (i.e.
light, wind, etc.). Added to this is the mechanical capability to create interior
environmental conditions that supplement, or replace, those conditions
occurring outside the building both to meet growing demand for predictable
conditions, and to adapt European building types to ever more southerly
locations where the unassisted structure was incapable of maintaining
inhabitable conditions (Banham, 1984 p. 23). In other words, an unassisted
structure is only partly capable produce interior conditions desirable for human
habitation. Mechanical systems do indeed create more inhabitable structures.
The building, then freed from the requirement to provide desirable conditions
unassisted, could then respond to other requirements including new aesthetic
sensibilities and an increasingly complex society requiring more sophisticated
buildings (Banham, 1984 p. 71).
Similar to organicism, the characteristics of the mechanized interior environment
should not be approached uncritically. The technologies which comprise the
mechanized environment are not always the best solution to the physics of the
problem. In our increasingly technologically-driven design and construction
market, the technologies themselves take on a life of their own-often in
violation of the principles which they were intended to serve. This results in
market inertia which leaves little or no room for true innovation (Addington,
2006 p. 65). For example, while HVAC has been around for more than 100 years,
it has changed little in that time. A building with a broken air handler does not
receive an environmental systems overhaul, instead a new air handler,
essentially identical to the one that preceded it, is installed without question.
Scientific advances in the intervening century have produced many technologies
that can replace air handling systems altogether, however their market
acceptance is woeful (Addington).
Therefore, it is with a sense of caution that the circumstances necessary to
human circadian organization are approached. The problem is explored here for
its architectural implications (mass, void, plane, and material (Chang, 2007)).
This is, however, not the only approach to the current research imaginable. For
example, circadian illuminators are commonly used in northern European
countries that experience very low daylight duration in winter months. While
this is likely a perfectly functional approach, the problem in that case is
formulated in terms of device rather than architecture. This is, admittedly, a
bias, but perhaps not an unreasonable one as the central question of the thesis is
the description of architectural daylighting in the context of advances in human
physiology. An analysis of artificial lighting systems for circadian potential is also
executed, with the results compared to the physiological underpinnings of this
thesis research. Most interior environments will inevitably have some
combination of the two, and so a discussion of their integration follows after
each has been independently developed.
Circadian rhythm, by its nature, suggests consideration of architectural design in
the time dimension. Typically, a building is conceived as a static, three-
dimensional, idealized object. When projecting into this fourth dimension, the
temporal qualities of environment, the building, society, and technology come
into view as considerations. The extensive elaboration of these concepts is
beyond the scope of this thesis; however an elaboration is begun specifically for
the purpose of expanding a static view of lighting into a temporal dimension.
Key problems encountered in the exploration of the temporal aspects of light
include the determinacy of the built form and the probability of achieving the
lighting goal. At the writing of this thesis, it can be generally stated that in
Western society, the rate of technological advancement is astounding--rates of
technological change are of the magnitude of months. Social change appears to
be influenced by rapidly advancing technology with timescales greatly shortened
when compared to those of just few generations prior. However, buildings, by
the nature of their complexity and expense, still require timescales of years to
realize, and endure decades or centuries. In the timespan of years,
environmental conditions change in relatively predictable patterns (seasons).
Advances in daylight modeling tools replace static metrics such as daylight factor
with advanced probabilistic metrics that account for uncertainties of time and
weather conditions for predicting daylight illumination. And so, the question of
determinacy shifts from the environment to the building, heretofore viewed as
static. Under the circumstances of rapid technological and social change, it is not
uncommon to remark that a building, once completed, is already technologically
obsolete, and whose social function has already been compromised by advances
between conception and completion. Buildings do not achieve equilibrium with
their environment (Alexander, 2007 p. 152) but must adapt to emerging
conditions and also be adaptable to them, preferably with little change. Social
and technological change drive building program. For example, the invention of
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) necessitated creation of MRI suites with
specific, stringent requirements such as electromagnetic shielding. In choosing
to study the light gathering element of the building-its massing and facade-
this thesis attempts also to consider the programmatic determinacy of the
building on time scales of years and generations. A building's main structure
may last for hundreds of years while the mechanical systems have a serviceable
lifespan of around one decade (SLA, 2007 p. 439). A fluorescent lamp lasts but a
year, and in many cases less than that. A building's fagade and overall massing,
therefore, is least impacted by programmatic change in a building and most likely
to endure in the face of change. So, it makes sense to study these systems for
their impact on the health of building occupants (Wieland, 2007).

1.1 A BRIEF HISTORY OF HOSPITALS
The hospital building type is relatively new in the Western tradition-emerging in
the late 1700s and reaching its pinnacle of development in the current era. This
section will focus on the forces that advanced development of hospitals and
healthcare. It will conclude with an overview of the state-of-the-art in hospital
design theory.
Medieval medical practices would be considered appalling by modern observers.
The Renaissance marked a turning point from medieval practices, which were
inspired by Greek and Islamic medical theories. From the renaissance period,
three important contributions to medicine were made: the use of the scientific
method, discovery of Germ Theory, and the adoption of hospital-based
medicine. Germ Theory, which states that disease is transmitted by small
particles transferred from infected to uninfected persons, was one such
theoretical advance. The book On Contagion (1546), by Girolamo Fracastoro,
introduced the concept of Germ Theory, but it was Giovannic Cosimo Bonomo
who, almost 150 years later (?-1697) popularized it (Magner, 1992 p. 306).
Another theoretical advance of the era was the introduction of hospital-based
medicine. Herman Boerhaave (1668-1738), considered the Newton of Medicine,
was the most influential physician of his era. He established a teaching hospital
and introduced the concept of "bedside medicine." This developed into the
hospital medicine of the 191h century-an important step as the practice of
medicine shifted into hospitals during and after the industrial revolution
(Magner, 1992 p. 226). Despite these theoretical advances, little practical
improvement was seen in population health because cures and treatments
lagged behind (Magner, 1992 pp. 153-4).
Western healthcare infrastructure varied widely during the Renaissance. In
Europe, institutions such as the influential Paris and Vienna hospitals were well
established. Medical infrastructure in the United States, in contrast, was sparse
and improvised. In America, healthcare was mainly provided in private homes
with limited public institutions like pest-houses for public health emergencies
and almshouses for the care of the poor. This may be due to the relatively
undeveloped state of North America at the time-a smaller, more sparsely
settled populace focused on agriculture may have had neither time nor capital to
erect institutions for the care of those at the margins of society. The poor,
orphans, mentally ill, and diseased were cared for within their social networks.
Some larger colonial cities established public institutions, but these were few
and for the desperate (Rothman, 1971 p. xiii).
Almshouses and pest-houses were important social precursors to the modern
hospital and were typical of the improvised methods by which Americans dealt
with marginal members of society and outbreaks of disease. Almshouses served
a number of purposes--generally the care of the poor, needy, distressed, and
transients (Rothman, 1971 p. xiii)--their transformation into healthcare
institutions was unintentional (Rothman, 1971 p. 45). This happened because
the concentration of sick and distressed attracted doctors. These doctors
eventually became paid staff members and trained students and so almshouses
became like hospitals (Rothman, 1971 p. 45). Almshouses were more common
in larger American cities (Rothman, 1971 p. xiii). Boston was the first US city to
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establish an Almshouse though no documentation survives describing the 1664
building (Rothman, 1971 p. 39). In contrast to the almshouse's broad social
mission, pest-houses were purpose-built, improvisional structures, constructed
in reaction to outbreaks of communicable disease such as cholera or smallpox.
Then-current knowledge stated that separating the infected from the uninfected
contained disease outbreaks. So, pest-houses were constructed on the outskirts
of towns, or isolated islands, called "hospital lands." Patients were isolated from
the healthy population until they either died or recovered from their illness.
Boston's smallpox pest-house was constructed on Shelter Island in 1717 (Ozonff,
1982 p. 80). Providence constructed its smallpox pest-house in 1776, followed
by a yellow fever pest-house in 1797. In the case of Providence, these served as
the city's only hospitals until after the US Civil War. The 1956, et seq., campus of
the Rhode Island Hospital continues to occupy this site today (Woodward, 1986
pp. 32, 99).
The growing medicalization of almshouses signaled the requirement for
centralized healthcare institutions. An early response was the 1751 Pennsylvania
Hospital. As a hospital, this healthcare institution contributed to the
professionalization of medical practice by concentrating the ill along with
attending physicians. Doctors were trained in this setting, which allowed for the
passing along of practical knowledge and wisdom. The literature makes
reference to "attempts to effect cures," however medical science had not yet
progressed to where "cures" were safe and effective. As a public institution, the
Pennsylvania hospital cared for the poor and mentally ill. This institution served
the public most effectively in this capacity by separating the sick from the well,
the vagrant from the settled (Rothman, 1971 p. 45).
The period 1750-1900 was one of institutionalization of healthcare and increases
in the efficacy of medicine. Among the epidemics facing human populations,
smallpox, tuberculosis, and cholera feature prominently in the literature. Major
advances in the knowledge of these diseases were made in this era, but these
did not necessarily translate into cures. Cholera's method of transmission was
postulated by Max von Pettenkofer (1818-1901) who, ironically, rejected germ
theory (1992 pp. 319, 327). He recognized that cholera was spread through
unsanitary conditions (i.e. sewage) and advocated for public health reforms
(1992 pp. 319, 327). Smallpox and tuberculosis are communicable diseases,
spread from one person to another through contact. Smallpox is a virus, the only
one which humanity has conquered (Dobson, 1996 p. 124). An effective
inoculation for smallpox was developed in Turkey before 1720, though it took
some time before Western physicians and the public accepted it. For example,
early experiments with inoculation in Boston in 1721 were largely successful, but
drew the ire of the medical establishment and the city government (Magner,
1992 pp. 240-242). The bacteria that causes tuberculosis was isolated by Robert
Koch (1843-1910) in 1881. The incidence of the disease declined with public
health improvements, though a cure would not appear until the 2 0th century
(Magner, 1992 p. 323). Of these three diseases, tuberculosis was the most
devastating, alone counting for one in seven deaths (Magner, 1992 pp. 318-319).
In contrast to smallpox, acceptance of medical science had advanced such that
when Koch announced his "cure" for tuberculosis 1890, he was hailed as a hero
even though his "tuberculin" was not effective (Magner, 1992).
The 19th century was a time of growing reliance on healthcare institutions,
however, these institutions were not necessarily any more reliable despite
advances in medicine. For example, in Jacksonian America, institutions (vs.
rugged individualism) rose in prominence, and in many cases became places of
first resort in times of distress-rather than last (Rothman, 1971 p. xiii). Hospital
reform following the French Revolution established this institution as the center
for medical treatment, teaching and research-each contributing to the other for
the purpose of improving patient outcomes (Magner, 1992 p. 230). Appalling
urban conditions, however, and contempt of patients did a disservice to many in
need of medical attention. A new disease called "hospitalism" appeared during
this era, attributed to poverty, rapid urbanization, and industrialization (Magner,
1992 p. 296) -- implying that the miserable conditions outside were contributing
to the spread of this mysterious and deadly disease in the hospital. In another
example of poor healthcare typical of the era, 10-50% of women died from
infections following delivery of a child in a hospital. Callous hospital
administrators blamed this on the "miserable condition of the poor, desperate,
unmarried women who delivered in the hospital." The cause, however, was
discovered by Semmeweis who linked these high mortality rates to physicians
who performed autopsies early in the day, then later assisted in delivering
children without properly disinfecting their hands (Magner, 1992 p. 264).
The close of the nineteenth century saw several major beneficial developments
in medicine. By the 1890s, bacteriology was taught in American schools. Lister's
methods to prevent the spread of infection were catching on--an operation
didn't necessarily result in a fatal infection when his techniques were properly
applied (Magner, 1992 pp. 297-300). As a result of these and other
breakthroughs, urban populations became self-sustaining around 1900 (Dobson,
1996 p. 122).
Nineteenth century hospitals were the product of several forces acting
concurrently to form a whole new institution, replacing the almshouses and
makeshift pest-houses of the eighteenth century. Their outward symmetry and
rigidly neoclassical appearance suggest a growing public role to both provide for
those at society's fringes, and to impose social order on them. The industrial
revolution was, after all, a time of social upheaval, change, and growth (Ozonff,
1982 pp. 80-81). When speaking of traditional theories of asylums, Rothman
makes this observation: ". . .an urban and industrial society must depend upon
caretaker institutions to control the labor force. Later developments illustrate
that this is by no means so (1971 p. xvi)." These hospitals starkly contrast to the
vernacular almshouses of the previous centuries (Ozonff, 1982 pp. 80-81). The
layout and functionality of hospitals during the industrial revolution - especially
those of the mid-nineteenth century onward -- were heavily influenced by the
work of Florence Nightgale. She worked as a nurse during the Crimean War, and
following this experience, published books advocating for reform of hospitals
and their design. Her recommendations were far reaching and included
geometries of wards, interior finishes, daylighting, and natural ventilation. This
approach was in response to the dark, unhygienic conditions of older hospitals
which preceded them (Durand, 2000)(Verderber, 2000). However well-
intentioned the approach, these hospitals' fagades relied on heavy, compressive
structures which limited the size and orientation of window openings (Giedion,
1995 p. 101). The resulting forms were "U" or "E" shaped, with the wings
housing patients remote from the central core area (Verderber, 2000 pp. 11-13).
Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand describes the conditions of contemporary hospitals
and the ideal hospital in his 1802-5 treatise Precis des lecons d'architecture
donnees a I'Ecole Polytechnique:
Of all buildings, hospitals are those that must be the most salubrious; and
of all buildings, they are generally those that are the least salubrious. In
most of them, all the wards, which meet either at the corners of a square
or at the center of a cross, form hotbeds of infection, deadly not only to
those who resort to such places to relieve their ills but to the inhabitants
of the cities within which the hospitals are unwisely built. Such is the
neglect and barbarity with which these buildings are treated in all their
other parts, and such is the dismal aspect of the whole, that even the
poorest wretch will balk at being taken to a place that seems less a
refuge than an abyss, opening its jaws to engulf suffering humanity. .
.Every ward, whether for men, on one side, or for women, on the other, is
allotted to a particular kind of disease. Each of these wards is ten meters
wide by approximately nine meters high. Behind each of the beds, which
are arranged in two rows in each ward, there is a corridor one meter
wide. . .Above these corridors, which are only a little more than two
meters high, each wall has a row of windows that would light the rooms
perfectly and renew the air readily (Durand, 2000 pp. 166-7).
Sanatoriums-hospitals that specialize in the care of tuberculosis patients, were
also prevalent in the industrial revolution era. Despite early progress in
identifying the cause of tuberculosis, a cure did not surface until the mid-
twentieth century, and so these institutions maintained their unique role
separate from that of other hospital types (i.e. general hospitals). As the 19th
century come to a close, the nature of care given evolved from palliative to
active intervention. Mirroring societal shifts also apparent in architectural
practice, fresh air, exposure to sunshine, and rest were replaced with work, drug
trials, and operations. This shift seems to have been part of the overall attempt
to better ground medical care in scientific knowledge, but the efficacy of that
care in this case is seriously doubted (Magner, 1992 p. 325).
The modern era in medicine was one of revolution and transformation of
healthcare. Science and technology made significant advances in the battle
against disease and injury. For the first time in history, those admitted to the
hospital had a fair chance of successful recovery (Verderber, 2000). The dawn of
the modern era coincides with the effective treatment and/or cures for the
major diseases of infamy. Smallpox had been effectively cured in the 1800s, and
by the late 1900s was considered "extinct (Magner, 1992)." A cure for
tuberculosis, streptomycin, was discovered in 1943 by Salmen Waksman (1888-
1973). This "captain of death" was thus rendered powerless, and the
tuberculosis sanatoria associated with its treatment were obsolete and vacant
(Magner, 1992 p. 326). Sterilization and anesthesia, discovered in the previous
century, meant surgeries were now safer with lower risk of post-operative
infections. The X-Ray, CAT Scan, and other high-technology devices became
essential to the delivery of this new medicine. The medicalization of birth is a
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uniquely twentieth century phenomenon. Compared to the Vienna Hospital of
the 1800s, women seeking treatment in modern hospitals could expect favorable
outcomes for both child and mother. By 1955, 95% of childbirths occurred in
hospitals. By 1980, 25% of hospital-born children were delivered by.caesarean
section. (Magner, 1992 p. 275).
At the dawn of the modern era, the United States was ready for a large
investment in hospitals. Between the Depression and the end of World War II,
the US went on a 20-year hospital construction hiatus (Lave, 1974 p. 7). A crisis
was upon the United States: 40% of counties (mostly rural and poor) lacked a
registered hospital and those hospitals that were in service were obsolete (Lave,
1974 p. 7)(Carter, 1979 pp. 12-13). The Hill-Burton Act (aka The Hospital
Construction Act) was passed in 1946 with the expressed purpose "to
construction public and other non-profit hospitals... (Lave, 1974 p. 7)." This
program was highly successful-it resulted in a tangible increase in hospital
facilities poor and rural areas (Lave, 1974 p. 47). The act included oversight by
the US Public Health Service, which shaped the program and construction
standards for these new hospitals (Verderber, 2000 p. 23).
The international style, and later brutalist interpretations, was viewed by the
healthcare industry as an expression of technologically sophisticated medicine
(Verderber, 2000 p. 13). A machine for healing (Verderber, 2000)(Sarkis, 2001).
Stephen Verderber describes these hospitals as:
. . .characterized by flat roofs, minimal exterior ornamentation,
monolithic volumes, the use of only one color (usually white or off-white),
concrete and steel with large expanses of exterior glass and a tripartite
structure of a below-grade service base, an administrative base at grade
level, and a patient tower on top (2000 p. 17).
This standardization, the modernist aesthetic, increasing labor costs, and the
increased complexity of care provided (and associated spatial requirements)
heavily influenced the emerging modern hospital building type (Woodward, 1986
p. 101; Verderber, 2000). There was also tremendous pressure on hospitals to
adapt quickly to changing healthcare needs and technology (Lave, 1974 pp. 1-3).
Like other building types, modern hospitals benefited from advances in structural
technology and fluorescent lighting which allowed for the "free plan (Gropius,
1965 pp. 25-26) (Giedion, 1995 p. 101) (Dringoli, 2005 p. 280)." The first
generation of modernist hospitals can be characterized by their use of these
technologies and air conditioning. Functionally, the programmatic demands
placed upon the modern hospital caused an exponential increase in complexity
as compared to Durand's ideal hospital. The first building air conditioned for
human comfort was the Royal Victoria Hospital, Belfast, 1903 by Henman and
Cooper. Contrasted to the plan of Nightingale hospitals, this compact edifice was
designed to limit heat transfer through the fagade and is a harbinger for
mechanically conditioned buildings (Banham, 1984 pp. 77-82). In response to
uncertainty in program, a structural system was envisioned which allows
mechanical systems to be independent of architectural spaces. Developed in the
1960s, these interstitial hospitals were invented to deal with the complexity of
changing built infrastructure to adapt to new technologies and programs. In this
chassis-type a whole floor was provided between occupied floors solely to house
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mechanical, plumbing, and electrical systems. This use of infrastructure is
interesting for a number of reasons. First, it is reminiscent of Team 10 urban
design strategy of over-built infrastructure that anticipates future uses. Second,
the changing focus from circulation to mechanical systems marks some shift (or
perhaps fascination with) increasingly controlled interior environments.
Altogether, the interstitial system promised "infinite flexibility" by separating the
useable space from its support infrastructure, in theory walls could be rapidly
reconfigured with the necessary mechanical system support infrastructure
already in-place, or only needing minor modification. This system was
prominent through the 1980s, but declined in popularity since likely due to the
large capital cost associated with the system and changing ideas of flexibility
(Verderber, 2000 pp. 116-8).
For most of the 20th century, hospital medicine was still delivered in an inpatient
setting. Programmatic and formal experimentation was enabled by the
aforementioned technological advances. As experimentation progressed, the
nursing units of hospitals took on distinct forms characteristic of specific time
periods: double-loaded, linear plans (1900s), race-track rectangular plans
(1940s), circular plans (1950s), cross-shaped plans (1930s to 1950s), square plans
(1950s), and triangular plans (1970s). Many of these nursing units recall Jeremy
Bentham's panopticons (Woodward, 1986 p. 101). By rationalizing interior
layouts along purely functional lines, architects sought to achieve high levels of
building plan efficiency necessitated by increasingly specialized spatial
requirements and labor constraints (Verderber, 2000).
Meanwhile, major structural changes in the United States' healthcare industry
shift ambulatory patients out of hospitals, resulting in a wave of hospital bed
capacity downsizing and consolidation (Verderber, 2000). Gainsborough predicts
the emergence of outpatient healthcare, concluding that increased reliance on
outpatient services will result in lower quality care and less time-efficiency for
patients. However, his 1964 discussion portends a fundamental shift in
healthcare delivery, especially in the later part of the modern era (Gainsborough,
1964 p. 257). By the 1970s, outpatient clinics emerged as a separate healthcare
building type, first through association with hospitals, then later through
freestanding buildings (Verderber, 2000). They took on the formal attributes of
office buildings and in many cases are indistinguishable. Today, outpatient
clinics can be found in an unlimited spectrum of arrangements, from single
practitioner offices to huge outpatient clinics that rival hospitals in size. Their
relation to inpatient facilities may range from completely separated to
completely integrated.
Hospitals refocused their efforts on the most critically ill patients (Leibrick, 2000
p. 173), meanwhile seeking to become more competitive (Johnson, 1974 p. 43).
Verderber describes the options facing hospitals prior to the turn of the 21st
century: flee to suburbs, adapt in place, or become a regional medical center
(Verderber, 2000 p. 99). Johnson, writing in the 1970s, expresses a pessimistic
viewpoint: he predicts elite hospitals in the suburbs catering to those who can
pay, and public hospitals serving inner cities and rural areas (Verderber, 2000 p.
44). To a limited extent, this vision was realized, though opposing forces still
favored urban medical centers for higher acuity care. Major urban medical
centers, for which the construction process did not cease between 1940-80,
Verderber describes the resultant typical conglomeration of buildings as
"disfunctionality and disorganization on formal and spatial levels can easily be
read by studying a major urban hospital plan (Verderber, 2000 p. 96)."
In the postmodern era, a complex milieu of circumstances has emerged to shape
yet another generation of healthcare facilities. Among the forces present include
(New) Urbanism, return to traditional building forms, bipolarity of
decentralization and consolidation, and "evidence-based" design. These overlay,
not replace, the forces of the earlier 2 0 th century and have their roots in both
modernist (Gainsborough, 1964) and rationalist (Krier, 1986) thought.
Healthcare facilities express a bipolar decentralization-consolidation relationship.
Decentralization has resulted in the spinning off of a wide variety of health-
related buildings, especially outpatient clinics, outpatient surgery centers, and
hospice facilities. In Christopher Alexander's writings, he seeks to maximize this
trend for the purpose of making healthcare personal and accessible in a literal
sense. He criticizes a 1970s Kaiser Medical Center (presumably in California) for
being large and concentrated and for focusing on curative health rather than
preventative health. In his manifesto on city design, Alexander proposes the
entire healthcare infrastructure be dismantled in favor of smaller group
physician practices that are co-located with fitness centers serving communities
of 7,000 or less. He proposes that mental and physical healthcare should be
integrated, and that physicians should observe people in their community
environment doing normal activities such as dancing or swimming (Alexander,
1977 pp. 252-255). In contrast, healthcare, especially high-end, expensive,
intensive healthcare consolidated in the late modern era, primarily for economic
reasons. Evidence also suggests that busy hospitals delivery better quality care
(Raja, 2003 p. 1). Examples of consolidation can be seen in Chicago's 1999
Northwestern Memorial Hospital. In this facility, outpatient and inpatient
functions are located in separate towers(American Institute of Architects, 2004
p. 42). Another example is Shriners Hospital and Burns Research Institute in
Boston (1999). Rather than leave Boston for another location, a unique site re-
development strategy was employed. The new facility was actually partially
constructed over the old one. The older building was then torn down, and the
vacant space was filled with new construction thus completing the building's
replacement (American Institute of Architects, 2004 p. 26; Verderber, 2000)
In addition to the bipolar decentralization-consolidation trend in healthcare
construction, there is renewed emphasis on environmental connection. Over the
past century, hospital design, like architecture in general, has seen the
marginalization of functional daylighting paralleling the emergence of more
complicated building requirements and new technologies. Technologies such as
structural steel allowed for the adoption of glass facades, spurred by increasingly
sophisticated glass production techniques which brought large-pane window
glazing to market. Leading architects proclaimed the opening of the curtain wall
to "fresh air, daylight and sunshine (Gropius, 1965 p. 43)." Large expanses of
glazing became a hallmark of the new International Style architecture. Ironically,
these buildings were illuminated almost exclusively by artificial sources
(Alexander, et al., 1977 p. 525), necessitated by deep floor plans resulting from
"free plans" and complicated programmatic requirements. So, despite rhetoric
suggesting improved buildings, the result was a net loss in environmental
connection in 20t h Century hospitals (Alexander, et al., 1977 p. 525).
Architectural criticism arose which sought to reintroduce environmental
connection as a promoter of human health. Alexander (1977) writes, "there is a
growing body of evidence which suggests that man actually needs daylight, since
the cycle of daylight somehow plays a vital role in the maintenance of the body's
circadian rhythms, and that the change of light during the day, though
apparently variable, is in this sense a fundamental constant by which the human
body maintains its relationship to the environment. . .If this is true, then too
much artificial light actually creates a rift between a person and his surroundings
and upsets human physiology (Alexander, et al., 1977 p. 527)." The role of
artificial lighting in potentially confounding human circadian organization is also
addressed in Veitch et al (2004) (Veitch, et al., 2004). Concurring with
Gainsborough's recommendations, Alexander suggests arrangement of rooms
along an east-west axis, adding that sleeping rooms should have an eastern
orientation (Alexander, et al., 1977 pp. 617, 659). Solar access to any building
can be assisted or hindered by its massing. Alexander and Martin assert that
courtyards to increase solar access to rooms versus building with deep plans
(Alexander, et al., 1977 p. 659) (Martin, 1983 p. 225).
A scientific understanding of the human light-health connection is relatively new
in the literature. As late as the 1980s, it was widely postulated that human
circadian organization was not light-dependent (Mcintyre, et al., 1989 p. 150). In
contrast to this position, several studies demonstrated that bright light can
suppress melatonin production in humans, confirming the role of light to human
day-night cycles(Lewy, et al., 1985)(Mclntyre, et al., 1989 p. 153). These findings
were confirmed and refined in a pair of 2001 studies which identified a novel
opsin which contribute to the regulation of human circadian rhythm (Brainard, et
al., 2001 p. 6405) (Thapan, et al., 2001 p. 261). While bright light can positively
affect human circadian organization, ambiguous lighting conditions may have
negative effects on human health. Skene and Swaab reported that "constant,
dim, retinal illumination" has a deleterious effect on human circadian
organization (Figueiro, et al., 2005 p. 2). Beauchemin and Hays demonstrated
higher mortality rates among hospital patients recovering in dark rooms
(Beauchemin, et al., 1998 p. 352). From these types of findings (Wilson,
1972)(Walsh, et al., 2005)(Ulrich, 1984), the "evidence-based design" movement
arises which seeks to integrate environmental design into patient care (Joseph,
2006 p. 1).
The "evidence-based" design movement has sought to improve the quality of
healthcare institutions through research-informed design decisions that
presumably will save both money and reduce negative environmental impacts on
patient health. Buildings constructed in keeping with this approach include
several distinct characteristics. One such characteristic is the use of universal
care wards and acuity adaptable patient rooms. Perhaps related, or as a
byproduct of other forces, the "super floor" nursing unit has gained prominence
over the patient bed tower (Verderber, 2000). This approach seeks to minimize
the shuffling of patients through the hospital, and instead bring as many
healthcare services to the patient. Staff travels from room to room, monitoring
patients in situ (Center for Health Design, 2007)(Ulrich, et al., 2004). These
factors combine to create a preference for courtyard buildings, versus 20t
century building types, as have been widely adopted in Europe (Stantec, 2006).
Other characteristics of the "evidence-based" hospital include patient rooms
equipped with lifts to prevent back injuries when transporting patients and
reduced ambient noise levels for patient comfort (Joseph, et al., 2007).
For daylighting, codification has ensued, with the LEED 2.0 requiring "... a
connection between indoor spaces and outdoor environments through the
introduction of sunlight and views into the occupied areas of the building (U.S.
Green Building Council, 2001 p. 39)." The 2005 LEED 2.2 expounds upon this,
linking the wellbeing of building occupants to connection to nature and
daylighting (U.S. Green Building Council, 2005 p. 287). The AIA's guidelines for
hospital design bring these requirements into healthcare architecture,
specifically stating "windows are important for the psychological wellbeing of
many patients. .. (American Institute of Architects, 2006 p. 40)." To this, the
Green Guide for Health Care adds the requirement to "reinforce natural
circadian rhythms (sleep/wake patterns) in patients and daytime staff, and
promote alertness in both day-shift and night-shift staff (2007 pp. 3-13)."
Industry interest is piqued, and a focus on hospital fagade design and patient
health emerges (Wieland, 2007).
This study of hospital forms and medical practice from the Renaissance to the
current era has demonstrated that hospitals have changed in form and purpose
in response to external factors. At the outset, they were mainly collectors of the
unwanted and contagious. In the 20th century, their status was elevated through
advances in medicine and technology and changes in social attitudes. Formally,
hospitals evolved from improvisional structures to regional hospitals to our
currently highly centralized/decentralized arrangement where healthcare takes
place in a myriad of forums. The re-emergence of traditional building forms in
the current era should not be approached uncritically. This, combined with
diagnosis of the operative elements of the human-environmental connection
serve as the basis for explorations presented in this thesis. It is hoped that
rigorous analysis, rather than unsupported theory, will form the basis of future
decisions in healthcare construction.

1.2 LIGHTING PHYSIOLOGY: HUMAN CIRCADIAN PHOTOBIOLOGY
This section outlines the state-of-the-art in human circadian photobiology. Light
affects humans on physical (Bergman, et al., 1995), physiological (Lockley, 2008,
In Press), and psychological levels (Farley, et al., 2001), though the results are not
always conclusive (Knez, 2001)(Joseph, 2006). As the relationship is complex,
some level of simplification is necessary in order to make an objective
assessment of the human health-light connection. This thesis represents an
intentional exploration of the human health-light connection from a
physiological perspective.
The use of physiology as inspiration in architectural design finds precedent in the
work of architects such as Richard Neutra (Neutra, 2007). By studying the
relationship between human physiology and light, research in photobiology,
especially circadian photoreception, has advanced to a point where specific
lighting implications can be proposed. Previous research has reported dramatic
healthcare outcomes in relation to the quality of daylit environments (Walsh, et
al., 2005)(Beauchemin, et al., 1998)(Wilson, 1972) although the physiological
mechanisms contributing to these results is yet unknown.
Many aspects of human physiology and behavior are dominated by 24-h rhythms
that have a major impact on our health and well-being. For example, sleep-wake
cycles, alertness and performance patterns, core body temperature rhythms and
the production of the hormones melatonin and cortisol are all regulated by an
endogenous near-24-hour oscillator in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the
hypothalamus. The cells in these nuclei spontaneously generate rhythms with a
period close to, but not exactly, 24 hours, and are therefore synchronized to
environmental time by the 24-hour light-dark cycle. Light information is utilized
exclusively by the eyes using specialized retinal photoreceptors located in the
ganglion cell layer, separate from the rod and cone photoreceptors used for
vision. These cells contain a novel photopigment called melanopsin and project
directly to the SCN via a dedicated neural pathway, the retinohypothalamic tract
(RHT). Each day the light-dark cycle resets the internal clock, which in turn,
synchronizes the physiology and behavior controlled by the clock (Lockley, 2008,
In Press)(Provencio, et al., 2000). It is this time-index of light which is of interest
in this thesis research.
Melanopsin is most sensitive to short-wavelength (blue) visible light (,max~480
nm) and studies on humans and animals have concluded that short-wavelength
light most stimulates a wide range of physiological responses associated with the
neuroendocrine and neurobiological systems. These include resetting the timing
of the circadian pacemaker, suppressing nocturnal melatonin production, and
improving subjective and objective measures of alertness (Lockley, et al.,
2006)(Peirson, et al., 2006)(Brainard, et al., 2005)(Lockley, et al., 2003). Figure 7
shows the action spectra of the human three-cone photic visual system for
individual cones [V(A)], scotopic low-light vision [V'(A)], and the presumed action
spectrum based on currently available data for the non-visual 'circadian'
photoreceptor system, here referred to as circadian stimulus [C(A)]. Since
circadian photoreception sensitivity [C(X)] peaks at approximately 480 nm,
photopic illumination measures such as lux or footcandles, which are calibrated
for the human photopic system, (V(A), Xmax 555 nm) (Sharpe, et al., 2005), do not
accurately express circadian stimulus (Lockley, et al., 2003) (Fig. 1).
In addition to spectrum, the intensity of the source is critical to achieving
circadian effect. As reported in Cajochen et al. (2000), night-time light exposure
from a 4100K lamp received at the cornea (vertical illuminance) at ~200-500 lux
was sufficient to raise subjective alertness to the peak level tested(Cajochen, et
al., 2000). Near-maximum suppression of melatonin production and circadian
phase resetting was also achieved at a similar vertical illumination (Zeitzer, et al.,
2000). While the relative illuminance of a single light source may correlate the
relative circadian stimulus, the short-wavelength (blue) content of lamps varies
based on manufacturer and model. So, illuminance measurements from one
source do not reflect the circadian stimulus from a different source at the same
illuminance, and therefore the spectrum of each source must be considered
specifically. Beyond spectrum and intensity, light timing, duration, pattern and
prior exposure history are critical aspects for determining how light stimulates
circadian and other 'non-visual' responses (Lockley, 2008, In Press) (Veitch, et
al., 2004).
The human circadian rhythm has an internal period of between 23.5-24.7h, with
an average of 24.2h among healthy adults (Czeisler, et al., 1999) and therefore
needs to be reset to exactly 24 hours each day in order to maintain an
appropriate phase relationship with the environment. Light is the most powerful
environmental entraining stimulus and daily ocular exposure to a 24-hour light-
dark cycle is required to reset the internal pacemaker to 24 hours. Morning
bright light, for example, suppresses melatonin, stimulates cortisol, and
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contributes to a sense of waking and alertness (Gronfler, et al., 2004)(LeProult,
et al., 2001)(Scheer, et al., 1999)(Lewy, et al., 1985). Most totally blind people,
who do not receive daily light information via the eyes, are unable to synchronize
their internal clocks to 24 hours and consequently suffer from 'non-24-hour
sleep wake disorder' in which sleep and other daily rhythms run on patients' own
internal clock time. In other words, blind people who lack eyes or shield intact
eyes from daylight exposure suffer from disorganized circadian rhythm, while
those whose non-image forming response is intact can, in fact, still achieve light-
directed circadian rhythm (Lockley, et al., 1997)(Lockley, et al., 1999). This
means that vision does not, by itself, regulate circadian organization. Similar
entrainment disorders are caused by shift-work and during jet-lag, when the
environmental light-dark cycle becomes desynchronized from the internal
circadian clock time.
Depending on the timing of light exposure, light can both phase advance the
clock to an earlier time or phase delay it to a later time; the magnitude of the
phase shift depends on the intensity, duration and number of exposures. The
direction and magnitude of phase shifts induced by a stimulus are defined by a
Phase Response Curve (PRC) and under normal conditions. Light exposure in the
later day/early night causes a phase delay of the pacemaker whereas light
exposure in the late night/early day will phase advance the clock (Lockley, 2008,
In Press). Light exposure during the middle of the day has less of a phase
resetting effect on the circadian system (Lockley, 2008, In Press)(Veitch, et al.,
2004) but remains important for internal monitoring of day- and night-length in
relation to seasonal changes in light exposure (Wehr, 2001). Light experienced
during the daytime has little effect on human circadian phase(Lockley, 2008, In
Press) (Veitch, et al., 2004 p. 14), however it acutely improves alertness (Phipps-
Nelson, et al., 2003)(Ruger, et al., 2006)(Vandewalle, et al., 2006) as it does
during the night(Cajochen, et al., 2000). One study indicates that this effect may
be transient during daytime hours, with alertness deteriorating if the light
stimulus is removed, suggesting that if daytime alertness is desired, light
intensity must be maintained (Vandewalle, et al., 2006). At night, the circadian
system is highly sensitive to light exposure with ~100 lux white light initiating
50% of the maximal response to as much as 1,000-10,000 lux exposure
(Cajochen, et al., 2000)(Zeitzer, et al., 2000)(Zeitzer, et al., 2005)(Ruger, et al.,
2005). So, bright light administered late in the day (early biological night) can
phase delay the human circadian system-evening light can cause a delay in
melatonin onset-causing an artificial sense of wakefulness (Lockley, 2008, In
Press) (Cajochen, et al., 2000) (Zeitzer, et al., 2000).Indeed Veitch et al. describe
how in western society, the use of low level artificial illumination day and night
may cause this effect to be pervasive (Veitch, et al., 2004). In fact, Lewy
recommended avoiding bright light exposure after 5 p.m. to prevent
confounding the human circadian system (Lewy, et al., 1985). Exposure to light
in the night, especially bright and/or shortwave length light, can produce
alertness and suppress melatonin production (Lockley, et al., 2006). This has
been tested at intensities between 100 lux and 5,000 lux, with 100 lux 50% as
effective as 1,000 lux (Zeitzer, et al., 2000) (Zeitzer, et al., 2005)(Ruger, et al.,
2005). These results validate the role of light as the primary source of
entrainment for the human circadian system.
The direct alerting effects of light are of particular interest for lighting design
applications. Light exposure at night simultaneously suppresses melatonin
production, the hormone which acts as the biochemical marker of night in both
diurnal and nocturnal animals. In humans, melatonin onset is closely associated
with the onset of sleepiness and, if given synthetically, induces sleepiness. These
findings suggest that the alerting effects of light at night may be due to the
simultaneous suppression of melatonin production. This is not the case for the
alerting effects of day-time light exposure, however, as no melatonin is produced
during the day. It is possible that there are multiple mechanisms by which light
can improve alertness and performance (Lockley, et al., 2006) and these
mechanisms are the subject of ongoing research (Phipps-Nelson, et al., 2003).
For practical purposes, until more data are available, this thesis is written from
the assumption that the alerting process mirrors that by which melatonin is
suppressed. The dose-response is similar to that for melatonin suppression for
night-time light exposure (Cajochen, et al., 2000)(Zeitzer, et al., 2000) and the
alerting aspects of light are similarly blue-shifted relative to scotopic and
photopic vision as for melatonin suppression (Cajochen, et al., 2005)(Lockley, et
al., 2006) (Figure 1).

2.0 INTEGRATING PHOTOBIOLOGY INTO ARCHITECTURAL
DESIGN
The following method for the prospective analysis of (day)lighting for circadian
stimulus includes three major steps: development of a criteria, evaluation of a
space, and comparison between criteria and a space's characteristics. It includes
one major goal, circadian efficacy, while recognizing two other important
considerations: energy use and glare. This chapter focuses on the first two steps
in this process, while the third step is presented in the context of specific results
in the next chapter (3.1 and 3.2).
For an existing built space, a spectrophotometer can be used to measure the
light spectrum at a certain point. Circadian efficacy (discussed in 2.4) applied to
the measured spectrum would then yield the circadian stimulus potential of the
light measured. For example, it is not uncommon to read of measures of photon
density in the photobiology literature (Lockley, et al., 2006). Photon density is
used in this application as it quantitatively describes the radiant flux of the
illumination source correcting for wavelength. A circadian weighted photon
density is easily calculated from such photon densities (Philips Lighting).
Prospectively, the problem is quite different. The effects of illumination source
and building elements must be predicted. This introduces uncertainties to
include: building maintenance, programmatic determinacy, materiality of design
decisions, design/construction tolerances, life cycle, daylight availability, and
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Figure 2: Process for Comparison of Circadian Lighting Needs and Architectural Designs
user behavior (Figure 3). Some of these uncertainties are addressed in the
method that follows, while others are addressed using the author's best
judgment.
One basic uncertainty in this thesis is the assumption of a light spectrum as
received at the eye. To address this uncertainty, a series of spectral experiments
are undertaken to make a best estimate of the truth of this assumption. This
requires manipulation of the illumination source's radiometric spectrum, not the
photometric spectrum we commonly see (2.4). Furthermore, spectral change
caused by transmission (3.24), absorption, and reflection (3.27) from surfaces
must be accounted for. Widely available simulation tools have limited or non-
existent spectral simulation capabilities, and those simulation capabilities that
exist are based on the photopic visual response, and do not provide radiometric
spectra from which a circadian response could be deduced.
The general form, and some terms, of this methodology (Fig. 2) follow previously
published work on daylight simulations (Mahdavi, et al., 1993). Each of these
steps is described in detail in the following sections. In general terms, the
method compares a spectrally weighted illumination goal to those predicted in a
subject space. In this thesis, spectral information from various illuminants is
analyzed for its circadian potential. This information is then used to create a
chart which compares illuminants for their circadian effect, and from this chart a
circadian-specific illumination goal may be chosen. Weather data (contextual
information) and a building model (design definition) are input to a simulation
tool from which lighting and energy use data are extracted. An optimizer may be
employed in the process to better account for other external criteria such as
energy use. In this thesis, a Design of Experiments optimization method is used
to discover the main effects of design decisions, from which recommendations to
architects and lighting designers may be extracted. After completion of the
simulation process, a comparison between predicted illumination values and
circadian-weighted goals allows for evaluation of the subject design. A feedback
loop allows for improvements as necessary.
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The method that follows is based on the assessment of the spectral sensitivity of
the human circadian system. Two seminal papers, Brainard, et al (2001) and
Thapan, et al (2001), provide the first action spectra for the blue-shifted light
sensitivity of the human circadian system. For this thesis, an experimental
circadian sensitivity curve, C(X), developed by Philips Lighting (Fig. 4) is used
(Philips Lighting). The method presented, however, is not dependent on this or
any specific curve, and as knowledge in this area advances, a new C(A) curve can
be substituted to revise these findings.
Along with the use of this curve come certain assumptions. For example, the
curve is applied independent of a time index. In other words, the same curve is
treated as though it is efficacious at any time. For architecture, this
generalization is defensible because in most applications the design is intended
to augment the receiver's circadian organization, not to replace it or distort it.
Future research may lead to findings that the human circadian system changes
sensitivity over time. Additionally, the circadian efficacy curve is presented as
though it were equally efficacious for all receivers at all times. Current research
has already demonstrated that those regularly exposed to higher levels of
illumination have less sensitive circadian photoreception, and thus require higher
levels of illumination to achieve the same effect (Lockley, 2008, In Press).
Another key assumption is the spectral composition of the curve. This curve
includes a slight bias in the green portion of the spectrum that is not reflected in
Brainard and Thapan's papers (Brainard, et al., 2001) (Thapan, et al., 2001). It is
not known if this curve is intended to include the effect of image-forming rods
and cones on the human circadian system (Ali, et al., 2008), or melanopsin
sensitivity alone. It is also assumed that all the circadian effects of light
(alertness, melatonin suppression, etc.) are described by this curve, and so the
individual circadian components, such as cortisol production, are assumed to not
have a materially different sensitivity.
The experimental curve used in this thesis was provided by Philips Lighting via
the Brigham and Women's Hospital Division of Sleep Medicine in electronic
format (Microsoft Excel) in 5nm increments. For the purpose of the analysis that
follows, this curve is simply multiplied by a radiometric source spectrum of
interest to produce the circadian response. This method finds precedent in the
calculation of visual performance, V(X) (Sharpe, et al., 2005), which is executed in
the same manner. The exact calculation process is described in more detail in
the following sections (2.4).
2.2 INTENSITY THRESHOLD
Two important studies on illumination intensity and circadian organization are
used as the basis of the findings that follow. Cajochen, et al (2000) and Zeitzer,
et al (2000) both demonstrated that bright light can stimulate the human
circadian system--alertness and melatonin suppression/phase shift respectively
(Cajochen, et al., 2000)(Zeitzer, et al., 2000). It is assumed that alertness is the
key metric of interest, and that an alerting environment will also suppress
melatonin adequately. This assumption finds precedent in the study of ICU
delirium when patients are deprived of the alerting effects of light (Wilson,
1972). Additionally, it is assumed that the findings of Cajochen, et al (2000)
apply when used with the C(X) (Philips Lighting) (Fig. 4) curve described above for
the lamps described below. This relationship is demonstrated graphically in
Figure 5 below. It is also taken that reproducing the illumination effects in the
Cajochen, et al, study will result in the same effect on alertness and melatonin
suppression. From Cajochen, et al (2000), an illumination intensity of "300lux,
from a 4100K fluorescent lamp manufactured by Philips Lighting, was found to
be effective at achieving maximum alertness. This value was taken from a visual
reading of Figure 5 in the referenced article (Cajochen, et al., 2000). The
illuminance measures for both the Cajochen, et al (2000) and Zeitzer, et al (2000)
studies were taken in a vertical plane (Cajochen, et al., 2000)(Zeitzer, et al.,
2000). This is significant as the findings that follow focus on vertical illumination,
whereas traditional architectural illumination is considered horizontally.
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Figure 5: Relationship Between 4100K Lamp and Circadian Efficacy, C(A)
2.3 PRESUMED SPECTRA
In order to consider lights, other than the 4100K lamp described above,
radiometric spectra are required. Spectral data, however, can be difficult to
obtain even for common light sources. Even if the data were readily available,
there is little certainty that a lamp with specific spectral qualities will be installed
and maintained over the life of a building. This is an example of a life cycle
uncertainty. Therefore, for the purpose of this thesis, it is assumed that common
artificial illuminants can be generally described by standard CIE illuminants. The
use of CIE illuminants allows for general conclusions that are not manufacturer-
specific, but instead broadly apply to commercially available lamps with similar
characteristics. These illuminants, shown in Figure 6, are described in 5nm
increments, which is assumed to be sufficiently accurate for the analysis that
follows.
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2.4 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate a computational method by which
the presumed spectral power distributions in the preceding section can be
transformed into an index of circadian potential.
A spreadsheet document was used to compile illuminant spectra for each of the
sources considered. Data for standard CIE illuminants including, illuminants A,
F2, F7, F11, E, D55, D65 and D75, was taken from ASTM and CIE publications
(Commision International De L'Eclairage (CIE), 2006) (ASTM International, 2006).
Spectra for 4100K and 18000K lamps manufactured by Philips Lighting (Mills, et
al., 2007) was provided via Brigham and Women's Hospital. Data for 460nm and
555nm (lO0nm half-peak bandwidth) monochromatic lamps (Lockley, et al.,
2003)(Lockley, et al., 2006) were approximated by setting their relative
radiometric spectrum to 1.0 at the peak illuminance, then using a straight-line
(y=mx+b) to interpolate the values at 10nm and 20nm from the peak.
In the calculation method that follows, an illuminant's radiometric spectrum is
related to the known illuminance level [lux] and the circadian efficacy curve, C(A)
(Philips Lighting), to estimate its circadian effect. The spectral analysis process
scales a known (or presumed) relative radiometric spectrum [unit-less], which is
modified to provide photon density [Photons/cm 2s-1], irradiance [iiW/cm2], and
circadian potential [W-C(A)]-the alerting quality of light calculated in the
forthcoming paragraphs. For the purposes of simplicity, lumens and lux are used
interchangeably as this process describes light received at point in space (as in
the case study that follows).
Lighting simulations, described in 2.8, are used in a non-spectral manner to
arrive at illuminance [lux]. The basic relationship between photometric values
(i.e. lux) and radiometric spectra are defined by V(X) (Sharpe, et al., 2005)
(Equation 1).
p [Im] = 683 E"'3 Onm V(A) * <p [W] dA (1)
So it follows that the relationship between illuminance and radiometric spectrum
is precise (enough) that a known illuminance [lux] can be used to transform a
known relative radiometric spectrum into an absolute spectral power
distribution in Watts. This process begins by transforming a relative radiometric
spectrum into a weighted, relative illuminance in 5nm increments by multiplying
the increments by 683[lm/W] and V(X). The latest definition for V(X) by Sharpe,
et al (2005) is used in these calculations (Sharpe, et al., 2005). Equation 2 below
demonstrates this relationship between relative illuminance and the relative
photometric spectrum. An additional variable, tr(), is included to account for the
transmission properties of window glass (Building Technologies Department,
LBNL). Because these types of calculations are best performed in a spreadsheet,
the tabular form is provided in Equation 3 and elsewhere below.
Sphoto-relative = 683 0 nm V() * radio-relative * T(N) (2)
C• ht-eatv 8 l=380 nm )rdoratv
A[nm] Im/W V(X) () radio-relative TX) (photo-relative
390- 683- 0.0005 -54.6482- -0.5968- 11.153
I480 683 0.1889 104.865 0.7278 10888S * * * = . (3)
555 683 1.0 102.023 0.7514 52354
L830- [683- 0.0 -60.3125- 0.5162-1 0 J
A=3o8m0 = 1,125,462 [unit-less]
The next step is to calculate a scalar factor which transforms the unit-less
illuminance into an absolute illuminance spectrum [lux]. The calculated ratio of
the total relative illuminance [unit-less] to each instance (A5nm) serves as the
scalar factor. The actual illuminance at each 5nm increment then is the product
of this scalar factor ratio to the total illuminance [lux]. This is demonstrated in
Equation 4 below where the relative photometric values at each 5m increment
are divided by the total relative illuminance value calculated in Equation 3 above,
then multiplied by the illuminance of interest (here set to 10001ux). To check the
accuracy of this calculation, the sum of Equation 4 below should equal the input
value.
X[nm] (P photo-relative Z(pphoto-relative E [Im] (P photo-absolute [Im]
390- -11.153- 1,125,462 -1000- 0.0099
480 10,888 1,125,462 1000 9.67611 * . = . (4)
555 52,354 1,125,462 1000 46.518
830- 1 0 . 1,125,462 _1/ 1000- 0.0
s3onm = 1000 [lm]
Similarly, the ratio of actual illuminaces [lux] (A5nm) to relative illuminances at
each instance (A5nm) can be used to scale the radiometric spectral power
distribution to power in Watts (over the wavelength range considered only). This
is demonstrated in Equation 5 below.
A[nm] (o photo-relative q photo-absolute (P radio-relative () radio-absolute
390- 0.0099- -11.153- -32.614- 0.0289
480 9.6761 10,880 84.369 0.0750S . * 3. = j.0 (5)
555 46.518 52,354 76.660 0.0681
830 0.0 - 0.0 31.133- 0.0
E:830nm = 4.56 [W/m2]
Since the original input for this computation process was lux [Im/m 2], the
irradiance [pW/cm2] can be calculated as demonstrated in Equation 6:
A[nm] (p radio-absolute [W/m2] Irradiance [tLW/cm 2]
390- 0.0289- -2.898-
480 0.0750 7.496
* 1,000,000 + 10,000 cm 2 /m 2 = (6)
555 0.0681 6.811
-830- - 0.0 0.0 -
Photon density, which is another measure of radiometric power, can be
calculated from the radiometric data using wavelength, a scalar factor, Plank's
constant, and the speed of light. Equation 7, below, calculates this photon
density on a per lumen basis.
1830 nm p 1x 0-9* ;[nm]* W/1ZE[lux] (7)A=380 nm Dphoton = h* c
Circadian efficacy has no agreed upon measure. For the purposes of this thesis,
the radiometric spectrum [W] is simply multiplied by the C(X) curve to give a
circadian weighted value in watts [W-C(X)] as demonstrated in Equation 8 below.
An experimental C(A) curve developed by Philips Lighting, based on data from
(Brainard, et al., 2001)and (Thapan, et al., 2001), has been used in the current
analysis but other predictions of C(h) may equally apply.
M[nm] (p radio-absolute C(A) W-C(X)
390 0.0359 - 0.0 - 0.0
480 0.0690 0.95 0.0725
* . = . (8)
555 0.0671 0.26 0.0175
830 0.0 - 0.0- 0.0
o383onm = 1.45 [W-C(X)]
This use of illuminance to infer radiometric properties has been validated in two
cases. First, by comparison to published data for 460nm and 555nm
monochromatic light emitting diode sources (Lockley, et al., 2003) (Lockley, et
al., 2006) as demonstrated in Table 1. Second, this approach is validated by
comparison to experimental data gathered by Zeitzer, et al. (2000)(Zeitzer, et al.,
2000)(Figure 7). The calculated correlation in the latter case is 0.99, indicating a
strong linear relationship between the measured and inferred data.
Photons/cmzs IW/cm= Photopic
I _Lux
460nm Measured 2.8x10'3 12.1 5.0
460nm Inferred 2.8x101* 12.11 8.13
555nm Measured 2.8x10 1  10.0 68.1
555nm Inferred 2.8x10' 3 10.02 67.7
Table 1: Comparison of Calculated and Published Photon Density, Irradiance, and
Illuminance Values for a Narrow-Band LED Source Invalid source specified.
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2.5 COMPARISON OF ILLUMINANTS
In this section, a comparison of the relative circadian potential is made using the above
techniques and findings from 2.4 Spectral Analysis. For this comparison, a separate sheet
in a spreadsheet document was compiled with each of the major data sources (spectrum,
circadian efficacy, visual efficacy, transmission spectrum for windows) and the
calculations as described in 2.4 were executed. One lux was entered as the illuminance
value of interest, and the circadian potential in W-C(X) was recorded and plotted on
Figure 8 below.
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From the Cajochen, et al (2000) paper, a target vertical illuminance of ~300lux
from a 4100K lamp was sufficient to raise alertness to the maximum level in test
subjects. At one lux, this 4100K has a W-C(A) value of 0.00088, and so at 3001ux,
this is 0.27 W-C(X). Therefore, it is assumed that any illuminant which produces
a similar circadian stimulus should achieve 100% alerting effects. From the same
paper, illuminance values of ~751ux, ~1001ux, and "1251ux, from the same 4100K
lamp, are seen to have incremental increasing alertness potential of 25%, 50%,
and 75%, respectively (Cajochen, et al., 2000). Figure 9 displays the same
illuminants organized according to the marginal value of increased illuminance
on alertness. Displayed on a horizontal axis scaled to color temperature, this
data becomes Figure 10 whose form was inspired by the ASHRAE psychrometric
chart (Stein, et al., 2000).
Figure 10 assumes the illuminance is measured vertically and that the illuminants
have generally predictable spectra represented by the color temperatures listed.
It also assumes the illuminance measure is taken in spectrally-neutral space
where interior light reflections have not altered the source's spectrum-
especially the blue component. One additional factor considered in Figure 10 is
user preference regarding color temperature. As can be seen from this chart,
there is a narrow area where the color temperature is sufficiently low and the
circadian potential sufficiently high for user comfort. In most other areas on the
chart, the color temperature is too high at low illuminance levels to meet
subjective expectations of comfort.
To derive a working vertical illuminance value from the chart for circadian
stimulus, a vertical line is simply traced to the 100% alerting curve (right axis),
and an illuminance value is read from the left axis. So, for example, a target
vertical illuminance for a space illuminated with a F2 or F7 lamp, the spectrally
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weighted illuminance goal is 3601ux or 2881ux, respectively.
As suggested by Figure 10, daylight outperforms most artificial light sources
considerably in circadian potential. This difference may be attributed to
daylight's spectral peak (530nm in the morning, 460nm at noon, and 450nm for
overcast days) which closely correlates to the peak action spectra of the human
circadian system (max=480nm) for much of the day.(Lockley, 2008, In Press). For
interior spaces illuminated with daylight, however, the spectral properties of the
light change based on time, season, and window properties.
Then, a model spectrum must be selected-in this case it is suggested that
exposure be the criteria. Figure 11 demonstrates three different daylight spectra
based on the D55, D65, and D75 curves. So, for example, a north exposure will
have higher color temperature daylight due to low direct sunlight, and a D75
spectrum may, therefore, provide a more accurate estimation of this light. For
east and west exposures, the condition will tend to vary between direct, low
angle daylight as approximated by D55, and high color temperature daylight.
Since daily illuminance, as simulated below, cannot be calculated with different
spectra, a D65 spectrum is assumed as a representative average for these
conditions. For south-facing exposures, a D65 spectrum is also used. When
compared to Figure 10 above, these translate into daylight illuminance goals of
1801ux for north exposures, and 1901ux for south, east, and west exposures. For
the range D55 to D75, this suggests an uncertainty of ±10-20 lux.
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Figure 12: Guideplate for
US DOD Hospital Patient
Room (US Department of
Defense, 2006)
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Figure 13: Required
Patient Room Clearances
(American Institute of
Architects, 2006)(US
Americans with Disabilities
Act Access Board, 2002)
2.6 DESIGN DEFINITION
An imaginary patient room located in Boston, USA was considered as a case
study for this thesis. It is assumed that this room is representative of a series of
rooms in a hospital. This room is designed for a single patient as required by
current healthcare planning guidelines (American Institute of Architects, 2006).
The room parameters were established based on information published by the
AIA and the US Department of Defense (American Institute of Architects,
2006)(US Department of Defense, 2006). In the case of the latter, the document
referenced is no longer available on the internet, so an image of the guideplate
plan is provided in Figure 12. For hospital rooms, the room dimensions are
almost entirely dictated by codes and standards. To account for these standards,
such as accessibility, a room of 16'-0"W by 13'-0"D [4877mm by 3962mm] is
used in this study. Figure 13 explains the clearances required by both the
Americans with Disabilities Act and the AIA Guidelines for Healthcare (US
Americans with Disabilities Act Access Board, 2002)(American Institute of
Architects, 2006). In addition to these requirements, each patient room is
required to have an adjacent toilet/shower room (American Institute of
Architects, 2006). In this study, the toilet is assumed to be on the corridor-side
of the patient room rather than on the fagade for daylighting purposes. This
decision is contrary to contemporary practice (Guenther, 2008)(Kliment, 2000),
though defensible due to the health benefits as predicted in the results that
follow in the this thesis (3.2.3 and 5.0). A Hill-rom Versa Care bed system is 40"
[1016mm] wide, 94.5" [2400mm] deep, and 37" [940mm] high, and its location is
shown on Figure 14. The target point chosen for analysis ("+") is shown on Figure
14, and is 4'-0" [1219mm] above the finished floor. This represents a point
above the height of the patient bed and is the assumed location of the patient's
head.
The room was assumed to have different orientations (north, south, east, or
west) to demonstrate how changes in orientation affect achievement of the
circadian-weighted daylight illuminance goal. Glazing fractions of 11%, 30%,
50%, 70%, and 90% were also chosen to demonstrate how changes in window
size further affect interior illumination levels (Hausladen, et al., 2005) (See 3.2.3).
Spectral data for glazing material was obtained from Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory's Optic 5 program (Building Technologies Department, LBNL) and
Pilkington 6mm [approx. X"] glass was chosen for this experiment because of
wide product availability, and because the 6mm glass closely approximates the
1/4" glass commonly used in the United States for commercial construction.
Windows were assumed to be double pane with a clear, Low-E outboard pane or
tinted glass as specified in the parameters that follow. The transmission spectra
for these windows are provided in section 3.2.4.
For most of the following experiments (except as noted), the interior surfaces of
this room were assumed to be spectrally neutral. This assumption is discussed in
detail in the next chapter (3.2.7). The simulation parameters and material
properties follow recommendations provided in the DAYSIM Tutorial: gypsum
board walls 60% reflective, vinyl floors 30% reflective with 0.05 specularity,
acoustical ceiling tiles 80% reflective with a specularity of 0.01 (Reinhart, 2006).
The window transmissivity (T,) was modeled at 74.3%, except as noted (3.2).
Transmissivity, in this case, is a calculated value derived from the visual
transmittance following an equation provided by the Building Technologies
Department at LBNL (Building Technologies Department, LBNL, 2003).
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Figure 14. Plan of subject hospital patient room. Test point is noted by "+" and vertical
Illuminance test plane by a black dashed line as viewed from the elevation marker at the foot
of the bed.
N = Number of Trials
X = Sample Mean
S2 = Variance
S = Standard Deviation
.= X at the ith observation
p = Population Mean
Ho = Null Hypothesis
Ha = Alternate Hypothesis
p = Probability
Y = Resultant of Interest
D = Number of Ys
associated with low-coded
Variable
n=½2N
k = Number of Ys
associated with low-coded
variable that appear in the
upper 50% of results when
sorted largest to smallest
Table 2: Definitions
(Diamond, 2001) (Rohatgi,
1984)
2.7 OPTIMIZATION
The purpose of optimization in the context of this thesis is two-fold: to discover
those decisions whose effect on achieving the illuminance is largest and to
carefully weigh these and other design constraints to provide the best solution
for a given scenario. For the purposes of this thesis, the former is elaborated,
while the latter is left to specific projects with more definition.
Normally, this type of research is executed in engineering communities based on
a full-factorial process where each variable is simultaneously tested against every
combination of every other variable. If, for example, the four variables tested
have four (or more) states each, the full factorial would be >44, or >256
experiments (Rekab, et al., 2005). This full-factorial approach is unwieldy in
many situations, let alone the build environment where there are perhaps
hundreds or thousands of decisions made.
Design of Experiments is a streamlined optimization method chosen for this
analysis because it specifically describes those variables with the greatest effect
on the resultant--circadian illumination. Design of experiments (or experimental
design) is the process used to determine the main effect of each variable, and
thus eliminate those from consideration whose role is immaterial to the
achieving the desired resultant (Hicks, 1982). The process is statistically driven,
though simplified for engineering applications by several texts (Diamond,
2001)(Rekab, et al., 2005). For the purpose of this thesis, the resultants of
interest are circadian stimulus (as defined in 2.5), energy savings, and glare
reduction (the latter two are discussed in 2.8).
In this process, two extreme conditions are selected for every variable factor,
and these are tested in specific combinations. These are termed the low-coded
(-1) and high-coded (1) values and represent the extremes for each variable. The
variable definitions are arbitrary and left to the researcher. In this case, they
include design decisions such as glazing fraction or light fixture lamp density.
The combinations of variable tested in each experiment, or "run," are dictated by
specific matrices. These matrices are selected based on the number of variables
considered, the accuracy desired, and information about the population's
properties (Rekab, et al., 2005)(Diamond, 2001).
The population refers to the universe of cases of the condition (i.e. all daylighting
results in hospital rooms). In order to select the best experiment configuration,
something should be known or assumed about population in advance (for
example, variance, S2, or population variance, 02). This presents two difficulties:
selecting the best experimental configuration and analyzing the results. To
address the first difficulty, since nothing is known of the population in the cases
studied, the largest recommended experiment assuming 2-level interactions and
9 variables is chosen. This is a Hadamard 32-order experiment design (Table 3).
Main Effect A = (Average Y @ A+) + (Average Y @ A-)
Runs A B C D E F G H I
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1
3 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1
4 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
5 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
7 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1
8 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1
9 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1
10 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1
11 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1
12 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1
13 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1
14 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1
15 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1
16 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1
17 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1
18 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1
19 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
20 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
21 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1
22 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1
23 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
24 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1
25 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1
26 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
27 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1
28 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1
29 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1
30 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1
31 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1
32 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
Table 3: Hadamard 32 Matrix for Daylighting Experiment
When executing the experiment, one starts at Run #1 from Table 3 above, and
sets the experimental variables according to the coded value-in this case to
their high value (i.e. large glazing fraction, most transmissive window, etc.). In
the case of artificial lighting the same matrix was chosen for 5 variables and this,
perhaps, resulted in a higher degree of accuracy in the findings than was
necessary, however, the simulation process is more straight-forward and several
experimental arrangements had to be eliminated because their realization was
not representative of built conditions.
The main effect of each variable is typically found by solving Equation 9 which
simply compares the average of the resultant Ys (in this case, circadian-weighted
illumination) associated with the high- (1) and low-coded variables (-1) (Rekab, et
al., 2005). Here the second weakness associated with the unknown population
emerges: it requires an assumption that the population follows a standard
distribution. For example, this would mean that in the universe of possible
daylighting solutions, all resultant Ys would form a bell-curve if plotted by
frequency of occurrence (Diamond, 2001). For this thesis, this assumption is
rejected because the population of daylighting solutions is unknown, or perhaps
even unknowable. A larger sample size may illuminate the issue, however, the
point of Design of Experiments is to streamline the process of revealing those
variables with the largest main effect. So, instead, this thesis treats the resultant
data as a sample of a finite set with a hypergeometric distribution.
To address the second weakness: by assuming a hypergeometric distribution it is
not necessary to assume a standard distribution along with its uncertainties in
this situation (i.e. population variance, mean, etc.). Instead, the high- (1) and
low-coded (-1) values are treated as dichotomous groups for each variable. The
sample (i.e. the 32 runs) then draws Y values from these groups according to the
Hadamard matrix. If the high- (1) or low-coded (-1) variable has an effect on Y,
then the Ys association will form a noticeable association with the high- or low-
coded variable of interest. In other words, if a low-coded variable is consistently
associated with high Y values, then there may be a relationship. Statistically, the
probability that a low-coded variable (-1) is associated with a high resultant (n) is
calculated in Equation 10. So, for example, if the list of resultants Ys was ranked
from greatest to least, then compared against a variable of interest, Equation 10
takes the number of low-coded variables (k) associated with the upper 50% of
resultants (n), and assigns them a probability of being related. The relative
weight of k is further adjusted by the number of low-coded variables tested in
each run, (D). This simple test, provides a more accurate assessment of the
assertion that a certain variable, say A, has a strong or weak effect on the
resultant, Y (Sta). So, for a given variable A, inputs of k=0 or 1 will produce low
probabilities, while larger k values produce higher probabilities. Since the
purpose of these experiments is to discover the main effects on achieving the
desired resultant, probabilities calculated in Equation 10 of close to 0% and 100%
are of greatest interest. These values signify that certain variables have an
immaterial effect or a main effect on the goal-circadian stimulus. Because the
goal of the experiment is not to raise the average circadian stimulus of the
population of hospital rooms, per se, but rather to identify those variables which
most affect the resultant, Y, the circadian-weighted daylight autonomy goal. So,
these main effects are easily translated into recommendations for architects.
With the optimization strategy outlined above, a streamlined set of experiments
can be executed to discover the variables with the most influence on achieving
the goal-circadian stimulus. The experimental simulation process then
proceeds in an intentional manner, rather than a random testing of variables and
resultants. By assuming a hypergeometric distribution, problems with relating
the simulation results to a larger population set are eliminated.
=- k1 (N) K=1 N! (10)(n (N-n)!n!
2.8 SIMULATION TOOLS
The purpose of this section is to outline the simulation tools and assumptions
used in the forthcoming portions of this thesis. Four major simulation tools are
used in the experiments that follow: RADIANCE, RELUX, DAYSIM, and MIT Design
Advisor. These are each chosen to evaluate a specific resultant of the subject
hospital patient room.
RADIANCE
RADIANCE is launched via the Square One Radiance Control Panel interface from
ECOTECT for the purpose of analyzing daylight at one moment in time under one
sky condition. RADIANCE, as used in this thesis, is a 3-channel ray-tracer which is
used to approximate the spectral degradation of source light (i.e. daylight) by
interior reflections in a subject space.
RADIANCE is well validated for modeling daylighting with certain constraints. Its
use in conceptual architectural design, however, is limited by its cumbersome
interface and multitude of settings required for accurate results (Christakou, et
al., 2005). Additionally, accuracy in RADIANCE simulation results require very
specific geometric, material property, and sky model inputs (Christakou, et al.,
2005) (Galasiu, et al., 2002). Reinhart, et al, (2000) recommend the use of a
Perez Sky Model instead of the standard CIE sky model-especially in the context
of annual daylight calculations. Reinhart, et al (2000), also draws attention to
the importance of the quality of the fagade model and assumptions regarding
blind systems (Reinhart, et al., 2000).
With these validations and guidelines in mind, certain assumptions were made in
the use of RADIANCE that follows. In ECOTECT, the global location was set to
Boston, USA. The sun's position was set at noon on 21 October for a south-
facing room to approximate an average condition. For example, on dates closer
to the winter solstice, the sun's angle will be shallower and penetrate deeper
into the subject space, while those dates near the summer solstice will have
steeper sun angles that will less directly penetrate the space. The subject room's
model was constructed according to the parameters described in 2.6. The
facade simulated is a simple window without blinds. A 3D grid of cameras and
test points was distributed through the subject space to capture light falling at
discrete locations in the space (Figure 15). The RADIANCE Control Panel was
launched directly from the ECOTECT wizard. The simulation type was set at
"illuminance" as the experiment described below tests the light received at the
test points. From the ECOTECT wizard, CIE overcast sky option was selected.
This was assumed to be the best sky model from which to model the degradation
of source spectrum (i.e. daylight) by inter-reflections in the subject space. In
contrast, a combination of direct and indirect sunlight on the test points would
have masked this effect. Model detail, lighting variability, and image quality
were set to "high" to avoid errors caused by inadequate simulation resolution. A
total of six indirect reflections were used to allow the light to adequately scatter
about the subject space before arriving at the test point. The results of this and
other experiment-specific parameters of this simulation tool are described later
in 3.2.7. Figure 15: 3D Array of Test
Points as Used in
RADIANCE
RELUX
For the purpose of the simulations that follow later in this thesis, RELUX is used
to calculate the illuminance from artificial sources received at a test plan in the
subject room. RELUX is a simple RADIANCE-based artificial lighting simulation
tool developed by Informatik AG. It is supported by many light fixture
manufacturers who provide product data allowing for simple selection and
Figure 16: Room as Modeled
in RELUX with Horizontal placement of light fixtures into a model space. RELUX has been validated for
and Vertical Test Planes accuracy and ease of use in architectural lighting applications (Christakou, et al.,
(Red) 2005).
The method by which RELUX Professional 2007 was used is described here, with
specific parameters associated with experiments discussed later (3.1). The
subject room described in 2.6 was modeled with the same material properties,
dimensions, and configuration. Two test planes were located-one horizontal at
the test location, the other vertical (Figure 16). Luminaires were selected from
the RELUX library based on their generic configuration (3.1). Details regarding
luminous output were set according to specific experimental parameters. The
precision was set at "high indirect fraction" which is the program's highest
calculation setting. This setting is specifically tuned to indirect fixtures, which are
explored in the experiments that follow. The maintenance factor is left at the
system default of 0.8.
DAYSIM
DAYSIM, a RADIANCE-based annual daylight simulation tool, is used in this thesis
to determine what fraction of a specified period of time a subject space is lit
according to a daylight illuminance goal and when desirable illumination levels
have been exceeded. Daylighting according to an illuminance goal, called
Daylight Autonomy, is an estimate of functional daylighting a proportion of
specified (i.e. occupied) time on an annual basis. The goal-based aspect of
Daylight Autonomy finds a natural application to circadian illuminance because it
evaluates achievement of lighting intensity thresholds, which for this thesis are
calculated based on photobiology research. Additionally, research indicates
excessive illumination can cause glare and sensations of overheating to building
occupants. So, Nabil and Mardaljevic's (2005, 2006) Useful Daylight Illuminance
(UDI), which is also calculated by DAYSIM, is used to estimate the proportion of
time when daylight will exceed comfort conditions (Nabil, et al., 2005)(Nabil, et
al., 2006). The UDI>20001ux then forms the upper-end of the daylight autonomy
goal. One further use of DAYSIM is the generation of temporal maps of daylight
(discussed in 3.3).
DAYSIM's Daylight Autonomy calculations have been extensively validated to
predict annual daylight autonomy within a few percentage points. This accuracy
extends to predicting user-behavior of venetian blinds Errors present in the
output are equally due to each of its constituent elements: the sky model,
daylight coefficient method, raytracing algorithm, and the quality of the model
used (Reinhart, et al., 2001). For the purposes of this thesis, these errors are
considered negligible. Furthermore, the underlying daylight coefficient model
was recently updated to include the newest Dynamic Daylight Simulation (DDS)
coefficient model (Bourgeois, et al., 2008). To achieve such a high degree of
accuracy, DAYSIM uses the Perez All-Weather Sky Model(Perez, et al., 1993) and
US Department of Energy Weather files (US Department of Energy, 2007). These
it combines into a realistic estimate of actual sky conditions from which interior
illumination levels are simulated based, thus accounting for a major criticism of
RADIANCE-based daylighting simulations (Reinhart, et al., 2000)(Galasiu, et al.,
2002).
When using the DAYSIM program, certain assumptions are made, and those used
in this thesis will be discussed here. Experiment-specific parameters are
discussed later as applicable to those explorations (3.2). The assumed space is
described in 2.6, and is modeled exact as described there and elsewhere in this
document. The ground reflectance is left at DAYSIM's default value of 0.2.
When simulated, interior blinds are modeled using the program's automatic
simple blind option. At the outset of this exploration, the typical "passive" user
was employed-essentially the daylight is masked by blinds as soon as it
becomes uncomfortable, then the blinds are left in the down position until the
next day. This likely simulates user behavior quite accurately; however, under
these conditions circadian illumination goals could not be met regardless of
other design decisions. So, an active blind setting was then chosen, and a strong
recommendation is added that active blind use is necessary in order to reliability
achieve the daylight illumination goals specified in this thesis. In addition to
these assumptions, DAYSIM requires parameters for the underlying RADIANCE
calculation engine. These were set according to the Tutorial's recommendations:
Ambient bounces = 5, Ambient Divisions = 1000, Ambient Sampling = 20,
Ambient Accuracy = 0.1 and Ambient Resolution = 300. The number of bounces
determines the reflections of incoming light waves and is acceptable for rooms
without complicated geometries. The ambient division is the number of rays
projected from a sample point during calculations, while the sampling deals with
brightness gradients. The ambient accuracy and resolution settings specified
here allow for model dimensions of 3cm for each 100m (Reinhart, 2006). At 5m,
the smallest model dimension is therefore 0.017mm-far more accuracy than is
necessary for the subject space which is modeled in standard construction
dimensions of 4" [101.6mm]. Because artificial lighting is modeled in RELUX, as
described above, the artificial lighting density in DAYSIM is set to 0.0.
The method for use of DAYSIM starts with construction of the subject room
model in ECOTECT (Fig. 17). The model geometry and weather file are then
output to DAYSIM. For temporal mapping (discussed below), the timestep
(default = 60 minutes) is changed to 5 minute intervals. A translation error
between ECOTECT and DAYSIM results in erroneous material properties which
must be corrected manually at the creation of every new simulation. These
material properties are set in accordance with the DAYSIM Tutorial, which in turn
is based on IESNA recommendations (Reinhart, 2006). For tests involving vertical
or horizontal test planes, the test point normal is correctly set by ECOTECT upon
export to DAYSIM. However, for individual points intended to face forward, x=1,
(not up, z=1), the normal of the test point must be manually amended in the .PTS
or ROTATED.PTS file. The simulation proceeds according to the assumptions
outlined above. The daylight autonomy calculations are then executed in a
separate screen in DAYSIM. For the purposes of calculating DA, a 12-h day
(06:00-18:00) is assumed as this is the average daylit period for all locations. This
represents an average daylight period and from a common-sense perspective
corresponds to the period when most people are alert. No adjustments are
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Figure 17: Room as Modeled
in ECOTECT with Vertical
Illuminance Test Plane.
Figure 18: Test Point
Location for Temporal
Maps (+)
made for daylight savings time because the simulation executed is intended to
describe achievement of a daylight illuminance goal during daylit hours. Once
the simulation is complete, DAYSIM returns daylight autonomy and Useful
Daylight Illuminance data that are imported into ECOTECT for inspection.
The final step in the DAYSIM analysis is the translation of the annual illuminance
file (in 5 minute increments) into temporal maps. Temporal maps provide a
comprehensive representation of annual illuminance at a test point with respect
to time, whereas the previous analysis relates annual illumination to space (Fig.
18). From the DAYSIM annual illuminance data (ILL file), a MATLAB-based script
is used to generate these diagrams(Kleindienst, et al., 2008). By simply adjusting
the illuminance saturation value, the resulting temporal maps can show the
times of day and year the test point is sufficiently illuminated by daylight, or the
times of day and year when the glare index (2000 lux) has been exceeded.
MIT's Design Advisor
MIT's Design Advisor is a simple, streamlined energy simulation tool, specifically
developed for early design decision making. Here it is used to calculate the
energy-impact of the various decisions regarding daylight and artificial light. In
contrast to more complex program such as EnergyPlus, Design Advisor delivers
very precise energy use calculations with limited input, such as one may have at
the schematic design stage, or as demonstrated in this thesis where only a
limited number of variables are explored.
Design Advisor uses basic building-related input from the user, along with
weather data, to produce daylighting and HVAC loading models. From the heat
exchanges calculated at this step, it then makes determinations regarding
energy-demand, user comfort, and daylighting sufficiency. Similar to DAYSIM,
Design Advisor's daylighting algorithm also adjusts for user window blind use,
and so the two are used as if equal when similar comparisons are made below.
The program has been validated for its window properties component, thermal
mass, daylighting, and HVAC energy use calculations (Urban, et al., 2007).
The assumptions behind the Design Advisor results reported in this thesis are
documented here. Design Advisor is limited to the exploration of one zone, or
one floor of a building, and so it assumes at least one additional level exists
above the zone tested. When used to test a zone, it assumes a box with a single
window. When used to test an entire level of a building, it applies glazing to the
exterior surfaces of the building without regard to orientation. These limitations
are of no consequence here because the subject room being evaluated has only
one exposure and is assumed to be one of perhaps hundreds or thousands of
similar rooms in an imagined hospital. When setting up a simulation, certain
additional assumptions are required that are not specifically related to the
variables tested in this thesis. For example, the building's occupancy type is
assumed to be "office" both because of a hospital's 24-hr occupancy and
construction type. The occupied period is set at 6am-6pm, with lighting intensity
set at 3001ux (except where noted), and indoor temperature range at 68-78F (20-
26C). For the occupied period, the ventilation rate and air changes are left in the
program's default mode. The unoccupied period is set to have the same
ventilation and air change rates. It is assumed that Design Advisor will continue
to run the HVAC system as normal during these hours, based on the settings, but
that like real hospitals, the system load is likely reduced during these hours due
to smaller night shifts and lower activity levels. With respect to lighting, the
controls are assumed to include daylight dimming at each fixture individually to
take maximum advantage of daylight autonomy for general illumination
purposes. The equipment load is assumed to be 20 W/m2, reflecting the high
equipment density of today's hospital rooms. The air conditioning system is
assumed to be a combination of natural ventilation and mechanical heating and
cooling. Boston, USA, experiences many days when outdoor temperatures are
acceptable for natural ventilation, and given the large cooling loads in hospitals,
it is irresponsible to not consider the option. The use of natural ventilation in
hospitals is gaining acceptance through the Emerging Best Practice hospital
design initiative (Stantec, 2006). The subject room's physical dimensions are
entered as described above, along with assumptions of high thermal mass and
high exterior wall insulation.
The remainder of this thesis document will include specific simulation
parameters and results, along with comparisons to the major factor considered,
circadian illumination, along with consideration of glare and energy use.

3.0 ACHIEVING CIRCADIAN ILLUMINATION GOALS WITH
ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL LIGHTING
In the sections that follow, the parameters discussed in Chapter 2 will be used to
provide a comprehensive analysis of the potential of artificial and daylighting to
achieve a spectrally-weighted circadian illumination goal. Methods used include
computation, simulation, and design of experiments. The goal of this section is
to arrive at parameters for circadian illumination from which specific
recommendations may be drawn. In addition to considering the main goal, the
sections that follow will also consider energy use and user comfort-especially
with respect to glare.
Circadian illumination differs from other forms of illumination because of its
intent: to provide an unambiguous sense of "day," where as general illumination
is used to light spaces for wayfinding, comfort, and productivity. Natural and
artificial lighting are considered for their ability to produce a physiological sense
of "day." The intent, however, is not to trick the observer into thinking it is day,
but rather to harness beneficial effects when applicable.
This exploration begins with an analysis of artificial lighting systems. An
experiment is documented and findings reported which define those design
parameters which affect the achievement of circadian illumination goals with
artificial lighting. These results should be interpreted with caution-not all
environments need to achieve high levels of circadian stimulus without respect
to subjective or environmental time. In other words, light delivered at the wrong
time can, indeed, be harmful (Stevens, et al., 2007).
Following the discussion on artificial lighting, an analysis of daylighting reveals
the effect of individual design decisions, as well as those decisions that most
effect achievement of effective circadian illumination. Effectively, these sections
outline how to achieve a sense of "day" from "light" providing a temporal index
to an observer. Daylight inherently has this indexical quality-the question is
how can architecture ensure that an observer can receive this information.
This chapter concludes with an exploration of the temporal aspects of circadian
illumination-translating the findings of the preceding sections into the 4th
dimension-time. This begins at the scale of a single day, then sample days
throughout the year, concluding with a macro-view of the entire year.
Run A B C D E
1----
2 - - - +
3 - - +
4 - - - + +
5 - + - -
6 - - + - +
7 - - + + -
8 - - + + +
9 -+ - -
10 + -- +
11 - + - + -
12 - + - + +
13 - + + -
14 + + +
15 - + + + -
16 - + + + +
17 + - - -
18 + - - +
19 + - +
20 + - + +
21 + - + - -
22 + + - +
23 + + + -
24 + + + +
25 + + - -
26 + + - +
27 + + + -
28 + + + +
29 + + +
30 + + + +
31 + + + + -
32 + + + + +
Table 4: Design of
Experiments for Artificial
Illumination (Rekab, et al.,
2005)
3.1 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 1 - ELECTRIC ILLUMINATION
This experimental design will test the effect of these variables to determine
which have the greatest influence on achievement of the spectrally-weighted
illumination goal (Y) expressed as a percent. Fully achieving the goal results in a
Y score of 100% (or more if exceeded). The purpose of this experiment is to
develop a set of rules, from which recommendations for circadian-sensitive
artificial illumination design can be derived. It is assumed that the circadian
efficacy of an artificial light source is based on five major variables (Table 5).
Variable Parameter
Distance
No. Lamps
Fixture Type
Normal Direction
Color Temperature
Low Level
13'-0"
1
Indirect
Perpendicular
F11
High Level
4'-6"
4
Direct
Parallel
F7
Table 5: Variable Definitions
For this experiment, it is expected that 2-level interactions exist-meaning that
the combination of two variables may result in yet another effect on the
resultant Y. The simulation program which gives the resultant Y values, RELUX
Professional 2007, is free, simple to setup, and provides calculations quickly.
Therefore, these do not influence the decision of experiment type. For this
simulation, nothing is known of the population. The goal, as stated in the
previous chapter, is an illuminance at the test point (Fig. 14) of 3601ux or 2281ux
for an F2 or F7 lamp, respectively. Because RELUX is not used in a spectral
manner, the simulation proceeds assuming a spectrally neutral space, and the
resultant illumination value is compared to the goal of 3601ux or 2281ux based on
which coded value for variable E (Color Temperature) is being tested.
Stated statistically, the hypothesis being tested are:
(Ho)A: 1113' = t14'6", else (Ha)A: 1113" # 114'6"
(HO)B: Vl1amp = 4lamps, else (Ha)B: l11iamp P 14lamps
(Ho)c: tlindirect = •1direct, else (Ha): 1tindirect W 1direct
(Ho)D: ýu = pI11, else (Ha)D: LL 4 1p11
(Ho)E: 1F11 = 11F7, else (Ha)E: 4Fl1 * 11F7
Because the degrees of freedom and variance are unknown for this population, it
would be difficult to make a decision about the experimental matrix based on
these facts alone. Instead, given that all main factors and 2-level interactions are
of interest, a Resolution IV matrix is acceptable for use in this case. From
Diamond (2000), this results in choices from John's 12-order matrix, a Hadamard
16-order matrix (Resolution V), and a Hadamard 32-order matrix (Resolution V+).
The Hadamard is chosen because the simulation time is not a major constraining
factor and because some of the vector permutations result in untestable runs.
The matrix used for this experiment is documented in Table 4.
3.1.1 VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
Much of the literature regarding photobiology and lighting has focused on
artificial lighting sources. The use of artificial lighting is pervasive, and perhaps
inescapable, especially in tightly controlled environments such as operating
rooms. With respect to the criteria established above, therefore, it is necessary
to analyze different artificial illumination configurations. There are, likely, a
finite set of variables that truly affect the likelihood of achieving effective
circadian illuminance using standard artificial light fixtures. This section will
outline the assumptions and configurations used in the simulation experiments
related to artificial illumination. The variables considered here are distance to
the luminaire, number of lamps in the light fixture, lighting distribution, fixture's
direction with respect to the target, and the color temperature of the lamp.
Intuitively, it makes sense to place the light fixture as close to the patient as
possible to maximize the intensity of light received. Since illumination decreases
with the square of distance, it is hypothesized that the distance between the
fixture and the observer is the main contributor to the circadian effect of an
illumination source. The target location chosen is that shown on Figure 19. The
location considered closest for this experiment is the ceiling above the patient's
head, which results in a distance of 4'-6" [1372mm]. While the floor, or rear
adjacent wall, are technically closer, the normal of the light emitted from a
source in these locations points past the patient's eyes, requiring an
intermediate reflection in order for the emitted light to be received at the eye.
For a light fixture located on the ceiling, the longest dimension (4'-0" or
1219mm) is located parallel to the plane of the patient's eyes (Fig. 20). In the
case of an indirect fixture, the fixture is offset 1'-0" [305mm] to allow adequate
space for reflection off the ceiling's surface. Obviously, the orientation of both
fixtures would likely be reversed in actual construction, but this decision results
in a clearer comparison to a wall-mounted fixture. Also, the purpose of design of
experiments is not necessarily to test actual configurations, but rather
combinations of extremes in order to determine the main effects of design
decisions.
The orthogonal point furthest from the eye is the wall opposite the head of the
patient's bed (13'-0" or 3962mm). On this wall, the centerline of the light fixture
is at equal elevation to the patient's eyes (4'-0" or 1219mm, above finished floor)
(Fig 20). For indirect fixtures, the fixture is offset 1'-0" (305mm) from the wall,
with the normal pointed at the wall.
Next, the luminaire's normal, or the direct in which it points, was chosen for
study. It was presumed that a fixture which points directly at the patient's eye
would be most efficient from a circadian illumination perspective. This,
however, would likely be rejected based on user comfort. Normals pointed
directly at the patient's eye were contrasted with those pointed perpendicular to
the patient's eye. The normal arrangement is demonstrated in Figure 22. A
lamp placed in close proximity to the patient (the inner circle on Figure 20 with
parallel normal as shown on Figure X) is not tested here for because this
technology already exists in the form of LED circadian illuminators commonly
used in Scandinavian countries (Apollo Health, 2008). The purpose of this
exploration is to determine what architectural design implications of circadian
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Figure 19: Light Fixture
Layout Plan. Target
represented by "+".
Figure 20: Section of
Room with Close and Far
Distances from Bed for
Fixture Location
Figure 21: Luminance
Distributions of Direct
(top) and Indirect (bottom)
Fixtures (Relux 2007)
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illumination, not to test existing devices already designed for this use.
Furthermore, the use of fluorescent lighting in this arrangement would likely not
meet with user approval as the lamp would be located below the 50" threshold
for visual comfort (Ramsey, et al., 2000)
The lamping arrangement has the potential to dramatically affect the intensity of
ik+ ht i + +kd +t+ th+ t1 t1 1;M tlfllihV
g receve a e arge . os co e
offered in a range of lamping options. It is not uncommon for fixtures to accept
one, two, three, and/or four lamps. Different model lamps will have different
luminous output based on the specific, and proprietary, blend of gasses used.
For the purposes of this experiment, a arbitrary lamp with luminous output of
28501m (at 32W) was assumed for all cases to limit confounding information as
color temperature, luminous output, and wattage usually vary greatly from lamp
lr rmoLU Id111J.
Figure 22: Section of
Room with Perpendicular Light fixture type also has the potential to dramatically affect the circadian
(top) and Parallel (bottom) efficacy of light received at the eye. Both direct and indirect fixtures are
Light Fixture Normals commonly used in buildings. So, this design of experiments contrasts a standard
24" x 48" [610mm x 1219mm] trouffer against an indirect fixture with no direct
component. Specifically, a Belux indirect fixture (CE-58) and a Cooper Lighting
direct light fixture (ML480ZH modified to 48"/1219mm long) were chosen. It is
hypothesized that a direct fixture will have a higher main effect than an indirect
fixture because the light is not first reflected before being scattered in the space.
Finally, the choice of lamp color may have strong effect on the achievement of
the circadian weighted illumination goal. Lamps commonly have very different
spectral compositions (Figure 11). It has been hypothesized that bluer lamps will
achieve higher circadian effects. This experiment tests this hypothesis by
contrasting two very different color temperature lamps-F11 and F7. The F7
daylight lamp has a strong blue component. The F11 narrow band fluorescent
has a color temperature of 4000K and reduced blue spectral component, and
similar circadian stimulus potential to an incandescent lamp (Fig. 10). Similar to
the daylighting experiments which follow, the RELUX model is assumed to be
spectrally neutral, and a circadian-weighted illuminance goal is set. From Figure
10, this goal is 3711ux for the F11 lamp and 2281ux for the F7 lamp.
The variables chosen here are meant to be representative, not exhaustive, of the
types of design decisions that face an illuminating engineer in the course of
standard building design. The juxtaposition of these variables, as discussed in
the next section, reveals their effect on human circadian organization.
-
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3.1.2 ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINATION EXPERIMENT FINDINGS
The results of the design of experiments for artificial illumination of a hospital
patient room with circadian-weighted lighting goals are documented in Table 7
below. Since the experiment was run in a spectrally-neutral simulation
application, the resultant illumination, Y, level must be adjusted for spectral
content (See Figure 10 above). In this case, the Y was simply divided by the goal
[lux], providing an evaluation of the configuration's circadian potential as a
percent [%]. These are then treated as the sample population, N, in the analysis
that follows.
Run Position Lamps Type Normal Color Goal[lux] Y % Goal
1 - - - - - 371 29 8%
2 - - - + 228 29 13%
3 - - + 371 37 10%
4 - - + + 228 37 16%
5 - + 371 28 8%
6 - + + 228 28 12%
7 - + + 371 50 13%
8 - + + + 228 50 22%
9 - + - 371 118 32%
10 - + - + 228 118 52%
11 - + - + - 371 151 41%
12 - + - + + 228 151 66%
13 - + + - 371 110 30%
14 - + + + 228 110 48%
15 - + + + - 371 202 54%
16 - + + + + 228 202 89%
17 + - - - 371 25 7%
18 + - - + 228 25 11%
19 + - - + - 371 * *
20 + - - + + 228 * *
21 + - + - 371 25 7%
22 + - + + 228 25 11%
23 + - + + - 371 240 65%
24 + - + + + 228 240 105%
25 + + - - 371 100 27%
26 + + - + 228 100 44%
27 + + - + - 371 * *
28 + + - + + 228 * *
29 + + + - - 371 100 27%
30 + + + - + 228 100 44%
31 + + + + - 371 962 259%
32 + + + + + 228 962 422%
Table 7: Results of Design of Experiments for Artificial Illumination (* denotes an impossible
combination)
Floor Reflectance p = 30%
Ceiling Reflectance p = 80%
Wall Reflectance p = 30%
Glazing Fraction = 0%
Room Width: 4877mm
Room Depth: 5309mm
Room Height: 2.591mm
Horizontal Test Plane:
1219mm Above Finished
Floor
Vertical Test Plane: 1219mm
from Adjacent Wall
Direct Fixture: Cooper
ML480ZH
Indirect Fixture: Belux CE-58
Fixture Length: 1219mm
Lamp Output: 28501ms
Lamp Power: 32W
Lamp Density: As Noted
Calculation Precision: High
Indirect
Maintenance Factor: 0.8
Table 6: RELUX Parameters
FREQUENCY [-]
7 
1
Figure 23: Distribution of
Results from Design of
Experiments
J
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The analysis of this data begins by associating the Y values with a variable of
interest. In this case, 5 variables were tested (distance A, lamp density B, fixture
type C, normal D, and color temperature E). For each of these variables, a high-
and low-coded value was tested. So, to begin the analysis, low coded variables
and the resultant Y value for each run of the experiment are shaded to denote
the association being tested. See Tables 8-12 below. Then, the Y values are
sorted by value. Next, the total number of Y values associated with the low-
coded variables is counted (D value). Finally, the number of low-coded variables
occurring in the upper 50% of the sample is counted to determine the k value.
Goal
Run B [%]
32 + 422%
31 + 259%
24 - 105%
16 + 89%
12 + 66%
23 65%
15 + 54%
10 + 52%
14 + 48%
26 + 44%
30 + 44%
11 + 41%
9 + 32%
13 + 30%
25 + 27%
29 + 27%
8 - 22%
4 -
7 - 13%
2 - 13%
6 - 12%
18 - 1
22 - 2%
3 - 10%
17 -
17 - 7%
21 - 7
D=14
k=2
Analysis of Distance Table 9: Analysis of Lamp
Density (B)
Goal
Run C [%]
32 + 422%
31 + 259%
24 + 105%
16 + 89%
12 - 66%
23 + 65%
15 + 54%
10 - 52%
14 + 48%
26 - 44%
30 + 44%
11 - 41%
9 32%
13 + 30%
25 - 27
29 + 27%
8 + 22%
4 16
7 + 13%
2 -
6 + 12%
18 - 11%
22 + 11%
1 -
5 + 8%
17 - 7%
21 + 7%
D=12
k=5
Table 10:
Type (C)
Analysis of Fixture
Goal
Run A [%]
32 + 422%
31 + 259%
24 + 105%
16 - 89%
12 - 66%
23 + 65%
15 - 54%
10 - 52%
14 - 48%
26 + 44%
30 + 44%
11 - 41%
9 32%
13 - 30%
25 + 27%
29 + 27%
8 - 22%
4 - 16%
7 - 1%
2 - 13%
6 - 12%
18 + 11%
22 + 11%
3 - 10%
1- 8%
5 -
17 + 7%
21 + 7%
D=16
k=8
Table 8:
(A)
Run D
32 +
31 +
24 +
16 +
12 +
23 +
15 +
10 -
14 -
26 -
30 -
11 +
9 -
13
25
29
8 +
4 +
7 +
2
6 -
18
22
3 +
1
5
17
21
D=16
k=6
Table 11: Analysis of
(D)
Goal
[%]
422%
259%
105%
89%
66%
65%
54%
41%41%
22%
16%
13%
Goal
Run E [%]
+ 422%
+ 105%
+ 89%
+ 66%
+ 52%
+ 48%
+ 44%
+ 44%
- 41%
-30%
22%
16%
13%
12%
11%
11%
D= 14
k=6
Normal Table 12: Analysis of Color
Temperature (E)
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Figure 24: P Values for
Distance (A), Lamp Density
(B), Lamp Type (C), Fixture
Normal (D), and Color
Temperature (E).
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A visual inspection of Tables 8-12 reveals that variable B, the number of lamps in the simulated
light fixture, most strongly affects the resultant Y which represents the achievement of the
circadian illumination goal as a percentage of effect. The probability (p) that low-coded variable is
associated with a high resultant for each variable is documented in Figure 24. Similar to
coordination coefficient, values near 0% and 100% are most significant for this analysis type
because they signify those variables which always or never influence the resultant Y. Variable B,
which represents the number of lamps per fixture, has the lowest p value, and therefore the
greatest effect on achievement of the circadian illumination goal. Variable D, which represents the
normal of the light fixture, has a p-value which is slightly outside the significant range, ± 10% from
0% or 100%, likely influences the results.
In addition to the 28 test configurations tested here, a 2-lamp configuration was simulated. The
peak horizontal illumination is 495 lux, with values of 300 lux occurring approximately where a
patient's head would be positioned. When the same illumination is measured vertically, the
illumination level is about 100 lux. These values comply with illumination recommendations in the
IESNA manual for healthcare facilities, which require 30-3001ux (horizontal) in this application,
depending on task (Illuminating Engineering Society of North America, 2006). While complying
with national standards for general illumination purposes, this room does not meet the circadian
illumination goal (371 lux, vertical, for F11 lamp or 228 lux, vertical, for F7 lamp). This is
demonstrated graphically on Figure 25.
Of the 28 configurations tested in the Design of Experiments, only 3 met the illumination objective,
and 1 came close (89%). The statistical analysis of the results revealed that, for most applications,
color temperature, light distribution, and distance from the fixture are of little consequence when
all other factors are held equal. The statistically significant p-values for number of lamps and light
fixture normal, therefore, indicate that these two variables are the most important when
considering the circadian effects of artificial lighting. The implications of these findings to lighting
design are many, but generally suggest that the density of photons directed at the eye of the
receiver is the primary index of the circadian potential of a light source. Common circadian
illuminators, widely used in northern Europe, employ a field of LED lamps which is placed in the
field of vision of the subject (Apollo Health, 2008). The efficacy of this approach is validated by the
- findings presented here. These results also suggest improvement possibilities of this technology.
For example, since the method of light distribution was not found to be significant in this
experiment, an approach which delivers the light to the viewer indirectly may reduce glare while
still meeting the illumination goals, when both the intensity and normal of the light are not
significantly altered. These results would seem to indicate that distance from the fixture is
unimportant. However, the findings presented here indicate that distance is only unimportant
when all other variables are held constant. Additionally, the distances tested are not extreme-a
difference of 9'-0" [2743mm]. Surely, in more extreme circumstances or larger rooms, this variable
would have a more significant effect. The distance tested, however, for architectural applications
is not unusual since light fixtures are normally laid out on a 8'-0" [2438mm] grid set in a 8'-0"
[2438mm] ceiling plane. One potentially controversial finding of this experiment is the
unimportance of lamp color temperature. As noted in the previous section, the illumination goal
was varied based on the lamp color temperature selected. Figure 25 demonstrates that
Illumination levels vary dramatically from the source to the receiver in artificially illuminated. In
other words, intensity obeys the inverse square law whereas circadian efficacy has a lower slope
between illuminants F7 and F11 (Figure 10). While a lamp with higher circadian efficacy may be
beneficial in certain circumstances, what these findings suggest is that intensity (i.e. lamp density)
is the main contributor to successfully meeting circadian illumination goals.
Energy use is not a main effect studied in this experiment, however it does deserve consideration.
If, for the sake of argument, we were to assume that the subject hospital room is an interior room
whose circadian illumination goals were to be met primarily through fluorescent illumination, then
a simple set of simulations could be executed to determine the annual energy use associate with
such a configuration. Table 13 defines a set of parameters used in MIT's Design Advisor to obtain
f annual energy use under these conditions. The energy impact of illumination levels set between
200 lux and 1000 lux was tested. The lower lighting level, 200 lux, is chosen as a baseline for
g energy consumption. At 400 lux, the room is 100 lux brighter than required for a hospital room,
d but about 100 lux short of that required for typical workspaces, and so this represents a
. compromise for average lighting conditions. A room illuminated at 400 lux (horizontal) will still be
too dim for 100% alerting effects, as noted on the previous page, and so illumination values of 750
lux and 1000 lux (horizontal) are also simulated to represent environments where 100% alerting
effect is desirable from fluorescent lamps. These illuminance targets are chosen to represent
lamps of different spectral properties.
Figure 36 demonstrates the energy consequences associated with 100% artificial illumination at
the lighting thresholds established for evaluation. While 150 kWh/m 2 is an acceptable energy use,
the 200 lux associated is not sufficient for the previously established circadian goals or for general
illumination. Alternately, the 7501ux-10001ux thresholds result in energy use of 242-282 kWh/m 2,
which is slightly higher than the US Department of Energy target of 237 kWh/m 2 for inpatient
hospital facilities (US Department of Energy, 2008).
In summary, the achievement of circadian illumination goals based solely on artificial sources will
likely require brightly illuminated spaces or unusual configurations of lamps to achieve adequate
illumination intensity at the receiver's eye. The effect of color temperature in this analysis was
marginal-likely due to the fact that illuminance distributions vary greatly with distance to a fixture
compared to the relatively small differences in spectrally weighted illumination goals.
Furthermore, the normal direction of the fixture is a key consideration as suggested by the
experiment above. Architectural lighting sources generally tend to light from above, while the sun,
the original circadian illuminator, is at many times normal to the eyes when outdoors-a condition
that almost never occurs indoors under artificial illumination. Interestingly, these results hint at
the original experimental conditions from which the spectrally-weighted circadian illumination
goals are derived-a receiver facing a light source with 4100K color temperature.
City: Boston, USA
Occupancy Type: Office
Schedule: 6am-6pm
Off Hours: Same HVAC
Settings
Person Density: 0.1 per
m
2
Equipment Loads: 20
W/m2
Lighting Density: As Noted
Lighting Control: Typical
System Type: HVAC
Indoor Max Air Temp: 26
Indoor Min Air Temp: 20
Max Relative Humidity:
60%
Ventilation Rate: 15 I/s
Air Change Rate: 1.8
Thermal Mass: High Mass
Wall Insulation: High
Orientation : South
Glazing Fraction: 0%
Overhang: None
Table 13: Design
Advisor Parameters
[kWh/m2]
300
Figure 26: Annual
Energy Use
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 2 - DAYLIGHTING
For this experimental design, it is assumed that 9 variables affect the
achievement of a spectrally-weighted circadian daylight illuminance goal. This
goal is based on the short-wavelength content of daylight as received by the
human eye. This goal was calculated in section 2.5 (190 lux for south, east and
west, 180 lux for north) and is based on the orientation of the viewer. The
purpose of this experimental design is to determine which of these 9 variables
has the greatest affect on achievement of this circadian illumination goal. To
answer this question, a set of Daylight Autonomy simulations were performed to
evaluate the percent of time the illumination goal could be achieved. The
combinations of variables chosen for simulation were based on the experimental
design explained here.
In order to create a realizable experiment, certain assumptions are necessary to
reduce the number of variables to those that are of interest. This paragraph
details those assumptions which apply to all the variables considered in this
experiment. More specific variable-by-variable discussion follows, along with
those assumptions specific to each variable. These simulations focus on a
hospital room located in Boston, USA. Weather files created and distributed by
the US Department of Energy are used in conjunction (US Department of Energy,
2007) with an All-Weather Sky Model by Perez (Perez, et al., 1993), in most of
the variables, to accurately represent prevailing weather and sky conditions in
Boston. The imagined hospital room (2.6) is assumed to be side-lighted as this is
common (Lam, 1986 p. 67) in construction of this type. This consideration does
not, however, seek to promote this choice over those that create multiple
exposures-certainly having windows facing more than one orientation, or the
addition of a skylight, is preferable from an architectural perspective and visual
comfort (Alexander, et al., 1977).
The variables considered are listed on Table 14 below. The low and high values
are derived from the variable-by-variable discussion that follows this section.
Variable Parameter Low Level High Level
A Street Width 30'-0" [9.144m] oo
B Building Massing Courtyard, Bottom Street-Side, Top
Level Level
C Orientation North South
D Exterior Shading Exterior Louvers Un-Shaded
E Glazing Fraction 11% 90%
F Window Tinting Bronze Outboard, Clear, Low-E Double
Clear Inboard Pane
G Interior Blinds Automatically No Interior Blinds
Operated Blinds
H Distance from 10'-6" [3200mm] 2'6" [762mm] from
Window from Window Window
Interior Paint Color p = 0.44 p = 0.90
Table 14: Variables for Daylight Autonomy Simulations
For this experiment, it is anticipated that 2-level interactions exist. There is likely
a universe of daylit rooms with the specific qualities being studied here-these
would then form a population from which this experiment represents a sample.
The properties of this population, such as standard deviation and degrees of
freedom, are unknown. So, as discussed in 2.7, this exploration is executed
assuming a hypergeometric distribution which requires no population-based
assumptions. Surely, a large sample set of hundreds of simulations could form a
population, from which a determination regarding its distribution could be made,
but that defeats the purpose of design of experiments by requiring many more
simulation runs.
Statistically speaking, the primary use of Design of Experiments is to test the
hypothesis, Ho, that changes in any given variable, say A, result in no change in Y.
When this is proven wrong, then the alternate hypothesis, Ha, is inferred to be
correct. Stated mathematically, this reads as:
(HO)A: 9/30' = -I'., else (Ha)A: 1130' * P1o
(HO)B: Pinterior = Istreetside, else (Ha)B: 1linterior * ILstreetside
(Ho)c: Pnorth = lsouth, else (Ha)c: l1north * Ilsouth
(Ho)D: l1shade = i1unshaded, else (Ha)D: l.shade * 1lunshaded
(Ho)E: V11% = 190%, else (Ha)E: 1111% * 1190%
(Ho)F: 1.bronze = clear, else (Ha)F: llbronze ; 1Jclear
(Ho)G: PRblinds = I.noblinds, else (Ha)G: I[blinds ; ltnoblinds
(Ho)H: 92'6" = 1110'6", else (Ha)H: [L2'6" 110'6"
(Ho)l: Po.44 = o.90o, else (Ha,): Pio.44 * Po.90
A full two-level factorial for this experiment would involve 29, or 512, simulation
runs assuming each variable was tested in only 2 configurations. Per Diamond
(2000), the decision on experiment design used is based on a calculated value
Nhigh=NIow. The calculation of this value is impossible in this case because the
standard deviation is unknown at the outset of the experiment. However, the
experiment has 9 variables and likely has 2-level interactions. So, instead,
referencing a chart in Diamond (2000), there are three choices of experiment
designs: a John's 24-order matrix, a Hadamard 32-order matrix, and a Hadamard
64-order matrix. In this case, a 32-level Hadamard matrix is chosen instead
because it allows for the discovery of main effects and two-level interactions
while also being computationally efficient. The permutation of the matrix is
described in section 2.7.
In addition to the Daylight Autonomy goal, YDA, it is also necessary to consider
the main effects of the variables on glare and energy consumption. Here, glare
(YuDI) will be quantified by calculating when daylight at the test point exceeds
20001ux (UDI > 20001ux), and is found by DAYSIM when calculating Daylight
Autonomy. For this experiment, the annual heating and cooling requirement, as
calculated using MIT's Design Advisor, will be represented by Yq. In the following
sections, the specific parameters for each variable are described. The high- and
low-coded values for these variables come from these results.
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Weather File: Bosto
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3.2.1 URBAN MASKING
The built environment includes a wide range of building densities in more or less
urban conditions. This experiment tests the masking effects of nearby buildings
on daylight availability in a hospital room. It is hypothesized that adjacent
structures will mask the sky dome, resulting in less direct and indirect daylighting
available in the subject hospital room. Illumination intensity is one of the key
aspects to proper circadian function, so this experiment describes the impact of
urban masking on daylight illumination levels, and from this is inferred an effect
on circadian illumination requirements.
Making general assertions about something as varied as the urban environment
is not without its practical limits. For the purposes of these simulations, it is
00 assumed that a hospital may fall into one of two major conditions: a more urban
environment with buildings nearby and a more suburban environment where
me: No urban masking will be nominal at most. In the case of an urban condition, it is
minance: assumed that the hospital will face another building of indeterminate size across
a street of standard width. Standard widths (130' or 39.6m, 80' or 24.4m, 60' or
)n: 0 18.2m) were referenced in urban planning guidance (Ramsey, et al.,
DAYSIM 2000)(Steiner, et al., 2007). For modeling purposes, the opposing building was
assumed to be 1 storey higher than the hospital room and of infinite length
(modeled as 500' or 152m) perpendicular to the hospital room, along the
imaginary street. In the case of a more suburban condition, no opposing building
is modeled, so the street width effectively becomes infinite in one direction
(facing away from the hospital room). These assumptions tend to favor buildings
of 5 or fewer floors in communities of nearly the same configuration.
Additionally, these assumptions tend to favor a hospital of horizontal or mall
configuration over a tower. These, in fact, do reflect trends in healthcare design
towards a "super-floor" or horizontal layout, which favors corridors over
elevators for traffic efficiency (Verderber, 2000)(Steiner, et al., 2007)(American
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Figure 27: Achievement of Daylight Autonomy Goals when Orientation, Glazing Fraction, and
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Institute of Architects, 2004). Furthermore, it was assumed that the streets
would run parallel to the cardinal directions in a Jeffersonian manner which is
typical of US cities (Lam, 1986).
The simulation process started with a standard hospital room model created in
ECOTECT. The opposing structure was modeled as a partition of dimensions
described above. It was assigned a material property of brick with 30%
reflectance. Simultaneously, the glazing fraction was also varied in this analysis,
similar to the orientation/glazing fraction experiment which is described later in
this thesis in section 3.2.3. The file was exported to DAYSIM, from which
achievement of the daylight autonomy goals (190 lux or 180 lux for north) were
assessed.
In summary, the results of this analysis (Figure 27) reveal that for all glazing
fractions and orientations considered, urban masking does not affect the
achievement of the daylight autonomy goal substantially. These findings are
explained in more detail with respect to the other variables considered in section
3.3.8.
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Location: Boston, USA
Weather File: Boston.wea
Exterior Reflectance p =
30%
Roof Reflectance p = 10%
Calculation Type: Incident
Solar Radiation
Date Range: 1 Jan to 31
Dec
Time Range: 00:00 to 24:00
Period: Cumulative Values
Target Area: 16'-0" x 8'-6"
Per Room
No. of Rooms: Varies by
Plan
Shading Calculations: 5' by
5"
Table 16: ECOTECT
Parameters
3.2.2 BUILDING MASSING
Hospital architecture is one field in which experimentation with building
massing, mainly based on programmatic constraints and optimization, which has
yielded a finite set of standard footprints for nursing units. This experiment tests
the effects of massing arrangements on solar irradiance received at the window
plane. It is hypothesized that complex building forms will result in a high
disparity of irradiance. This is due to the various orientations and
overshadowing effects. Many rooms in especially complex building forms may
face unfavorable directions and have a high portion of the sky dome masked by
other portions of the building. The temporal effects of various orientations are
discussed in section 3.3 of this thesis-this section focuses on surface irradiance
alone. From its effects on surface irradiance, building massing can influence the
illumination intensity, thus reducing the circadian efficacy of daylight.
For the purpose of this experiment, four standard nursing unit configurations
were chosen for analysis. These were chosen based mainly on their
contemporaneity. The "T"-shaped (Fig. 28, d & e) and triangle-shaped nursing
unit (Fig. 28, g & h) found widespread adoption until the very recent past
(American Institute of Architects, 2004). The courtyard-style hospital (Fig. 28, a
& b) has been proposed as a natural successor based on its supposed daylighting
properties (Stantec, 2006). The slab-style nursing unit (Fig. 28, c & d) found
widespread acceptance in tower-and-pancake configurations that were popular
through the early years of the Hill-Burton act (Steiner, et al., 2007)(Verderber,
2000). All four configurations were tested such that at one fagade faced each
exposure-in the case of the slab configuration, this necessitated executing
simulations in a north-south arrangement, then in an east-west configuration
(not shown). Since the "T"-shaped and triangle-shaped configurations often
occur in series, especially when attached to the side or roof of hospital, the
simulations were executed to represent both free-standing and series groupings
of these plan-types.
The simulations were executed in ECOTECT using the "Solar Access Analysis"
tool. The parameters used for this calculation are documented in Table X. This
was used to calculate the incident solar radiation on the fagade elements over
the course of the entire year during all day-lit hours in Boston. A US Department
of Energy weather file was loaded. The models were constructed as
demonstrated in Figure 28. All fagade materials were set to 30% reflectance to
mimic brick exteriors. Roofing was set to 10% reflectance to mimic an asphalt
roof. These reflectance values were found by subtracting their solar absorption
(McQuiston, et al., 2005) from 1.0. Instead of subdividing the fagade into an
arbitrary grid, the grid size was set to the exterior dimensions of each individual
room. In other words, for each grid square, there is an associated room, and if
the grid square was clear, then the entire incident radiation on that square
would be available to the room behind. For this analysis, incident radiation was
tested as this is a useful index to determine which parts of the fagade receive the
most and least daylight. The calculation period was set to an entire year (all
hours) to best take into account all daylit hours. For shading calculations, the 5"
by 5" option was selected for computational efficiency. At this low setting,
ECOTECT tests one point for every grid section. This is acceptable, in this case,
because the grid is sized to each room, so the shading calculation is not any more
specific than the incident radiation calculation (March, 2006).
b) South (Left) and East (Right) Faces of Courtyard Building
c) North Face of Slab Style Building d) South Face of Slab Style Building
e) North (Left) and East (Center) Faces of T-Shaped Building f) South (Left) and West (Center) Faces of T-Shaped Building
g) North Face of Triangle-Shaped Building h) Southeast Face of Triangle-Shaped Building
Figure 28: Incident Solar Radiation [kWh/m2] for Various Hospital Nursing Unit Configurations.
a) North (Riaht) and East (Left) Faces of Courtyard Buildina
The results of this experiment are quantitatively demonstrated Figures 29-32.
These charts are similar to frequency diagrams where each instance of a
particular reading is recorded on the X axis, while the value is recorded on the Y
axis. The instances represent specific irradiance measures on the exterior
surface of one patient room as modeled in Fig. 28. For the purposes of clarity,
the results of a slab with east-west orientation are omitted because there is little
difference in surface irradiance for east and west facades in Boston, USA. In the
case of the courtyard building, surface irradiances tend to form a stair-step
pattern, demonstrating the effect different of the four main orientations (Fig.
29). The lowest values on the right side of this graph demonstrate the difficulty
in achieving daylighting at the lowest levels of a courtyard. The T-shaped nursing
unit and the triangle nursing unit had similar results-both demonstrate a large
distribution of results (Fig. 30-31). For practical purposes, this means that a
circadian-sensitive design must carefully account for the changing daylighting
conditions in buildings of complex massing. For the simple north-south slab, the
results demonstrate a predictable pattern of high (south) and low (north)
irradiance (Fig. 32). The simple geometry prevents over-shading, which causes
the lowest value in this case to be better than the other cases studied, while the
highest values occur over the widest range of instances [rooms].
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Figure 29: Courtyard Nursing Unit
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Figure 30: T-Shaped Nursing Unit
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Figure 31: Triangle Nursing Unit
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Figure 32: North-South Slab Nursing Unit
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33: Glazing
Elevation
Location: Boston, USA
Weather File: Boston.wea
Orientation: As Noted
Exterior Reflectance p =
30%
Floor Reflectance p = 30%
Ceiling Reflectance p =
80%
Wall Reflectance p = 30%
Glazing Fraction = Varies
Room Width: 16'-0"
Room Depth: 13'-0"
Room Height: 8'-6"
Vertical Test Plane: 4'-0"
from Adjacent Wall
Simulation Settings: Per
(Reinhart, 2006)
Hours: 06:00 to 18:00
Breaks: None
Daylight Savings Time: No
Target Illuminance:
180/1901ux*
Blind Use: None
Electrical Illumination: 0
3.2.3 ORIENTATION AND GLAZING FRACTION
Variations in solar angle and azimuth, combined with local weather effects, such
as morning fog or afternoon thunderstorms, will result in specific effects in
daylight illumination based on the orientation (i.e. north, south, east, west) of a
room. This experiment tests these effects for an imagined hospital room in
Boston, USA. It is hypothesized that certain orientations will result in a high
degree of daylight autonomy at the target illumination goal. Furthermore,
certain orientations will result in timing of daylight that will support or confound
the circadian organization. Since circadian organization requires light of specific
intensity and timing, it is anticipated that rooms facing certain directions will lack
one or both of these essential qualities.
This experiment was undertaken with certain assumptions. For example, it was
assumed that a room would likely face one of the four cardinal directions. The
effect of blinds is not considered in this analysis and is treated in section 3.2.5 of
this thesis. No obstructions or ground reflections are considered either. For the
purposes of this analysis, it was assumed that 90% was the largest practical
glazing fraction due to the need for mullions, doors, trim, etc. Eleven percent
was chosen as the minimum as it represents the middle 1/9th of a fagade area
and is an assumed low-average window size likely in this application (Hausladen,
et al., 2005)(American Institute of Architects, 2004).
Figure 34 documents how varying room orientation and glazing fraction (Fig. 33)
affects its circadian potential compared to the spectrally-weighted illumination
goal. In each case, the room was merely rotated to the test orientation, not
mirrored, so differences in the east and west orientations are exaggerated by the
effects of cutoff angles created by the window and room geometry. North and
west fagades at 11% glazing fraction achieve the circadian-weighted daylight
illumination goal less than 35% of the time in Boston.
DAYLIGHT AUTONOMY [%]
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I ______________________________________
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DAYSIM Figure 34: DA (%) at the patient's head (assessed on a vertical plane) at Test Point (190 lux or
180 lux (north), 06:00-18:00h) by Glazing Fraction (%) for North, South, East, and West Facing
Hospital Rooms in Boston, USA. (Pechacek, et al., 2008 Pending)
Table 17:
Parameters
The glare and energy use results documented in Figure 35 indicate that larger
glazing fraction also results in higher glare and energy use. The difference
between glare for east and west is likely exaggerated due to the fact the subject
room was simply rotated, not mirrored, to these orientations. Similarly, energy
use is slightly higher for a west-facing fagade (versus an east-facing one), perhaps
due to the inertia of internal loads. What these findings suggest is that for large
windows, other methods must be used to compensate for the increased energy
demand and glare. The Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey
(CBECS) average energy use in hospital building types is 786 kWh/m 2 (US Energy
Information Administration, 2006), while the EERE target for hospitals 236
kWh/m 2 (US Department of Energy, 2008). The results in Figure 35 are below the
latter figure, though some facility-wide averaging would need to occur to better
account for high energy-use hospital departments (like radiology).
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City: Boston, USA
Occupancy Type: Office
Schedule: 6am-6pm
Off Hours: Same HVAC
Settings
Person Density: 0.1 per
m
2
Lighting Density: 3001ux
Lighting Control:
Automatic
System Type: Joint HVAC
and Natural Ventilation
Indoor Max Air Temp: 26
Indoor Min Air Temp: 20
Max Relative Humidity:
60%
Ventilation Rate: 15 I/s
Air Change Rate: 1.8
Thermal Mass: High Mass
Wall Insulation: High
Orientation : As Noted
Glazing Fraction: As
Noted
Window Type: Double
Glazed
Glass Type: Clear Low E
Overhang: None
Table 18: Design
Advisor Parameters
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Figure 35: Effect of Glazing Fraction and Orientation on Glare and Annual Energy Use
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3.2.4 GLAZING PROPERTIES
Windows come in a variety of glazing configurations based on both aesthetic and
energy conservation goals. This experiment hypothesizes that windows with
specific spectral transmission properties can affect both the intensity of daylight
illumination and its spectral component. This is because window glazings
typically have a wide range of spectral transmission properties which reduce the
overall transmission orT Ignt as well as reauce tne transmission OT Iignt in specific
portions of the visible spectrum.
This part of the thesis required no simulations and was ultimately a series of
calculations. As such, it only addresses on variable: the transmittance of a single
window assembly. In all cases, it is assumed that this assembly is double pane
with a tinted outboard pane. In the case of the clear window, a Low E coating
h tiw hi h transmittan 
d
was specified (Fig. 37). The effects of additional films, coatings, and layers were
not considered for simplicity.
Using data available from Lawrence Berkley National Laboratories (Building
Technologies Department, LBNL), a series of spectra were assembled in
Microsoft's EXCEL 2007 for analysis. This type of analysis is discussed in-depth in
Chapter 2 of this thesis. The assembled spectra are treated as filters between
the source (the sun) and the receiver. From Figure 37, below, one can make
general conclusions regarding the circadian efficacy of certain window systems.
Indeed, those with gray and bronze tints are the least performing in this regard.
Green, clear, and blue tinted glazing have a greater overall transmittance value
and they also admit more light in the blue range of the spectrum admit the most
light overall.
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Glazing Tints Figure 37: Transmittances of Common Glazing Tints (Building Technologies Department, LBNL)
(Pilkington , 2007)
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Window tints are often chosen as a method to control external heat gains in
buildings. Figure 38 below demonstrates that for each lumen of incident solar
radiation, a Clear Low-E glazing is most efficient at transmitting circadian-
stimulating light [W-C(X)]. This is due to the fact that clear glazing admits a
higher proportion of visible light, V(k) than tinted windows, and that light has a
larger short-wavelength component, C(X). Furthermore, Figure 39 below
demonstrates that Clear Low-E glazing also results in the lowest energy use when
all other variables are held constant.
TINT COLOR [-]
Clear Low-
E
Blue
Green
Gray
Bronze
0.00E+00 1.00E+11 2.00E+11
City: Boston, USA
Occupancy Type: Office
Schedule: 6am-6pm
Off Hours: Same HVAC
Settings
Person Density: 0.1 per m2
Lighting Density: 3001ux
Lighting Control: Automatic
System Type: Joint HVAC
and Natural Ventilation
Indoor Max Air Temp: 26
Indoor Min Air Temp: 20
Max Relative Humidity:
60%
Ventilation Rate: 15 I/s
Air Change Rate: 1.8
Thermal Mass: High Mass
Wall Insulation: High
Orientation : As Noted
Glazing Fraction: As Noted
Window Type: Double
Glazed
Glass Type: As Noted
Overhang: None
Table 19: Design Advisor
Parameters
3.00E+11
CIRCADIAN EFFICACY [W-C(A)]
Figure 38: Circadian Efficacy of Transmitted Light per 1 Im of Incident Radiation [S(A)T(A)]
ANNUAL ENERGY USE [kWh/m 2]
t ___________________
Bronze Gray Blue Green
-11% GF -30% GF -50% GF -70% GF
TINT COLOR [-]
Figure 39: Effect of Glazing Tint on Annual Energy Use by Glazing Fraction
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90% GF
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3.2.5 WINDOW SHADES
Glare is always a concern in daylighting. Windows are almost always constructed
with some type of interior blind to control excessive glare from sunlight.
Additionally, external shading devices are often necessary on buildings with large
amounts of glazing to reduce unwanted solar heat gain in cooling seasons and to
reduce glare from direct sunlight (Hausladen, et al., 2005). This experiment tests
e ht effect of internal 
and external sh 
l
Illumination intensity is key to achieving circadian illumination goals, so any
reduction in daylight autonomy resulting from interior and exterior shades will
thus reduce the circadian health potential of a space. In addition to reducing
the unwanted effects of daylight, they may also reduce the intensity of daylight
illumination.
Most simulation tools do not directly consider the impact of interior blind use by
users on daylighting. DAYSIM is unique in this regard and offers the opportunity
to study blind use by both active and passive users. Explored (but not shown)
was a scenario with a passive user. A passive user typically draws window blinds
when they experience discomfort from sunlight, and typically leaves them in a
drawn position for the remainder of the day (Reinhart, 2006). After a series of
preliminary studies, it became evident that passive user behavior almost always
prevented achievement of the daylight autonomy goal. Instead, a decision was
made to proceed under the assumption that an active blind manager (electronic
or human) could be recommended. This is explored in section 5.0 of this thesis.
The effect of shading devices and blinds on circadian-stimulating illumination
GLARE [UDI>20001ux]
·I
Figure 40: Section of
Various Blind and
Window Shade
Arrangements for 90%
GF Window
\\ii
DAYLIGHT AUTONOMY [%]
ii
\ I
a) No External Shades or Interior Blinds b) Internal Blinds Only
Figure 41: Graphic Figure 42: Effects of Window Blind Use and External Shades
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levels spatially is shown in Figure 42. As shown in the bottom images in Figure
42, a high level of Daylight Autonomy achievement can be expected for the 90%
glazed fagade for the circadian-weighted target, with or without internal or
external shades (Fig. 42, a-c). This experiment was executed assuming an active
window blind user (or system). In cases where automatic interior blinds were
specified, the resulting Daylight Autonomy was slightly degraded (Fig. 42, a & c).
However, the impact on glare is dramatic (compare Fig. 42 a & b). For a window
with no shades (internal or external), the room appears glary (UDI>20001ux) 50%
or more of the time (Fig. 42 a). When actively-managed internal shades are
used, this is reduced to 0-30% of the time (Fig. 42, b & d). The simulation results
seem to favor the use of internal blinds without external shades. It is obvious, in
the case of a building with external shades and internal blinds, that higher
interior illuminance levels (greater UDI>20001ux) are observed (Fig. 42, d). This is
likely a result of using a metallic finish on the external shades, which can
themselves cause glare (Fig. 42) as can be interpolated by noting d) appears to
be the average of b) and c).
From an energy use perspective, the decision to use blinds and shades is
elaborated further in Figure 43. Here, a vertical overhang simulates the louvers
tested elsewhere in this experiment. These findings suggest that the use of
blinds will result in higher electrical illumination requirements. In the instance
where both shades and blinds are used, the negative effect of venetian blinds is
offset by lower cooling loads, resulting in a solution that is essentially equal to
that of an unprotected 90% glazed fagade. What this suggests is that blind use
must be complimentary to energy use (to prevent excessive artificial
illumination) and glare control (to prevent visual discomfort).
City: Boston, USA
Occupancy Type: Office
Schedule: 6am-6pm
Off Hours: Same HVAC
Settings
Person Density: 0.1 per2
Lighting Density: 3001ux
Lighting Control:
Automatic
System Type: Joint HVAC
and Natural Ventilation
Indoor Max Air Temp: 26
Indoor Min Air Temp: 20
Max Relative Humidity:
60%
Ventilation Rate: 15 I/s
Air Change Rate: 1.8
Thermal Mass: High Mass
Wall Insulation: High
Orientation: South
Glazing Fraction: 90%
Window Type: Double
Glazed with Blinds As
Noted
Glass Type: As Noted
Overhang: As Noted
Table 20: Design
Advisor Parameters
GLARE [UDI>20001ux]
[kWh/m 2]
'lrn
DAYLIGHT AUTONOMY [%
c) Extemal Shades, No Intemal Blinds d) Extemal Shades and Intemal Blinds
Figure 43: Annual
Energy Use (Red =
Heating, Blue = Cooling,
Yellow = Lighting)
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Figure 44: Section
Showing Critical
Distances from
Window (Far, Center of
Room, and Near)
3.2.6 DISTANCE FROM WINDOW
Daylight has limited illumination potential at any great distance from a window.
This is because of the aperture and configuration of the window, and
additionally, losses in daylight intensity due to absorption by building interiors.
Trends in healthcare construction typically result in the hospital bed being placed
closest to an interior corridor and furthest from a window. This experiment
hypothesizes that this will reduce daylight autonomy at the target illumination,
thus compromising the circadian health benefit of a space.
The realization of target DA spatially is described in Figure 47. These diagrams
display DA at 190 lux (180 lux North) in a vertical plane located approximately at
the target location (Fig. 14), perpendicular to the window. A vertical illuminance
test plane is used to represent the natural forward looking gaze of a hospital
patient. The window is located to the left in each diagram. The results of this
analysis indicate that achievement of the DA goal varies by 20% or more based
on location in the same room. This information can be used by a designer to
modify patient position and/or window configuration to make the best use of the
daylight available. For example, in the north-facing room, the DA diminishes
quickly with distance from the window. In contrast, the east facing window
displays strong penetration of daylight into the general location of the patient
bed as demonstrated by the diagonal orange-yellow streak from the window to
THERMAL COMFORT [-]
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Figure 45: Design
Advisor Thermal
Comfort Graphic Scale
(Yellow = 95% Content,
Blue/Red = 65%
Content)
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Scale for Figures 47
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Figure 47: Sections Showing Effect of Distance from Window on Daylight Autonomy (bottom)
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back of room window
the center of the diagram.
Another factor to consider here is the comfort of the patient. Windows can be a
source of chill or heat-especially during periods of direct sunshine or cold
winter days. Figure 47 (top) provides an assessment of user comfort based on
distance from the window and time of day and year. For the north and south
fagades, the comfort zone of interest is noon. East and west fagades have the
greatest potential to produce discomfort in the morning (9am) and afternoon
(3pm), respectively. Figure 47 demonstrates that, for the conditions tested, it is
unlikely that the patient would be uncomfortably cold based on distance from
the window. During the hours considered, the locations close to south fagade
could be uncomfortably warm in the winter, while the east and west fagades
produce uncomfortable conditions in the summer. Tested (but not shown) are
overhangs of 8'-6" [2591mm], which reduced the discomfort zone by about 50%
for the times and orientations considered.
Finally, for the configurations tested, the east- and south-facing rooms will be
considered glary by a patient in a hospital bed, especially when distance to the
window is reduced. This would likely be the case for the west-facing hospital
room if the room was mirrored, instead of rotated, into a west-facing position.
Scenar, Four JanuaryScenar Three: .Anuary
hvmdow
Searam Thtee June
1
back of room window
Sc•naro Four June
City: Boston, USA
Occupancy Type: Office
Schedule: 6am-6pm
Off Hours: Same HVAC
Settings
Person Density: 0.1 per
m
2
Lighting Density: 3001ux
Lighting Control:
Automatic
System Type: Joint HVAC
and Natural Ventilation
Indoor Max Air Temp: 26
Indoor Min Air Temp: 20
Max Relative Humidity:
60%
Ventilation Rate: 15 I/s
Air Change Rate: 1.8
Thermal Mass: High Mass
Wall Insulation: High
Orientation: As Noted
Glazing Fraction: 30%
Window Type: Double
Glazed without Blinds
Glass Type: Clear Low-E
Overhang: None
Table 21: Design
Advisor Parameters
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Location: Boston, USA
Weather File: Boston.wea
Orientation: As Noted
Exterior Reflectance p =
30%
Floor Reflectance p = 30%
Ceiling Reflectance p =
80%
Wall Reflectance p = 60%
Glazing Fraction = Varies
Room Width: 16'-0"
Room Depth: 13'-0"
Room Height: 8'-6"
Vertical Test Plane: 4'-0"
from Adjacent Wall
Simulation Settings: Per
(Reinhart, 2006)
Hours: 06:00 to 18:00
Breaks: None
Daylight Savings Time: No
Target Illuminance:
180/1901ux*
Blind Use: None
Electrical Illumination: 0
Table 22: DAYSIM
Parameters
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3.2.7 INTERIOR FINISHES
Figure 48: Inter-
reflections of Daylight on
Interior Finishes
Reflections: 6
Sky Condition: Overcast
Sky Glow:
0.8 1.0 1.04
Room Width: 16'-0"
Room Depth: 13'-0"
Room Height: 8'-6"
Vertical Test Plane: 7'5"
[2261mm] From Adjacent
Glazing Fraction = 30% GF
Window Transmissivity:
0.70 0.81 0.71
Floor Reflectance:
0.30 0.30 0.30
(0.05 Specularity)
Ceiling Reflectance:
0.80 0.80 0.80
(0.01 Specularity)
RAL 1015 Wall Reflectance
0.78 0.69 0.51
RAL 9003 Wall Reflectance
0.98 0.86 0.85
DuPont Color 72 Wall
Reflectance
0.79 0.50 0.02
DuPont Color 28 Wall
Reflectance
0.26 0.41 0.52
Table 23: RADIANCE
Parameters
One of the central assumptions of this thesis is the spectral neutrality of the
space considered. Built spaces are rarely spectrally neutral, however. A simple
experiment was therefore executed, hypothesizing that the spectrum of light
received at the eye would be a combination of the direct sky component
spectrum (as modified through a window) and the internally reflected
component spectrum (which includes floors, walls, and ceilings). Other variables
such as external obstructions are handled elsewhere in this thesis and are not
considered here to prevent confounding the results. The results of this analysis
validate the assumptions regarding spectral neutrality made elsewhere in this
thesis and give an approximation of the spectral shift caused by non-neutral
interior surfaces.
Similar to Wandachowicz (2006), the visible spectrum studied is divided into
three components (A=5nm): Blue 380-495nm, Green 500-625nm, and Red 630-
780nm. The source spectrum S(X) (ASTM International, 2006) and transmission
spectrum T(A) (Building Technologies Department, LBNL), were summed over
their respective ranges and normalized. One key difference in the present thesis
is the use of radiometric, not photometric, spectra. Used in this manner,
RADIANCE is a 3-channel ray tracer which predicts the relative decay in the
component channels following reflections. This gives a crude estimate of the
resulting spectrum received at the eye. It is this relative decay of short-
wavelength light which is precisely of interest in this experiment.
For the purposes of this experiment, a south facing room with 30% glazing
fraction was simulated in RADIANCE. A CIE overcast sky with D75 spectral
properties was set (R=0.80, G=1.0, B=1.04). Simple RGB values (Table 2) were
interpolated based on Wandachowicz (2006) to estimate the reflectance spectra
p(X) of painted walls (Wandachowics, 2006). The RAL 9003 paint color
(approximately white), in this case, is an approximation of a neutral source.
The results of this RADIANCE experiment demonstrate that for spectrally neutral
spaces, the spectrum of the light source S(X)T(X), shown in gray, is not materially
altered (Fig. 50, Top). On the other hand, walls painted colors missing one
component (for example, blue) result in ambient light which is shifted towards
the components present in the wall spectrum. For example, the DuPont 72 and
RAL 1015 each caused a reduction in the source's blue spectral component. This
means that on a per-lumen basis, the blue content of the light is diminished
relative to the other spectral components. In the most extreme case tested (the
DuPont 72), the blue component did not reach the near-zero value of the source
spectrum. This, on the surface, would seem to disagree with the statement
above that the ambient light would be the product of S(A)T(A)pfwpw(A). What
likely occurs, however, is that a portion of the light is directly transmitted
through the window to the test point, while another portion may have only
bounced off the neutral floors and ceiling. So, the light at the test point would
be a combination of light carrying spectra from the window, floor, ceilings, and
walls.
Furthermore, distance from the source (window) matters-a location closer to
the window would have less spectral decay than one further. The test room is
13'-0" deep [3962mm] perpendicular to the window. In the case of the DuPont
72, this distance was enough to result in a near-half reduction of blue light in a
room painted with a blue-deficient color. These results confirm the findings of + +
Wandachowicz (2006) that interior paint colors diminish the circadian efficacy of
a light source through spectral distortions (Wandachowics, 2006). These results,
however, tend to be specific for overcast conditions. This is because the effect of Figure 49: Section Showing
direct sunrays at the test location will likely diminish (or overwhelm) the Locations of Test Points
contribution of interior reflections.
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Figure 50: Relative Radiometric RGB Values for Simulated Spectra, Normalized to 1.0, with Variations Based on Distance
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3.2.8 DAYLIGHT EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The results of the Daylight Design of Experiments are documented on Table 33
below. Similar to the artificial lighting experiment, the k and D values are
calculated and used to figure probability that a low-coded variable is associated
with a high resultant (Y)--the proxy for main effect used in this thesis. These are
documented in Appendix B. The YDA and YUDI>2000 values were simulated in
DAYSIM. The Yq values were simulated using MIT's Design Advisor.
Run Goal [Lux] YDA [%] YUDI>2000 Yq [kWh/m 2]
1 190 89% 30% 225
2 180 75% 33% 188
3 180 13% 0% 120
4 195 5% 0% 139
5 195 0% 0% 150
6 195 13% 0% 225
7 265 69% 1% 253
8 265 67% 15% 217
9 180 80% 46% 190
10 180 77% 8% 185
11 190 13% 0% 115
12 195 36% 0% 120
13 180 90% 11% 215
14 190 68% 9% 207
15 250 0% 0% 120
16 195 69% 16% 215
17 180 15% 0% 143
18 180 61% 0% 225
19 180 0% 0% 138
20 180 0% 0% 125
21 195 24% 0% 139
22 180 0% 0% 145
23 270 32% 0% 200
24 250 0% 0% 140
25 270 27% 0% 220
26 190 48% 0% 170
27 195 72% 9% 218
28 180 68% 0% 194
29 190 84% 50% 190
30 190 45% 0% 113
31 180 77% 21% 225
32 250 0% 0% 145
Table 24: Results of Design of Experiments
The analysis of the results of the Design of Experiments begins with a visual
inspection of the data expressed in table form. From this, the probability that a
low-coded variable is associated with a high resultant is calculated (Equation 10),
as documented in Figure 51. A discussion of interactions follows and conclusions
on Daylight Autonomy, Glare, and Energy Use conclude this section.
As previously noted, to avoid an assumption regarding the distribution of the
population from which this experiment produced a sample, the data was treated
as though a hypergeometric distribution. The distribution of the data generated
here is demonstrated in Figure 52. When calculating the probability that a low-
coded variable is related to a high resultant (upper 12 of YDAS), here called the P
value, results close to 0% or 100% are statistically significant, ±10%. In other
words, a result of 100% means that a low-coded variable is always associated
with a high resultant. Inversely, a low-coded variable with a P value of 0% is
never associated with a high result, so by exclusion the high-coded value for that
variable is always associated with a high result. While a specific variable may
influence the achievement of the daylight autonomy goal under certain
circumstances, it may not be the controlling variable in all circumstances. For
this reason, results in between 0% and 100% are less relevant to the purpose of
this exploration: generating rules for designers.
Visual inspection of the results reported in Tables 34-42 (in Appendix B) suggests
that unfavorable urban masking (-1), unfavorable building massing (-1), and high
glazing fraction (1) contribute to high circadian effect. The k values of these
data, 9, 9, and 2, seem to confirm this observation. While compelling, these
results are unlikely (especially with respect to urban masking and building
massing) and so a more in-depth analysis is necessary to determine the
relevancy of this information.
While the calculation of the P value is important to determining the effect of
each variable, its results can be misleading without further analysis. For the
variables tested, the low P values for glazing fraction (E=-1) and window
transmissivity (F=-I) seem to confirm the importance of these variables to the
achievement of circadian stimulus in all situations. These results follow common
sense, and so can be accepted. Unfavorable urban masking (A=-I) and building
massing (B=-1), however, appear to also contribute to high circadian stimulus.
This runs contrary to a common-sense understanding of the circumstances. In
the next-level analysis of these variables, each is paired with the strongest
variable, glazing fraction (E). The low (-1) for each variable is highlighted, along
with lowest 50% of YDA results. This is similar to the process used to calculate the
k value above.
In the case of urban masking (A) and glazing fraction (E), it can be plainly seen
that glazing fraction (E) is the controlling variable (Table 25). In nearly every case
where glazing fraction is high (E = 1), the resulting YDA is in the upper 50% of the
data. This means that for nearly every circumstance, if the window area is large
enough, the circadian stimulus will likely be achieved. The same cannot be
stated about the effects of urban masking (A). In instances where both urban
masking (A = 1) and glazing fraction (E = 1) are favorable, a high YDA is achieved
most of the time. When both are low (-1), the YDA clearly suffers most of the
time. Other variables also seem to effect YDA, preventing a firmer reading of the
85
Table 25: Comparison of
the Effects of Urban
Masking (A) and Glazing
Fraction (E)
Table 26: Comparison of
the Effects of Building
Massing and Glazing
Fraction
DA
Run B E [%]
13 1 1 90%
1 1 1 89%
29 1 1 84%
9 -1 1 80%
10 1 1 77%
31 -1 1 77%
2 -1 1 75%
27 -1 1 72%
7 1 1 69%
16 -1 1 69%
28 1 1 68%
14 -1 1 68%
8 -1 1 67%
18 -1 1 61%
26 1 -1 48%
30 -1 -1 45%
12 -1 -1 36%
23 -1 1 32%
25 1 1 27%
21 -1 -1 24%
17 -1 -1 15%
6 1 1 13%
3 1 -1 13%
11 1 -1 13%
4 1 -1 5%
5 1 -1 0%
24 1 -1 0%
19 -1 -1 0%
15 1 -1 0%
22 1 -1 0%
20 1 -1 0%
32 -1 -1 0%
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data, as evidenced by the clustering of (-1, -1) and (1, 1) variables at the 50-50%
split line. What a close reading of this data does reveal, however, is that urban
masking (A) was not the controlling variable in this case, and its high P value is
irrelevant.
Similarly, unfavorable building massing (B=-1) appears to have a positive effect
on circadian stimulus. Interpreted as a design statement, this suggests that
locating a room in the lowest level of a courtyard results in the highest possible
circadian stimulus. This is false. Using the same analysis method as previously
discussed for urban masking (A), a table is created juxtaposing glazing fraction
(E) and building massing (B) (Table 26). When a room is located such that it is
on the street-side of a building (A=I) and has a high glazing fraction (E=1), it will
likely achieve the daylighting goal. Similarly, even if the room is located in the
depths of a courtyard (A=-1) but yet still has a high glazing fraction (E=I), it will
still likely achieve the daylight goal. In all cases where the glazing fraction is low
(E=-1), the achievement of the daylighting goal is low, regardless of the building
massing (A=1 or -1). So, the building massing effect here is completely dictated
by glazing fraction, which is the main effect diagnosed through the statistical
calculations. The identification of building massing as having a strong effect, in
this case, is therefore, erroneous.
P [%]
The next logical step in this analysis is the evaluation of interaction effects
between variables. In this case, every pair of variables was considered.
The coded value (1 or -1) were multiplied (i.e. -1 (A) X -1 (B) = 1 (AB)) to
produce new matrices representing the interaction effects. Then, the
main effect of the interaction was calculated, and the data set reduced to
the four largest effects. This resulted in significant results for pairings of
AC (17%), AF (14%), BG (17%), BH (14%), CE (16%), CF (17%), CH (32%),
and DJ (14%). A closer analysis of the pairing, CH, will demonstrate that
these interaction pairings are not relevant to design (Table 27).
Table 45 displays the YDA values juxtaposed to the CH interaction (middle)
effect and glazing fraction (E). If taken literally, the calculated main effect
of the interaction would suggest that low orientation (C) or low distance
from the window (H) will contribute to high circadian-weighted daylight
autonomy. This is not true. Instead, the permutation of the original
vector has resulted in a situation where CH (-1) nearly always aligns with E
(1). Since glazing fraction (E) has the largest main effect in this
experiment, it is natural to conclude that the apparently strong CH
interaction is an anomaly and not representative of physical reality. Since
CH was the largest interaction effect by nearly a factor of two, it is safe to
say that the remaining interactions are not statistically relevant, and
therefore do not warrant further investigation.
DA
Run C H CH [%] E
13 -1 1 -1 90% 1
1 1 1 1 89% 1
29 1 -1 1 84% 1
9 -1 1 - 80% 1
10 -1 1 -1 77% 1
31 -1 1 - 77% 1
2 -1 1 - 75% 1
27 1 -1 1 72% 1
7 1 -1 -ý 69% 1
16 1 1 1 69% 1
14 1 -1 £~ . 68% 1
28 -1 1 -J 68% 1
8 1 -1 - 67% 1
18 -1 -1 1 61% 1
26 1 1 1 48% 4
30 1 1 1 45% 4
12 1 1 1 36% -1
23 1 -1 1 32% 1
25 1 -1 4, 27% 1
21 1 1 1 24% -1
17 -1 1 4 15% -o1
3 -1 -1 1 13% -1
6 1 -1 -1 13% 1
11 1 1 1 13% -1
4 1 1 1 5% -1
5 1 1 1 0% -1
15 -1 -1 1 0% -1
19 -1 1 -1 0% 1l
20 -1 -1 1 0% -1
22 -1 -1 1 0% -1
24 -1 -1 1 0% -1
32 -1 -1 1 0% -1
Table 27: Comparison of
Interactions Between Orientation
(C) and Distance from Window
(H) to YDA [%] and Glazing
Fraction [E]
City: Boston, USA
Occupancy Type: Office
Schedule: 6am-6pm
Off Hours: Same HVAC
Settings
Person Density: 0.1 per m2
Lighting Density: 3001ux
Lighting Control: Automatic
System Type: Joint HVAC
and Natural Ventilation
Indoor Max Air Temp: 26
Indoor Min Air Temp: 20
Max Relative Humidity:
60%
Ventilation Rate: 15 I/s
Air Change Rate: 2.08
Thermal Mass: High Mass
Wall Insulation: High
Orientation (C): As Noted
Glazing Fraction (E): As
Noted
Window Type: Double
Glazed with Blinds (G) As
Noted
Glass Type (F): As Noted
Overhang (D): As Noted
Table 28: Design Advisor
Parameters
A lower-power main effects calculation, as documented in Equation 9 is
employed to determine the main effects on YUDI>2000 and Yq because of the
simplicity of the problem and their marginal role in this thesis work. This will
result in guidelines from which the recommendations section of this thesis can,
not only make reasonable health assertions regarding daylight, but also
recommendations that do not result in an overly glary environment or one that
needlessly wastes heating and cooling energy. The results of this analysis are
documented in Figures 53 and 54.
In the case of annual energy use, glazing fraction has the strongest main effect of
those variables tested. A north facing-facade (C = -1) provides a marginal
average savings in heating and cooling loads (17 kWh/m2), though this result is
not likely statistically relevant. Similarly, the main effect on UDI>2000 is glazing
fraction. Additionally, UDI>2000 is also influenced by window tinting and blind
use. This suggests is that a large window (E =1) will cause glare in many cases,
but window tinting (F = -1) and blind use (G = -1) may mitigate this effect.
Interior paint selection (J) also has an effect. This is likely due to the propagation
of daylight though interior reflections. These results are in direct opposition to
the main effects on YDA. Because of the strong effect of these variables, it can be
stated that this opposition of goals will be universal (at least in Boston, USA) for
any design solution.
To summarize this design of experiments findings, a room with large window and
clear glazing provides the best possible conditions for achievement of circadian
illumination goals. All other variables tested can be compensated for in a well-
considered design. One variable that was not tested to its extreme was distance
from window, however we can infer that the distances tested here likely
represent conditions that effective circadian illuminance can be achieved. At
distances further from the window, this effect would likely be diminished in an
exponential manner because light's intensity declines with the square of the
distance. The glare and energy-use simulations provide boundary conditions for
this summary. Too large a window also leads to higher energy use and increased
likelihood of glare. In the case of glare, the only effective strategy that balances
the demand for minimum circadian illuminance with maximum glare control is
an automated blind control system. In the case of annual energy loads, some of
the negative effects of large glazing areas can be offset through automatic light
dimming and natural ventilation as a supplement to mechanical heating and
cooling (at least in Boston). In the next chapters, a discussion of the temporal
aspects of light and recommendations for architects will follow building upon
these findings.
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Floor Reflectance p = 30%
Ceiling Reflectance p =
80%
Wall Reflectance p = 30%
Glazing Fraction = 0%
Room Width: 4877mm
Room Depth: 5309mm
Room Height: 2.591mm
Vertical Test Plane:
1219mm from Adjacent
Wall
Direct Fixture: Cooper
ML480ZH
Fixture Length: 1219mm
Lamp Output: 28501ms
Lamp Power: 32W
Lamp Density: 4
Calculation Precision: High
Indirect
Maintenance Factor: 0.8
Table 29: RELUX
Parameters
..B
Figure
Hospital
Fixture
55: Plan of
Room with Light
Location: Boston, USA
Weather File: Boston.wea
Orientation: As Noted
Exterior Reflectance p =
30%
Floor Reflectance p = 30%
Ceiling Reflectance p =
80%
Wall Reflectance p = 60%
Glazing Fraction = Varies
Room Width: 16'-0"
Room Depth: 13'-0"
Room Height: 8'-6"
Vertical Test Plane: 4'-0"
from Adjacent Wall
Simulation Settings: Per
(Reinhart, 2006)
Hours: 06:00 to 18:00
Breaks: None
Daylight Savings Time: No
Target Illuminance:
180/190lux*
Blind Use: None
Table 30: DAYSIM
Parameters
3.3 TEMPORAL QUALITIES OF LIGHT
The prior discussion has linked the spectral and intensity aspects of light for the
purpose of stimulating the human circadian system, with the intended
byproducts to include some health benefit. In that discussion, the assumption is
physiological alertness is the lighting goal. In other words, the circadian
illumination goal requires a spectrally-weighted illuminance value and a
temporal context. This section will describe circadian-weighted illumination with
respect to its timing, thus completing the discussion of circadian illuminance.
This exploration will starts by analyzing light at one point in time, then over one
day. Then, six example days from a year are discussed, and finally the annual
properties of daylight are analyzed.
Because of light's potential physiological alerting effect, it is not temporally
neutral. Environmental lighting signals time of day-whether that time is
subjective (i.e. relative to only one observer) or global (i.e. the passing of a day as
viewed out of doors). Sunlight is the original source of day/night signals upon
which the human circadian system relies for information about the environment.
During daylight hours, the sun's position in the sky is constantly changing. Its
position varies over the course of a day, as well as between days. Seasonally, the
sun's apparent elevation in the sky and hours of availability shift in response to
the dynamic between the Earth's rotation and its revolution about the Sun. The
result is that daylight's temporal signal tells the observer not only that "it is day",
but also about the day in relation to other days (therefore informing a sense of
season--) and thus the annual rhythms of the Earth (circannual). Though the
analysis that follows focuses on the circadian qualities of light, some discussion
of its circannual qualities is inevitable.
This analysis begins with daylight at one moment in a typical year (± 21 March) at
noon in the subject hospital room (2.5) configured as described in Figure 55 and
Table 30. Light levels in the subject room will be evaluated with respect to
space. The relative contributions of daylight and artificial lighting will be
considered individually and then combined. This analysis will demonstrate the
potential of complimentary daylighting and artificial lighting.
Figure 56 documents the brightness of daylight received at the vertical test plane
at 4'-0" [1219mm] above the finished floor. Using RELUX 2007, the artificial light
contribution, at the test plane, from a 4-lamp fixture is calculated. The results of
this analysis reveal that for a south facing hospital room with 30% glazed fagade
for the date, time, and location specified, the circadian goal can be achieved
using daylight alone, and that the artificial light is negligible and short of its
circadian goal (228-371 lux) except directly under the fixture. In the case
presented, dimming the electric lights in response to daylight availability will
result in energy savings because the daylight illumination levels exceed that
necessary for general lighting. For practical purposes, the achievement of
circadian lighting goals will likely include a combination of daylight and artificial
light in certain circumstances, and the artificial lighting contribution should vary
based on daylight availability to maximize energy savings.
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Figure 56: Distribution of Daylight (Top), Artificial Light (Middle), and Both (Bottom) in
Vertical Test Plane of Subject Hospital Room on 21 Mar (Noon) in Boston, USA
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3.3.1 RELATING DAYLIGHTING TO SPACE AND TIME ON ONE DAY
This section builds upon the information presented on the previous page by
relating the spatial and temporal qualities of daylight to one day (rather than just
one moment in time). The subject day, in this case, is the 2 1st of March (spring
equinox). Following sections will expand this selection to multiple days and a
whole year. The analysis presented here begins by plotting the data from the
entire day spatially and temporally. The temporal dimension is expanded to
consider the effect of glazing fraction and orientation on average illuminance
level and the timing of peak illuminance.
Figure 58, below, is a compilation of temporal and spatial illumination quantities
in the subject space on the day of interest. The left horizontal axis displays light
distribution with respect to space, similar to Figure 56 above. These light values
are taken in the plane of the patient's head (Fig. 14) across the width of the
room from the window to the opposite wall. By projecting the illumination
values into time (right horizontal axis), the relative rise and fall of daylight
availability in this plane can be represented. The first rows (bottom left)
represent the use of artificial lighting before sufficient daylight is available to
light the space. As time advances from 0700 to 1300, the quantity of daylight
reaching the test plane location is seen to increase, then decrease in the
afternoon until about 1800, when artificial light is again needed to illuminate the
space.
The purpose of Figure 58 is to relate the spatial and temporal aspects of light as
an introduction to more advanced light mapping techniques which will be
discussed next. Cross sections of this data are provided at the left for clarity.
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Figure 57 provides the spatial-illuminance information, at noon, which is also
represented on Figure 58 below (Left Horizontal and Vertical Axis). Figure 57
also demonstrates the illuminance profile from Figure 58 below at a location of
6'-6" [1981mm] from the window for the entire subject day (21 March). These
graphs demonstrate that, for the subject room, the illuminance profile decreases
with distance from the window, and peaks at around noon with, as would be
expected for a south-facing room.
Window size and orientation can contribute to a sense of time. Figure 59 below
elaborates on Figure 65 by demonstrating a how a range of glazing fractions and
orientations can influence the peak illumination of daylight. The key factors
demonstrated here are the duration of illumination and the timing of peak
illuminance. On the equinox in Boston, USA, a south-facing window will receive
strong illumination around noon, while a north facing window displays little peak
variation in daylight illumination levels during the day. In the latter case, light
appears almost constant to the observer, only carrying information about
day/night contrast and not the passing of the day because it lacks a peak. On the
other hand, east and west facing windows will experience high peak illumination
levels in the morning and evening, respectively. Figure 59 below demonstrates
that the effect of peak illumination is more pronounced at glazing fractions
above 11% with diminishing return above 30%. These qualities may have a role
in circadian illumination as the timing of bright light can phase-delay or phase-
advance an observer (Lockley, 2008, In Press).
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City: Boston, USA
Occupancy Type: Office
Schedule: 6am-6pm
Off Hours: Same HVAC
Settings
Person Density: 0.1 per
m2
Lighting Density: 7501ux
Lighting Control:
Automatic
System Type: Joint HVAC
and Natural Ventilation
For 30% GF, Otherwise
HVAC
Indoor Max Air Temp: 26
Indoor Min Air Temp: 20
Max Relative Humidity:
60%
Ventilation Rate: 15 I/s
Air Change Rate: 1.8
Thermal Mass: High Mass
Wall Insulation: High
Orientation: South
Glazing Fraction: 30%
Window Type: Double
Glazed
Glass Type: Low E
Overhang: None
Table 31: Design
Advisor Parameters
[kWh/m 2]
3.3.2 ACHIEVING CIRCADIAN ILLUMINATION GOALS ON SIX SAMPLE
DAYS
This analysis builds on that presented in the preceding pages by considering
daylight availability in the subject room (south facing, 30% glazing) on six sample
days and demonstrating when and how artificial lighting can be used to meet the
circadian illumination objective. This data was created from a DAYSIM annual
illuminance file (ILL) for the subject room, to which artificial lighting was added
to meet the goal (0.27 W-C(;) between 0600-1800 daily. The energy impacts of
these decisions are summarized based on the assumptions in Table 31.
Figure 61 below displays daylight illuminance levels in the subject hospital room
on the six sample days. Supplementary illumination from three artificial sources
(F2 cool while, 4100K, and F7 daylight) is considered as well. If the illumination
goal is 100% alerting effect from 0600 to 1800 daily, then at least some artificial
complement is necessary-especially during the darker winter months or parts
of the summer months when the sun angle is too high to provide adequate
daylight on the target location. The three lamps considered all have different
circadian potential based on their blue light component (2.5). And so the
required vertical illumination level at the target location varies by lamp type.
The dimming of these fixtures is shown in comparison to peaking daylight to
accentuate when the lights need to achieve an alerting effect based on the
criteria above.
Considered another way, Figure 61 demonstrates the potential of an interlocked
artificial lighting-daylighting strategy to both achieve circadian goals and to save
energy. For this scenario, a 7501ux horizontal illumination goal was set reflecting
higher illumination levels necessary to achieve a vertical circadian illumination
goal. From these results, it can be concluded that a system of automatic lighting
controls is the most energy efficient approach to meeting circadian illumination
goals. The worst, from an energy perspective, is one where daylight is available
through a window, but artificial lights are kept at the target illumination level
without daylight dimming. This approach, while common in construction of this
type, is both wasteful and unnecessary as demonstrated here (Fig. 60).
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3.3.3 TEMPORAL MAPPING: AN ANNUAL PERSPECTIVE ON DAYLIGHTING
The data presented on the previous pages begins with daylight when considered
spatially, and then builds a series of findings regarding daylight's temporal
qualities-especially how windows can influence achievement of circadian
illumination goals with respect to time. Figure 59 represents this information
with respect to one day, while Figure 61 expands the selection to 6 days of
interest. The penultimate representation of the temporal qualities of daylight
may be the use of temporal mapping as demonstrated below. This section
introduces temporal mapping which is used in the analyses in the subsequent
sections.
Temporal mapping of illuminance is one method by which a year's worth of
daylighting data can be displayed to demonstrate daylight availability and
contrast considered from a single data point in the subject space. The graphs
below were generated from the same DAYSIM annual illuminance file (ILL) used
to create the figures on the preceding pages. Each day is recorded vertically,
while subsequent days advance horizontally. The scale is used to demonstrate
when lighting levels are below and above the saturation point-in this case
20001ux. These techniques were developed by Mardahljevic (Mardahljevic,
2004) and the outputs below were generated using a simple MATLAB script
written by Kleindeinst (Kleindienst, et al., 2008).
Figure 62 below demonstrates brightness of daylight at the patient's eye in 5
minute increments for a typical year in Boston. This diagram was derived from
output created by DAYSIM (ILL file)(Kleindienst, et al., 2008). The result indicates
the range of times when sunlight will be brightest in the subject space. As timing
is a critical factor in effective circadian design, diagrams such as these provide
helpful validation of daylight exposure timing. From the data presented in Figure
62, it is clear that an east-facing room performs best in providing intense light in
the morning. In contrast, the west-facing window provides intense illumination
in the evening. These results may seem obvious for a room with simple
geometry and orientation, however more complex spaces with multiple
exposures may benefit from this type of analysis.
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Figure 70: Temporal Maps of West (L) and East (R) Facing Patient Room, GF-30%, Max
Illumin = 2000 lux, Min Illumin. = 0 lux. No Shading Device or Blinds Specified.
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City: Boston, USA
Occupancy Type: Office
Schedule: 6am-6pm
Off Hours: Same HVAC
Settings
Person Density: 0.1 per
m
2
Lighting Density: 7501ux
Lighting Control:
Automatic
System Type: Joint
HVAC and Natural
Ventilation
Indoor Max Air Temp: 26
Indoor Min Air Temp: 20
Max Rel. Humidity: 60%
Ventilation Rate: 15 I/s
Air Change Rate: 1.8
Thermal Mass: High
Mass
Wall Insulation: High
Orientation: South
Glazing Fraction: 11%
Window Type: Double
Glazed with Blinds
Glass Type: Clear Low-E
Overhang: None
Table 32: Design
Advisor Parameters
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3.3.4 ANNUAL DAYLIGHTING IN A ROOM OF FIXED WINDOW SIZE
It is common in architectural design to repeat a window configuration around a
building without regard to orientation and daylight availability. The purpose of
this section is to demonstrate the effect of static window sizing on the timing
and intensity of daylight. In the examples presented below, daylight availability
is simulated using DAYSIM to produce an annual illuminance profile for a test
point located near the imaginary patient's head (2.6). As calculated in 2.5, the
illuminance threshold is 1901ux (180 lux for north) while the acceptable
maximum is 20001ux (to account for glare) (Nabil, et al., 2005).
The period when daylight will not be sufficient in this case is relative to
orientation and timing of daylight availability. At first glance, the temporal maps
in Figure 65 below would seem to indicate achievement of the Daylight
Autonomy goal for most of the year. This is not the case as documented in 3.2.3.
Late sunrise/early sunset times reduce the effective period of daylight availability
between March and October in Boston. Furthermore weather, shown by vertical
streaks in the diagrams below, also reduces daylight availability. Figure 66
demonstrates the complimentary artificial illumination necessary to achieve the
circadian illumination goal for a north-facing window when using a 4100K lamp.
For the south-facing room, this small window results in 1-2 hours of inadequate
daylight illumination in the mornings and evenings during summer months when
the sun is highest in the sky. For the north-facing room, the target illumination
level is not achieved between September and early March. Even when the
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Figure 65: Temporal Maps for 11% Glazing Fraction in Various Orientations
circadian illuminance goal is achieved for a north-facing 
window, lighting level
tends to be quite low (<;4001ux). Predictably, the east- and west-facing rooms
display highest illumination levels in the morning and evening, respectively.
For the four cases presented here, the glare index is only exceeded at 
times of
low angle sun-morning and evening for east and west, and winter midday for
e ht south fa ade For 
the remainder the da 
li ht illumination levels 
tend below
5001ux at most times, which would likely cause an observer to note the room is Figure 66: Artificial
"dark." Circadian Lighting
Compliment (4100K) to
In these scenarios, it is assumed that low achievement of circadian illumination North 11% GF Room.
using daylight is offset by use of artificial illumination. For the purposes of Max (Red) = 3051ux, Min
energy simulation, this equates to a higher horizontal illuminance than is typical (Blue)= Olux
for this application. Here, the assumed equivalent is 7501ux, but the likely
equivalent is highly dependent on angle to the source rather than measured
horizontal illuminance. Figure 66 at right demonstrates when this supplemental
illumination is required for a north facing room. This expands on Figure 65 by
demonstrating the necessary artificial circadian lighting contribution. In this
case, artificial lighting is prescribed at higher levels between October and March
to supplement the weak natural illumination. For the rest of the year, lower
levels of artificial illumination are required to meet the illumination target. What
this suggests is that, for a room with small window, artificial illumination will be
required year-round, and it will be the primary circadian illumination in winter.
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3.3.5 ANNUAL DAYLIGHTING IN ROOMS OF EQUAL CIRCADIAN STIMULUS
This section elaborates on the temporal aspects of circadian illumination and
glare by comparing design solutions of near-equivalent circadian potential. The
previous pages demonstrated that, for a given location, the achievement of
circadian illumination goals are affected by the glazing fraction of a window. This
section demonstrates that the glare component will vary temporally with
orientation and can be exaggerated by glazing area, thus causing a situation
where goals are in opposition.
To best achieve effective circadian stimulus, window size must be varied based
on orientation, and must be tuned for a specific geographic location. The
temporal maps labeled "Daylight Autonomy [190/1801ux]" in Figure 70, below,
demonstrates this. In addition, temporal mapping provides valuable information
on the timing of daylight. This additional information can inform a designer on
the necessary modifications to cut glare, as documented under "Glare
[Max=20001ux]" on Figure 70. For example, in the case of the east-facing room,
the patient's gaze includes a substantial amount of south light as evidenced by
glary conditions on the temporal map at the right. Effective shading for this
room will include attenuation of high angle midday light and low angle morning
light for comfort. West-facing rooms require glare attenuation in the afternoon.
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The temporal maps for south- and north-facing patient rooms, below, also
indicate strong differences in the timing and intensity of glare for essentially
equal annual circadian illumination. The north-facing room experiences almost
no glare at 50% glazing fraction, and so this option can be explored with little
further consideration to visual comfort. In contrast, the south-facing room is
quite glary in winter months and around midday. A glare control strategy which
still allows for adequate circadian illumination, but prevents over-illumination
>2000 lux is necessary here.
In comparison to rooms with 11% glazing and artificial lighting used for circadian
stimulus (Fig. 67), the scenarios investigated here use less energy (Fig. 71) and,
subjectively, produce more pleasant environments. Because of the high rate of
circadian illumination achievement with daylight (see Fig. 70), it is assumed that
artificial lighting is used only for general illumination, so the goal is set at 300 lux.
In this case, the patient room is now heating-dominant, not lighting-dominant in
terms of energy demand. Electricity-driven artificial lighting has much less
efficacy due to energy losses in production, transmission, and transformation of
electrical energy to photic energy. A heating-dominant solution has many
benefits as some heating can be provided by the sun, while others can be
provided by site-produced heat (i.e. natural gas) at very high efficiency rates. So,
this approach not only uses less energy, but uses it more efficaciously.
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City: Boston, USA
Occupancy Type: Office
Schedule: 6am-6pm
Off Hours: Same HVAC
Settings
Person Density: 0.1 per
m2
Lighting Density: 3001ux
Lighting Control:
Automatic
System Type: Joint HVAC
and Natural Ventilation
Indoor Max Air Temp: 26
Indoor Min Air Temp: 20
Max Relative Humidity:
60%
Ventilation Rate: 15 I/s
Air Change Rate: 1.8
Thermal Mass: High Mass
Wall Insulation: High
Orientation: South
Glazing Fraction: As
Noted
Window Type: Double
Glazed with Blinds As
Noted
Glass Type: Clear
Overhang: None
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4.0 LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING TOOLS
Circadian illumination differs from other forms commonly considered because it
requires a degree of certainty regarding the spectrum and intensity of light
received at the eye in order to determine circadian stimulus. Simulating both the
spectrum and intensity of light is beyond the capabilities of all but the most
advanced computer modeling software. And so, in the preceding sections light is
assumed to act in a spectrally neutral manner (3.0), or some estimate is made
regarding an increase (3.2.7, 2.5) or decrease (2.5) of the illumination goal based
on spectral properties of the model components (i.e. sky, room finishes, lamps,
etc.). In this section, the impact of these limitations will be expounded.
For the experiments executed in this thesis document, RADIANCE was either the
lighting simulation tool used directly, or it was the calculation engine used by
another tool to calculate illuminance (Reinhart, 2006) (Christakou, et al., 2005).
As used in this thesis, RADIANCE is either used to, first, model illumination when
all the variables are spectrally neutral, and from this information spectral
qualities are inferred by analogy, or, second, RADIANCE is used as a 3-channel
ray tracer to test the effects of absorption, transmission, and reflection upon
radiometric spectra. In the case of the first, it can be said that because the
source had a specific intensity and because the simulation measured a specific
intensity at a test point, in a spectrally neutral environment where the source
spectrum is known, by analogy the spectrum at the test point can be inferred. In
the case of the second, specific radiometric properties are applied to each of the
materials (including the source), and the source spectrum is experimentally
compared to that received at the test point to measure the relative degradation.
RADIANCE can be used to produce relatively accurate portraits of scenes with
complex color interactions. Ward and Eydelberg-Vileshin (2002) transform a
source of known spectrum into white, then assign the spectral shift caused by
the source to the interior materials, thus simulating how the eye perceives light.
For the purposes of this thesis, Ward and Eydelberg-Vileshin draw to our
attention several limitations of RADIANCE with respect to spectral simulations.
For example light is produced in continuous spectrums, while RADIANCE only
offers simulation capabilities with three colors or channels (Red, Green, Blue). It
is not clear how many channels are required to simulate a continuous spectrum,
and exceptional cases can be imagined which would cause errors regardless of
the number of channels used (Ward, et al., 2002). Admittedly, when RADIANCE
is used for spectral simulations in this thesis, this weakness is unavoidable
because the use of relative radiometric spectra does not allow multiple
simulations to expand the number of channels considered as in Wandachowicz
(discussed below). However, the data are used to understand generalities, not
produce specific, precise measures. Additionally, continuous spectra are more
precise than RGB approximations, and so while the RGB values generated from
the considered source, transmission, and reflection spectra are precise, they are
not necessarily specific to those spectra. Inferring continuous spectra from the
resultant RGB values can only be achieved with very low confidence. One final
consideration mentioned in the Ward and Eydelberg-Vileshin (2002) paper is the
choice of color space. In that paper, the transformation of spectral data into
specific RGB values based on color space takes prominence in the discussion. In
100
this thesis, relative radiometric values are used, and so avoiding transformations
of the source information into yet another format. RADIANCE, thus when used
in this manner, is simply a 3-channel ray tracer used to measure the relative
decay of RGB values due to transmission and inter-reflections.
The use of RADIANCE to predict the decay of a light source's spectrum finds
precedent in Wandachowicz (2006). In this article, an analogy is made regarding
photopic illuminance and circadian illuminace, from which the alteration of a
fluorescent source's short-wavelength component is estimated to determine the
resulting effect on circadian illuminance. Wandachowicz tests RADIANCE using 3
channels and using 9 channels (3 simulations at 3 channels each). Because this
thesis uses relative radiometric values (0.0 to 1.0), this is not possible as the
results could not be directly compared. The use of 9 channels proved to have a
lower error than using RADIANCE as a 3-channel ray-tracer alone, when error
was figured based on differences in illuminance results. Admittedly, the use of
RADIANCE as a 3-channel ray-tracer is a weakness in this thesis. The research
presented here, however, uses the resultant RGB values to determine spectral
shift caused by inter-reflections, not for predicting illuminance values. Precision
in the results is not the primary goal-rather, it is the general and relative effects
of inter-reflections that is important, and so the higher error rate reported in
Wandachowicz is accepted for this 3-channel approach (Wandachowics, 2006).
With the general parameters associated with spectral modeling outlined, the
remainder of this section will focus on the specific methods by which spectrum
and lighting intensity are related. A discussion of the core assumption--spectral
neutrality-will proceed, followed by adjustment for spectral properties of
sunlight, windows, and interior reflections.
The analogy experiments conceived and executed in the development of this
thesis began with the assumption of spectral neutrality of the subject space. This
assumption, while simple, is not particularly accurate because even when
interior finishes are considered to be spectrally neutral, the source is not. To
overcome this first limitation, lighting simulation is executed without modeling
spectra. In this case, the source, glazing, and interior finishes are all modeled as
white (R=G=B). In this context, the simulation only tests the decay of the
magnitude of the source spectrum, and its spectral properties are modeled
through calculations. In other words, if the source produces a certain number of
lumens, and a certain number of lux is measured at a test point, it is assumed
that the only difference between the two is the illuminance value, and thus the
spectral composition will be unchanged. From the measured illuminance value,
the spectral properties of the light are calculated as documented in 2.4 and 2.4
of this thesis. Since the central assumption of this approach is that the source
spectrum will be similarly received at the test point without significant
alteration, the effective circadian stimulus can thus be deduced. This approach
tested experimentally in 3.2.7 where, in a room with neutral interior paint colors,
the RGB spectrum of light received at a test point was similar to the product of
the source and window transmission spectrum (RAL 9003) (Wandachowics,
2006). This test, however, is not without its own limitations and assumptions, as
discussed earlier in this section.
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In the preceding paragraph, the problem of source spectrum was introduced,
and here it will be elaborated. From the position of an observer in a room, the
"source" spectrum is really a product of the illuminant (i.e the sun), external
surfaces (i.e. buildings, landscaping, etc.), the window, and interior surfaces. All
these interact to shape light as received at the eye. For the purposes of
simplicity, external obstructions are not considered in this thesis. Discussion of
internal surfaces will follow. So, for this discussion, the "source" is the illuminant
and the window. Figure 11 in section 2.5 documents how the spectral
composition of daylight shifts slightly based on the angle of the light and weather
conditions. For example, morning and evening light have slightly more long-
wavelength light (red), and thus slightly less short-wavelength light (blue). This
condition only persists for a few hours, and once the sun is higher in the sky
(and, thus, the light passes through less air), the spectrum shifts to include less
long-wavelength light. Furthermore, overcast skies and the bluer sky of north
light produce light of yet higher short-wavelength content. So, for example,
east- and west-facing windows will have light rich in long-wavelength light (CIE
illuminance D55) during hours of direct exposure, but will have a much higher
short-wavelength component during hours of indirect exposure. The modeling
programs used here do not allow for the continuous variation of illuminant
spectrum, and in the case of DAYSIM, spectrum is disregarded entirely (Reinhart,
2006). To compensate for this fact, for east- and west-facing windows, the D65
(Daylight, noon) spectrum is used to establish an illuminance goal because it has
some average of the two extremes present in these conditions. This same
spectrum is also used to establish an illuminance goal for south-facing windows.
For north-facing windows, which receive little or no direct sunlight, the D75
(Daylight, overcast) spectrum is used to establish an illuminance goal because of
its higher short-wavelength content.
Setting the illuminance goal solely based on the spectrum of the source,
however, ignores the effect of window glazing on daylight. As documented in
3.2.4, many window glazing materials are significantly opaque to short-
wavelength light. This is compensated for in two ways: first by considering the
source (i.e. the sun) and the window to be one illuminant with their combined
spectrum and circadian illuminace goal reflecting the product of their individual
spectrums and second by assigning RGB values to both the illuminant and the
window and allowing RADIANCE to figure the spectral shift. The case of the first
is used most prominently in this thesis because a specific circadian illuminance
goal must be figured in order to achieve meaningful results. In this case, when
the simulation is executed in DAYSIM, which does not model RGB spectra,
achievement of the circadian illuminance goal is measured by analogy. The
photopic illuminance goal is set by finding the product of the daylight spectrum
and the window transmission spectrum, which is then treated as a unique
source, from which the level of effective circadian stimulus may be calculated
(2.4 and 2.5). The use of RADIANCE to measure achievement of a circadian
illumination goal can be imagined based on Wandachowicz (2006) where each
material is assigned a unique RGB value based on the spectral properties of the
materials (Wandachowics, 2006), however, this approach would only describe
daylight's circadian illumination at one point in time, whereas DAYSIM offers
results based on yearly daylight availability. The use of RADIANCE to simulate
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the effect of materials on the spectral components of daylight is thus used in
3.2.7 to formulate only a very general understanding of these effects.
One further minor limitation of the existing annual daylight simulation tools (i.e.
DAYSIM) is the reliance on a static daylit period. This may be appropriate when
considering the circadian effects of light, but discounts circannual variability in
daylight availability. This can be viewed in two ways: either sufficient light
should be present at certain times year-round, or the Daylight Autonomy metric,
as used here, should allow for circannual variability. In this thesis, the former
position is taken for two reasons. First, research has shown that light during
otherwise dark periods is associated with depression and other circadian-linked
health effects, suggesting that light is required even if not available. Second, the
target daylight period chosen for analysis is 12 hours, and a room with specific
qualities can meet the circadian illuminance objective nearly 90% of the time in
Boston, and so the period may not be unrealistic as a relative measure.
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DESIGNERS
The purpose for reinforcing 
human circadian organization 
is to provide an
unambiguous index for the passing of a day, from which anticipated health
benefits can be derived From 
the data presented in this 
thesis some
Figure 72: Patient Posi
Relative to Window
r-r 
I
Figure 73: Direct Sunli
at Shallow Angles Rel;
to Patient
tion implications for architectural design based on circadian health needs can be
imagined.
For artificial lighting, the previous work has demonstrated under what conditions
• electric illumination can provide circadian stimulus. All else being equal, the
lamp density and normal of a fixture are most important to achieving a
spectrally-weighted illumination goal. This means the light must be sufficiently
bright and the rays of light must be pointed at the subject's field of vision. In this
sense, circadian illumination differs from general or task illumination because in
ght the latter cases, it is the illumination of a plane (usually horizontal) that is
ative considered critical. The use of standard artificial illumination for circadian
stimulus is problematic as demonstrated in Figure 74. The rays of light are
usually pointed towards a horizontal surface, and thus are perpendicular to the
= '.
s reviecer eye-not parallel to it. This means less light is received in the vertical
plane of the user's eye than 
would be measured on the 
corresponding horizontal
plane. So, to achieve efficient 
illumination of the subject's eyes, a source 
in line
with the receiver's eye would be most efficient. This finding presents a
confounding problem for architectural illumination design: overhead sources
must be brighter to achieve the vertical illumination goal identified, which results
Figure 74: Artificial Lighting.
at Steep Angles Relative to in increased energy use for electric illumination, or the luminaire could be
Patient positioned normal to the patient's eyes (Fig. 75), but would likely be considered
_ glary because the source is visible at angles of less than 50" above the subject's
7 Z•1 jeyes(Ramsey, et al., 2000). The use of LED luminaires directly in a receiver's field
of vision for circadian stimulus already finds widespread acceptance in northern
European countries (Apollo Health, 2008). This approach overcomes key
limitations of standard artificial illumination as demonstrated in Figure 75. The
difference between architectural lighting design and these LEDs, however, is one
of environmental design versus therapeutic lighting. In other words, the point of
Figure 75: Use of Special this thesis is to define those parameters that support healthy circadian
Illuminator to Treat
Illuminator to Treat organization, not to treat acute disorders.Circadian Disorders
Another finding is the relative unimportance of color temperature to achieving
circadian effect in an architectural setting. What this means is that a design that
is ineffective will likely not be amended simply by changing the lamps to ones
richer in short wavelength light. Instead, these must be considered as a holistic
design concept. Furthermore, previous research has demonstrated that people
prefer higher illuminances for higher color temperature sources. This preference
is apparently in opposition to circadian stimulus objectives which typically
require lower illuminances for higher color temperature sources. A method that
meets both needs will, therefore, be biologically and socially successful.
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Building upon the recommendations in the preceding pages, a hospital room
design, prepared for this thesis, is presented in more detail here. This section
discusses the synthesis of variables affecting circadian illumination, glare, and
heating/cooling energy use in the context of a design proposition. The purpose
of this design is to give form to circadian-sensitive.
Design, by its nature, includes prescriptive and arbitrary components. For the
design proposition presented on this page, the choice of ceiling geometry and
window arrangement reflects the aesthetic of the author. Similarly, the use of
balconies as shading devices finds precedent in newer hospital designs
(Stephens, 2005) and may offer a qualitative method to reinforce healthy
circadian organization. Code requirements are not ignored in this proposition as
it follows the prescriptive criteria for clearances around the bed for
maneuverability (See Fig. 13 in section 2.6) (US Americans with Disabilities Act
Access Board, 2002) (American Institute of Architects, 2006). Furthermore, the
bed-to-door distance is minimized to allow for easier access in emergencies,
while the bed-to-bed distance is 22'-9" [6934mm] as shown. In the case of the
subject room evaluated in the early part of this thesis, the bed is located remote
from the door, while the bed-to-bed distance is 16'-4" [4978]. So, this proposal
accepts this tradeoff in favor of reducing the overall room depth, decreasing the
distance between the patient and the window, while slightly increasing the
room-to-room distance.
The design presented here also addresses energy use and glare. Admittedly, the
central tension in this design proposition is the opposing goals of annual energy
use, which favors smaller windows, and circadian illumination, which favors
larger windows in some circumstances. With the parameters considered in this
thesis, this opposition of goals can be addressed in a few ways. For example, the
use of natural ventilation can offset the requirement for cooling in climates that
are not hot and humid. Operable windows are shown on Figure 76 below.
Additionally, automatic dimmers on lighting controls can reduce overall annual
energy use (Fig. 60, 71). Shading devices such as overhangs and louvers, as
Figure 77: Plan of
Proposed Hospital Room
Showing Inter-locking
Plan-Form and Bed-to-
Bed Distance
Figure 76: Example Hospital Room
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Figure 78: Corridor-Side of
Proposed Hospital Room
with Smaller Vision Panel
Figure 79: Nighttime
Rendering of Hospital
Room and Artificially Lit
Adjacent Corridor through
Vision Panels
shown on Figure 83, can reduce annual energy use and glare by blocking direct
solar radiation (Section 3.2.5). Automatic internal shades, however, are the best
method to control glare (Fig. 42).
Circadian illumination goals take strong precedent in the design imagined in
Figure 76. The design of experiments for daylighting documented in section 3.2
of this thesis includes some specific findings for achieving a circadian-weighted
daylight illumination goal. The most important variable tested was glazing
fraction, finding that larger glazing area equates to higher circadian stimulus. In
Figure 76, a window size associated a partly obstructed skyview is shown. As
necessary, the window size can be reduced in less obstructed conditions, and so
this should not be taken as the final solution to glazing fraction (See Fig. 83). To
make best use of the incident solar radiation, clear glazing should be used where
possible. This glazing material results in the least spectral distortions and the
most circadian illumination per lumen which strikes its exterior face. As
demonstrated in chapter 3, the use of a Low-E coating does not affect these
qualities, while it does offer significant energy-savings benefits.
One final consideration is the night-time condition of the room. Current trends
towards "universal care" hospital rooms favor large expanses of interior glazing
so that staff may observe a patient without entering the room. At night, this
glazing becomes a liability from a circadian perspective because it allows for the
transmission of nearby corridor light into a patient's room (Fig. 79), potentially
disrupting their night sleeping patterns. For this reason, it is suggested that
vision panels between rooms and corridors be reduced to the minimum (Fig. 78),
or not used altogether, instead favoring the use of electronic monitoring during
night time hours.
DAYLIGHT AUTONOMY [190/180 lux]
Major North Minor East
Days
Maior Somdh Minor FatJ
GLARE [Max = 20001ux]
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Figure 80: Hospital Rooms with a Major and Minor Exposure and Temporal Maps of
Circadian-Weighted Daylight Autonomy (L) and Glare (R)
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5.1 RECOMMENDATIONS ON ROOMS WITH MULTIPLE EXPOSURES
In the literature, recommendations from the time of Vitruvius survive which state
that rooms should be located and oriented about a building's perimeter in
response to the sun's daily course (Vitruvius, 1st Century AD)(Alexander, et al.,
1977). A qualitative undertaking of this objective would naturally seek to orient all
bedrooms eastward, for example. This approach, however, likely faces limitations
in many applications. For example, it is not always possible to locate every
hospital room on an east-facing fagade (Ulrich, et al., 2004).
Therefore, it was hypothesized that altering the subject room (Section 2.5) to
include a major and minor exposure could result in a space with quantitatively
improved circadian illuminance. In other words, a smaller side window was added
to the room opposite the bed in the manner shown on Figure 80 below. The
experiment included here tests circadian illuminance and peak illumination times.
In Figure 80, below, all the plans are oriented north. From the findings reported
below, it can be seen that when a room includes an east-facing window-even a
small one-the daily peak illumination is shifted earlier. West-facing rooms with
an additional south-facing window do not achieve this same benefit in the
configuration tested. So, if the goal is to include an early peak illumination period,
three of these four proposals can be recommended. These findings have
application in, for example, sawtooth building forms which provide multiple
exposures for each room.
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5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS ON ALTERNATE ROOM LAYOUTS
As mentioned at the outset of this thesis, "evidence-based" design promulgates
the building as healer. In published work related to hospital rooms, this has
come to include a wide range of recommendations for increased patient
wellness to include daylighting, among others. In the exploration of circadian
illumination consequences, several issues have become evident which may
overturn "evidence-based" recommendations for hospital room design.
This section evaluates several standard hospital room configurations, including
the "universal care" patient room (American Institute of Architects, 2004) to
determine if industry trends are beneficial to the achievement of circadian
illumination goals. Specifically, this section will explore three factors: the
location of the patient bed with respect to the hospital room door, the position
of the toilet, and the distance from the window to the patient's bed. In the cases
presented below, all the rooms are assumed to be oriented south with 30%
glazing fraction.
The results of this experiment, as shown in Figure 81, demonstrate that the
circadian illumination can be negatively affected by room layout. Figure 81 (top,
left) demonstrates the achievement of the circadian illumination goal for same
subject hospital room studied throughout the entire preceding portions of this
thesis. In the same figure, below (bottom, left) a similar room, but with a fagade-
side toilet is shown. The effect on daylighting is negative-the overall brightness
of the room is significantly decreased, while circadian illumination goal is not
met-especially early in the day and during summertime hours when the sun
angle is steeper.
DAYLIGHT AUTONOMY [190180 lux] GLARE [Max = 20001ux]
I I
Days Day
Figure 87: Sample Hospital Room Plans, Daylight Autonomy at Target Circadian
Illuminance Values, and Glare (UDI>20001ux)
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In Figure 81 (top, right), a variation on the first hospital room is seen-this time
with a family zone added to the window-side of the room. In this case, as long as
the bed is still quite close to the window, the achievement of the circadian
illumination goal is not greatly affected by the addition of this program element.
However, in Figure 81 (middle, right), the family zone is at the window-side of the
room, with the toilet located in the middle of the room, and the patient bed located
closest to the toilet.
From these results, several basic recommendations may be offered. First, the
toilet should not be placed on the fagade-side of the hospital room. Instead,
configurations which place it between rooms or on the corridor side should be
used. Second, patient bed should be placed close to the window. When a family
zone is included, if the zone is of reasonable size, it can be placed between the
patient bed and the window. In the design proposition made for this thesis, the
author placed the family zone on the corridor side of the room to increase the
family member's sense of privacy and to allow for better adjacency between the
patient bed and the window. The worst case tested here includes the toilet in the
middle of the patient room. This configuration cannot be recommended based on
the low daylight availability and reduced circadian illumination.
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5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS ON COURTYARDS AND URBAN MASKING
As discussed previously in this thesis, courtyard hospitals have become more
common, especially with increased attention to daylighting needs. The final step
in the design proposition made in this thesis is testing this concept and providing
recommendations to designers.
The work presented here hypothesizes that daylight availability will vary with
depth in a courtyard. From this information, a design can be iterated to
maximize the circadian illuminance received by all rooms. So, a courtyard model
was simulated several times to result in the proposition documented below.
Figure 90, left, demonstrates that reasonably high levels of circadian illumination
from daylight can be achieved by north-facing windows in a courtyard. In this
case, 70% glazing fraction was used for the top levels while 90% was used for the
bottom level. Automated window blinds were used to reduce glare to around
0%.
From these results, several recommendations can be made. First, every
orientation, and practically every room, will have differing levels of daylight
availability inside. The arrangement of windows should respond to this-
specifically by increasing in size with depth in the courtyard. Those windows
nearest the top (Fig. 83, left) may be the smallest. Secondly, for orientations that
receive direct solar exposure, include solar protection devices. Qualitatively,
balconies offer an opportunity to experience the out-of-doors for otherwise
room-bound patients and should be incorporated where feasible. These
recommendations can be extended to urban masking conditions, which though
not tested here, have many of the same parameters.
Figure 83: Perspective of an Imagined Courtyard Hospital
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5.5 PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS ON OTHER BUILDING TYPES
More broadly, the same techniques can find application to design of other parts
of a hospital, such as clinical and ancillary areas, and to other building types such
as office buildings and residences. For example, doctors often work in largely
windowless clinics. Using the techniques described in this thesis, a designer
could propose new designs for clinics which allow for adequate daylighting in
work areas, thus reinforcing a circadian organization for doctors and other
medical staff.
In the context of homes and for individuals with normal sleep-wake patterns,
exposure to bright morning daylight in bedrooms, and daytime daylight in other
rooms both makes sense and has been suggested both from a functional and
circadian perspective (Alexander, et al., 1977). In multifamily residences, where
each unit typically has a single exposure, the potential circadian effect would be
dependent on the orientation of the entire apartment. As orientation is rarely
considered in apartment design, it may make sense to rethink societal templates
for these spaces to offer functionally-appropriate solar exposures for each unit.
For office spaces, southern exposures may enhance the sensation of alertness
and improve performance over the duration of the average workday, in contrast
to eastern and western exposures which will tend to occur at the beginnings and
ends of workdays.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS
This thesis was undertaken with the desire to quantify those aspects of daylight
that may affect human health. The research included a wide literature search
and development of a health-based metric for daylighting. This thesis makes a
unique contribution by synthesizing state-of-the-art research in photobiology
into a physiologically-based illuminance goal for daylighting based on human
circadian organization. For example, the range of 1901ux-20001ux, in a vertical
plane, is proposed to achieve high levels of circadian stimulus (for a daylit room
with clear window). A process was proposed by which these physiological goals
can be incorporated into architectural design with validation by simulation.
Simulation tools are limited in their capacity to calculate the spectral qualities of
light, and in this thesis estimates the effect this has on prospective analysis of
designs for circadian stimulus. An imaginary hospital room in Boston was tested
for circadian stimulus as received by a patient. The results of these experiments
indicate that for a given architectural design, the large and small decisions each
contribute to, or detract from, the relative circadian potential of a space. Some
decisions were found to have universal impact, while others were situational.
For example, window size and transmissivity are critical design decisions
affecting circadian illumination in most cases. Also, window blind use can negate
the positive effects of natural illumination for circadian purposes, so effective
glare control is absolutely essential to achievement of these daylight goals.
Distance from the window is also an important variable to consider. From these
findings, a new template for hospital room design was imagined. This includes
minimizing the distance between the patient and the window. Automated blind
systems, and/or glare control devices such as external louvers should be
employed to reduce visual discomfort. The window configuration should be
"tuned" to orientation and masking effects so that those fagades that receive the
least direct light have the largest glazing areas. Clear glazing should be used to
minimize filtering of the blue spectral components of daylight.
The next steps in this research include expanding the set of findings into new
areas based on the same processes outlined here. For example, while this thesis
focused on the alerting effects of daylight, the sleep-promoting aspects of night
darkness deserve equal attention. A better understanding of the illuminance
thresholds in that case could lead to research on controlling light at night
effectively. Additionally, the source data used in this thesis research is based on
fluorescent light sources and the effect of daylight is inferred from this data.
Future research could include daylight-specific outcomes from which daylight
metrics could be proposed more directly. Also, it has been assumed that an
environment which promotes circadian organization will be beneficial to health,
however this assumption remains to be tested in a healthcare environment. And
while this thesis is focused on healthcare environments, the same procedures
could be applied to a wide variety of building types to better understand the
opportunities and constraints of those uniquely. Similarly, while this research
has focused on a hospital room in the Boston area, future research could expand
to include other locations with different climatic conditions and latitudes.
This thesis provides a preliminary method for the analysis of circadian
illumination in a space with certain assumptions. The method presented uses
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off-the-shelf technology and some novel calculations to provide useful design
information. In the larger scheme of the environment-health relationship, this
thesis has demonstrated that, in some cases, specific questions can be raised,
quantitatively answered, and incorporated into architectural design. Many of
the findings here overturn so-called "evidence-based" standards for healthcare
design. This is not an intentional outcome of this research, but rather a
clarification on the specific design conditions that must be met to achieve the
health effect. Careful attention to the issues presented here should increase the
circadian-health potential of new building designs, and will likely contribute to
improved patient outcomes pending validation through future research.
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DISCLAIMERS
The views expressed in this thesis are those of the author and do not reflect the
official policy or position of the U.S. Air Force, Department of Defense, or the
U.S. Government.
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APPENDIX A
Table 1. Target Energy Use Intensities' for 30% savings relative to ANSilASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-20042 by Subsector
and Climate Zone3: IP Units kBtuff 2-yr
Climate Zones
Subsectors A 1iA 2A 2B 3A 38 3C 4A 4B 4C SA 5B 6A 6B 7 8
All 49 58 47 51 54 40 44 49 39 39 52 45 53 51 52 52
Officeprofessional 40 39 42 45 37 32 31 42 41 37 42 33 43 43 47 47
Nonrefrigerated warehouse 29 19 21 21 26 21 21 29 35 21 33 35 35 33 32 32
Education 36 36 34 40 29 29 38 42 24 30 37 31 42 46 45 46
Retail (except malls) 47 47 46 46 44 38 38 48 40 40 51 50 53 64 70 70
Public assembly 43 46 46 46 50 37 37 38 33 54 48 35 46 36 49 49
Service 58 58 55 55 42 44 44 55 36 36 64 53 72 60 76 76
Religious worship 31 28 28 28 20 21 21 31 41 41 36 24 40 27 31 31
Lodging 38 45 36 36 37 28 28 40 43 43 39 36 42 45 44 44
Food services 248 248 242 248 266 262 262 257 257 257 235 198 239 239 248 248
Inpatient health care 77 75 75 7E 83 69 68 74 74 74 81 74 71 81 81 81
Public order and safety 47 38 38 38 47 47 47 42 42 42 55 54 51 61 61 61
Food sates 127 140 140 140 133 105 105 132 132 132 121 127 146 146 127 127
Outpatient health care 53 53 56 56 45 55 55 46 46 46 63 53 57 55 75 75
Vacant 21 21 16 16 21 14 14 29 29 29 1 1 515 28 28 28 28
Other 40 51 51 51 40 40 40 40 40 40 43 43 44 44 44 44
Skilled nursing 92 92 92 92 79 72 72 102 102 102 99 74 93 93 93 93
Laboratory 226 226 22, 226 226 258 258 191 191 191 219 219 226 26 226 226
Refrigerated warehouse 60 60 6C 6C 60 60 60 62 160 0 60 60 -0 60 60 60
EUls are site (deivered) energy use for the whole building
'30% Targets were developed from modeling results for Standard 90. 1-2004 multiplied by 0.7 (hsted in Tatle 2).
Climate zones are defined in ANSIVASHRAE Standard 169-2006.
Figure 84: Excerpt from US DOE's Target Energy Use Intensity Goals as Cited Above (US Department of Energy, 2008)
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APPENDIX B
Run A DA [%]
13 -1 90%
1 1 89%
29 -1 84%
9 1 80%
10 1 77%
31 -1 77%
2 1 75%
27 1 72%
7 -1 69%
16 -1 69%
14 1 68%
28 1 68%
8 -1 67%
18 -1 61%
26 -1 48%
30 -1 45%
12 1 36%
23 1 32%
25 1 27%
21 1 24%
17 -1 15
3 1 13%
6 1 13%
11 -1 13%
4 1 5%
5 1 0%
15 -1 0%
19 1 0%
20 -1 0%
22 -1 0%
24 1 0%
32 -1 0%
D=15
k=9
Table 34: Analysis of Urban
Masking (A)
D=15
k=9
Table 35: Building Massing
Run B DA [%]
13 1 90%
1 1 89%
29 1 84%
9 -1 80%
10 1 77%
31 -1 77%
2 -1 75%
27 -1 72%
7 1 69%
16 -1 69%
14 -1 68%
28 1 68%
8 -1 67%
18 -1 61%
26 1 48%
30 -1 45%
12 -1 36%
23 -1 32%
25 1 27%
21 -1 24%
17 -1 15%
3 1 13%
6 1 13%
11 1 13%
4 1 5%
5 1 0%
15 1 0%
19 -1 0%
20 1 0%
22 1 0%
24 1 0%
32 -1 0%
36: Analysis
Orientation (C)
D=15
k=7
Table
Run C DA [%]
13 -1 90%6
1 1 89%
29 1 84%
9 -1 80%
10 -1 77%
31 -1 77%
2 -1 75%
27 1 72%
7 1 69%
16 1 69%
14 1 68%
28 -1 68%
8 1 67%
18 -1 61%
26 1 48%
30 1 45%
12 1 36%
23 1 32%
25 1 27%
21 1 24%
17 -1 155
3 -1 13%
6 1 13%
11 1 13%
4 1 5%
5 1 0%
15 -1 0%
19 -1 0%
20 -1 0%
22 -1 0%
24 -1 0%
32 -1 0%
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Run D DA[%]
13 1 90%
1 1 89%
29 -1 84%
9 1 80%
10 -1 77%'
31 1 77%
2 -1 75%
27 1 72%
7 1 69%
16 -1 69%
14 -1 68%
28 1 68%
8 1 67%
18 -1 6
26 1 48%
30 1 45%
12 1 36%
23 -1
25 -1 17%
21 -1 24%
17 1 15%
3 -1 13%
6 1 13%
11 -1 13%
4 -1 5%
5 1 0%
15 1 0%
19 -1 0%
20 -1 0%
22 1 0%
24 1 0%
32 -1 0%
D=15
k=6
Table 37: Analysis of
External Shades (D)
Run E DA [%]
13 1 90%
1 1 89%
29 1 84%
9 1 80%
10 1 77%
31 1 77%
2 1 75%
27 1 72%
7 1 69%
16 1 69%
14 1 68%
28 1 68%
8 1 67%
18 1 61%
26 -1 48%
30 -1 45%
12 -1 36%
23 1 32%
25 1 27%
21 -1 24%
17 -1
3 -1
6 1 13%
11 -1 13%
4 -1
5 -1
15 -1
19 -1
20 -1 %
22 -1
24 -1
32 -1
D=15
k=2
Run F DA [%]
13 -1 90%
1 1 89%
29 1 84%
9 1 80%
10 1 77%
31 -1 77%
2 1 75%
27 -1 72%
7 1 69%
16 -1 69%
14 1 68%
28 1 68%
8 1 67%
18 -1 61%
26 1 48%
30 1 45%
12 -1 36%
23 -1 32%
25 -1 27%
21 -1 24%
17 1 15%
3 1 13%
6 -1 13
11 1 13%
4 -1 5%
5 -1 0%
15 1 0%
19 1 0%
20 -1
22 -1 0%
24 1 0%
32 -1 - %
D=15
k=5
Table 38: Analysis of Table 39: Analysis of
Glazing Fraction (E) Window Transmissivity (F)
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Run H DAII Run G DA[%] Run 
J DA[%I
90%.
89%
84%
80%
77%
77%
75%
72%
69%
67%
61%
45%
D=15
k=6
Table 41:
36%
27%
13%
13%,
13%
5%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
D= 15
k=7
Analysis of Table 42:
Interior Shades (G) Paint Color (J)
90%
89%
84%
7780%
77%
75%
72%
69%
68%
67%
61%
48%
45%
36%
2%
15%
13%
13%
13%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
Analysis of Interior
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90%
89%
84%
80%
77%
77%
75%
72%
69%
68%
48%
45%
36%
3 2%
24%
15%
13%
5%
0%
0%
0%
D=15
k=6
Table 40: Analysis of Distance
from Window (H)
H DA [%] Run G DA[%] Run J DA [%]
1; '"'~
0%:''i-"'"r"
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